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THE

TRANS LAT 0 Æ's

PREFACE,

^"iV' f& Proposals for printing the ensuing

Treatise I declared my high opinion of the

merit of the Author, and the Grounds of it 5

and my Defgn in publifiing in cur language

this Specimen of his Works, that as a taste //

may whet the readers appetite after the rest of

them : of which therefore it will be proper to

give here aport Account.

The pious Author proposed to himself one

principal Design in his Studies ; in the Exe

cution of which he employed mojl and the best

years of his Use, and laid out on it the talents

God had enriched him with—a great Saga

city, asound Judgment, and an indefatigable

Industry, and all thestock ofuseful Knowlege

he had acquired by the prudent use of these.

This Design was, to illustrate the New



iv. PREFACE.

Testament, not barely by shewing thesense

and meaning of thosesacred writings, but also

the grandeur andmajesty ofthe Sentiments, and

the dignity and beauty of the Expression in a

Stile venerablysimple and delicately assecling.

For this purpose, he judiciously observed, a

correct Copy ofthesacred writings was neces

sary in the first place: which he accordingly "

prepared for himself, by many years study in

examining and digesting into order (which he

has done with a clearness and facility that could

scarcely have been hopedfor) the vast collections

of his predecessors, especially Dr. Mill's, and his

ownfrom MSS. which they had notseen j and

published it for the benefit of others at Tubing

A\ 1734, in 884 pages in 4'° (of which the

Text takes up 3 6 with thefollowing title :

I. H KAINH AIA0HKH. NovUM Tes-

tamentum Græcum, ita adornatum ut

Textus probatarum editionum medullam,

Mavgo variantium lectionum in suas classes

distributarum, locorumque parallelorum de-

lectum, Apparatus subjunBus criseos sacræ,

Millianæ præsertim, compendium, limam,

supplementum acrf frustum exhibeatj inser-

viente Jo. Alberto Bengelio.

 



PREFACE. v.

The same year he published., at Stutgard,

an 8" Edition of the Text and marginal

various readings and parallel places, but

without the critical apparatus : which I have

not been able to procure, though desirous to have

it as a Curiosity in its kind, as having but one

error of the press, viz, a wrong accent on the

word fMouSmav, i Cor. xvi. 5, vid. Gnom. in

locum. He had also begun a second 8"

edition, entirely the same, in the Text, with

the two former, but a little different in the

Margin as to the Greek letters <*, (3, y, f, r,

one of which in all his editions he puts after

each various reading to fgnify his approbation

or disapprobation and the degree of it (* the

befi, c the worst, y doubtful) ; some of which

are here alter d, especially y into (3 or S, after

1 8 years timeforfarther enquiry. He did not

live tosee thisfinished. It came out at 'Tubing,

A". 1753, in 495 pages. In thepreface

to this 3 d edition he mentions a Treatise he had

by him readyfor the press and would soon pub

lish, viz. Clavicula N. Test. Græci

ex iteratd hacce recognitione editsS quæ et

generalia fundamenta criseos N. T. ita repe-

tit, ut noviffimæ exceptioncs præcidantur, &
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ad multaJingulatim loca N. T. residuis unius

alteriusve eruditi viri oppolitionibus satisfacit,

alienasque correctiones, measque curas ulte-

riores adjicit. / am but very lately informed

that this treatise is printed, and has beensold at

London : so that / have not yet had an oppor

tunity ofseeing a work the title of which and the

character of it's Author raise my expectation

high.

The next thing to be done was to communi

cate the Observations be hadfor many years

been making on the Scriptures of the New 'tes

tament. But, in order to avoid interruptions

and digressions in that work, and to attain in

it the utniofi Brevity, ofwhich he is everJludi-

ous that the attention of the reader may not be

divertedfrom the Text itself ; he put the ge

neral things, that related to many particular

texts, into two small Treatises ; the first of

which is a new Harmony of the Evangelists,

which he wrote in High Dutch and published

at Tubing A\ 1736, in 390 pages in 8" with

this Title

II. Johann Albrecht Bengels richtige

Harmonie der vier &c: /. e. An exact Har

mony of thefour Evangelists, in which the



PREFACE. vii.

History, the Works and the Words of Jesus

Christ our Lord are disposed in their proper

natural Order, for confirmation of the truths

andfor exercise and edification in piety : by

John Albert Bengel. With a Preface &c.

The second of these two is the Chrono

logy, not only ofthe New, but also of the Old

Testament, nay of all ages pastfrom the Cre

ation, and future till the end oftime : asingu

lar andsurprising work, and well worthy ofthe

Attention both ofthe pious and ofthe learned ;

which was printed at Stutgard A\ 1741, in

441 pages in 8", entitled

III. Jo. Alberti Bengelij Ordo Tempo-

rum, d Principio per Periodos œconomiæ

divinæ bistoricas atque propheticas, adFinem

usque ita deductus ut tota Series & quarumvis

Partium Analogia sempiternæ virtutis ac

sapientiæ cultoribus ex Scripturd -veteris et

novi Testaments, tanquam uno revera docu

ments, proponatur.

But before this lafi mentioned book he thought

it proper to publifio his Exposition of the Re

velation, because in the Introduction to it

(which is the ensuing Trail) he had established

a main principle of his Chronology, especially
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offuture times : which he did accordingly, A".

1740 at Stutgard in 11 62 pages in 8" under

thefollowing 'Title, •

IV. Erklarte Offenbarung &c, i.e.

An Exposition of the Revelation of

St. John, or rather ofJesus Christ, tran

slatedfrom the original Text revised, opened by

means of the prophetical Numbers, and offered

to the consideration of all that regard the

Work and the Word of the Lord, and desire to

be rightly preparedfor those Occurrences that

are near at hand: by John Albert Bengel.

The Author himself (in §. 177 ofhis Abrifs

&c. to bespoken of by and by) mentions a 2d

edition of this work, A" \ 746 ; in which he

has briefly confuted the Moravians' Misapplica

tion ofthe excellent thingssaid of the Church of

Philadelphia to the Chwch of the Brethren as

they call it, and the persevering opposition they

make to the right use of the Revelation, in p.

1163--1172. But these 1 0 pagesseem, by their

numbers following immediately after the lajl

(viz. the 1 1 62V page of the Book, to be a

separate Appendix not interwoven into the body

ofthe work; the 2* edition ofwhich, as. it con-

sifts ofthefame number ofpages as thefirjl, one
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would thinkJhould not differfrom it but in that

Appendix. Tet I was willing to fee it, and it

is near a twelvemonth ago that a German Book

seller at London was employ d to get itfor me :

but I have not seen it yet. Ihadpatience with

another of them two years in procuring me some

other of our Author s works; and at lajl had

them by other means. 'This difficulty or negli^

gence I cannot account for : but it accounts for

some defeBs of my narrative.

The last Part of the Work, and to which

the rejl were preparatory, was a continued Se

ries of Observations or Annotations on all the

books of the New Testament. It was printed

at Tubing A°. 1742, in 1208 pages in 4",

with thefollowing Title ;

- V. Gnomon a Novi Testamenti, in

quo, ex nativa verborum vi, Simplicitas,

B

a The Author's Design being to point out in the briefest

manner the Emphasis, the Beauty, the Method of the Text,

without taking off the reader's attention from the Text itself i

he would have called it an Index of the N. T. But being pre

vented the use of a metaphor taken from that finger with

which we point at any thing (common usage having affixed a

different meaning to Index when spoken of a book) he bor

rowed one from that part of a Sun-Dial that points out the

Hours, and from thence call'd his work a Gnomon to the

N. Test.
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Profunditas, Concinnitas, Salubritas ieniuum

cælcstium indicatur, opera Jo.AJbertiBengelij.

These are theseveral Parti of bis princi

pal Work, viz, That on the New Testament:

of which Ihavegiven no larger an account than

just to inform the Reader ofthe general design of

them ; having restrained my strong inclination

to give them severally their due praise, that I

might not̂ anticipate bis pleasure infinding them

ofmuch higher value than be can conceivefrom

any thing J havesaid ofthem.

As to his smaller Works: — be published,

before any of the above-mentioned,

1. St. Chrysostom's Dialogue on the

Pr i es rhood, in Greek andLatin, with Notes,

at 'Tubing, A\ 1725, in 518 pages in 8".

In the preface to this is his Prodromus Novi

Testament] Grceci recTe cauteque adornandi,

or Proposals for printing the above-mentioned

critical edition of the Greek N. Testament. And

2. Gregorij Neocæsariensis Pane-

gyricus : which I have notseen.

As it is impossible the fame work should uni

versally please men of opposite opinions and tastes;

our Author was, after publishing the N. Test,

attacked by two differentsorts of writers, some
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accusing him of over-caution and timidity in

admitting the various readings of the MSS.

which differ from the common editions, and o-

thers of too great forwardness and temerity in

receiving them : a good proof that he really

went in the right middle way avoiding both ex

tremes. He vindicated himself again/I both in

two Dissertations. I can add nothing

to what he fays himself concerning some occa

sional Pieces, in §. iv ofthe ensuing Pre

face : nor can I tell whether his German

Translation ofthe N. Test, mentionedin

§. in. ofthefame has been published. And

it little concerns our purpose that in he

gave an edition ofsome Part of Tullys works.

3. But asmall Piece which he had written,

A0. 1743, at the requejl ofseveralfriends who

were earnejlly desirous to have his opinion of

Count Zinzendorf and his Herrnhuters, viz,

xx Remarks on the Church of the Bre

thren so called—this small Piece, Isay, is

more worthy of our Notice, as it gave occasion

for his publishing afterward a more considerable

work, viz, a larger and fuller account ofthese

people. The Remarks were not intended for
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the publick 'view ; but the Leaders of the Mo

ravians (for the Count and his people pretend to

that Name, and are commonly so called among

us) having got a Copy of them, at a Synod

which they held at Marienborn, the Count wrote

his Observations on them, and published both

together. Bengelius, otherwise usfully employ

ed, and ever averse to the disagreeable office of

disputing (that is, mostly of laying open that

• chicane which many disputants artfully make

use of in order to prevent a controversy from

being determined) declined publishing any thing

more about the Moravians, 'till a scandalous

report being propagated that he approved the

New-mcravian Scheme, or at least had engag'd

himself to publish nothing more concerning it,

andfinding the frequent Variations and new-

modellings ofit were in a continualprogressfrom

bad to worse, he determined to digest in order

his observations and reflexions of many years on

the Moravians and their Cause, and lay them

before the world: Accordingly he published them

at StutgardA0 . 1751, adding as an Appendix',

the afore-mentioned Remarks with the Count's

Observations on them and his own Reply t0
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these, andsome other occasional Papers relat

ing to thesamesubject, 'the whole is contained

in 550 pages in 8" (whereof the Appendix

makes 96) under thefollowing Title :

Abriss der so gcnannten Bruderge-

meine, in welchem &c. i. e. A Draught

op the Church of the Brethren as

they call it, in which their Doctrine is ex

amined and their Cause tried, the Good and

the Evil distinguished, and particularly Span-

genberg's Declaration and the Ordinary's

short and peremptory Thoughts areset

in a clear light, by John Albert Bengel. The

Count was nostranger to the Character of our

Author, and, even when be wrote his Observa

tions on the xx Remarks, professed a great Re

spect for him, saying among his Friends, * O

* that this belovedman wouldgo on in this spirit

4 to give a censure of my writings andprinci-

* pies ; to which our Docility might perhaps be

* a better answer than an explication by words'

He has now gratified this desire ; requiring, he

fays, nosubmijftve Docility, but earnestly wish

ing to be useful, andseriously protesting that he

writes this Draught in the fame spirit, of
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charity and love of the truth, as he wrote the

Remarks. The Idea Bengelius had earlyform'd

of the Ordinary, and in which manyyears obser

vationfill confirmed him, was, That ofa man

who had a mind to do our Saviour aservice in

some extraordinary manner, and in whose opin

ion a good defgn and meaning well made all

forts of methods lawful andfair. He believed

that the young Count began in the spirit:

whether he believed the Ordinary and his Bre

thren went on so, or in a new way of their

6wn, will plainly appear to the readers of this

Draught : in the file and manner ofwhich he

expcSls that those who are throughly acquainted

with the whole affair, and are impartial, will

think he ought to have dealt more sharply with

the Moravians ; and that those who are not,

will judge he might have treated them more

gently : and to the taste of these last, who are

by far the greater number, he declares he has

adapted himself, though many of them may per

haps think otherwise.

Thus much maysuffice to give my reader a

general Notion of the Nature of those Writings

which I would recommend to him, Ihope to his
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great benefit. As to the outward Circum-

Jiances ofthe Authors life, I cannot gratify the

readers curiostty [for I have not been able to

gratify my own) with any account ofthem. •

As to thepresent Work: since the Revela

tion contains a Prophecy of the state of the

Christian Church through all ages ; it nearly

concerns every Christian rightly to understand

it, in order to conduct himselfin a mannersuit

able to the particular time he lives in, and to

know in what part of the Prophecy that time

isspoken of. . T'he whole Exposition of

the Apocalypse is a very clear and well-supported

Interpretation ofthe Meaning and Sense ofthe

Prophecy; and the ensuing Introduction to

itsettles the proper Time of every eventforetold

in it : andfrom thence it appears that within

. 54 years from this present time, many and

great Events b and of the utmost Importance to

every living Soul, especially to Christians and

Jews, are to be expected: some ofwhich cannot

be far off, if they are not already begun.

Let the People of these Nations take asober

view of the presentstate oftheir wordly affairs,

and asad andsorrowful one of thestate ofRc-

* See $. vii. of tKe last Section of the Conclusion.
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ligion among us, where open and avowed Infi-

delity, and its necejsary consequence a general

Corruption of Manners, is daily spreading:

and then let them seriously bethink themselves

(those of them who are not so intoxicated as to

make a jest of allserious thinking) whereabout

they are, and what they have to expect.

My looking upon thissmall treatise as a very

seasonable Admonition to the present and to

the rising Generation, determined me to the

choice of it as a proper Sample of the useful and

edyfying Works of its Author. Andlam there

fore the more sorry that it should come out so

much later than it was expeditedand than Ihoped

and believed it would. Isolemnly declare that

I did not delay the publication of it so much as

one day in order to increase the number of Sub

scriptions, after there wereso many as to answer

the purpose mentioned in the Proposals, viz, to

secure mefrom being a loser by the undertaking.

I was indeed ready to put to the press all that

I had promised in my Proposals [viz, the

Preface, the Introduction and the greater part

'of the ind SeBion of the Conclusion; which

I computed would amount all together to 240,
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pages] early in the Summer : but the Printer

was obliged to wait more thanfour monthsfor

a new Letter (that I might exceed rather than

fallport of what I had engagedfor) tbo' ex

pecting it week after week. When at loft the

work was begun, an accident in his affairs,

for which he is no ways to be blamed, occasioned

a very flow progress in it at firs, and much

sickness retarded it after.

But perhaps the reader may have little cause

to complain ofthe Delay : since I have employed

the leisure itgave me in adding (I hope, for his

benefit) a Translation ofthe I", IId, remainder

ofthe IIP, the IVth and VIPh Sections of the

Conclusion, as also the AuthorVshort marginal

Notes on his new 'Translation of the Revelation

from the original Text revised, prefixed to his

Exposition, ofwhich they area Summary, exhibit

ing a general View ofthe Scheme and Oeconomy

of the Apocalypse j all which bring the Book

to the bulk in which it now appears. And

here I beg leave to . take notice, since printing

by Subscription has often been abused to mean

andselfish purposes, that this voluntary Addition

is an incontestable proof that no lucrative mo-

C
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tive lay concealed under the pretence ofpublick

benefit which Igave as my principal reasonfor

publishing this 'Treatise. Much less was Imoved

by any defre of Reputation : for in England

no kind of writing does a man less credit than

translating; and ina work ofthis nature afaith

ful representation of the sense of the Author

(which Ihope I have given) inplain language

is allthat is necessary; ornaments offile, the chief

ground of a transators claim to honour; being

most wantedwhere the Sense is of leaf Value.

Pitcomb, in Somerset/hire,

April 1 8, 1757.

ERRATA.

Page x. line 1. for intrude, read obtrude.—p. xxiii. 1. 14.

for has gone, r. has yet gone.—p. li. 1. 14. for cafe, r.

cause.—p. 85. 1. 19. for C. xviii. r. C. xvii.—p., 179. 1. 2.

for left between them, r. left over andabove them.—p. 227.

1. 8. for again, with, r. again. With.—p. 283. 1. 2. for

Revelation, r. relation.—p. 294. 1.21. for Dr. Emiliane's,

r. D' Emiliane's.—p. 305. 1. 16. for this, r. bit,—p. 324.

sorTHOucH, r. Through.
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BENGELIUS's

PREFACE

TO HIS.

Exposition os the Revelations

The Contents.

§ i. *J JfE Importance of the Re

velation,

ii. The Occasion of this Illustration

of it. ^ '"

in. The Parts of which it consists.

iv. The Difference between this and

some other works oftheAuthor.

v. The main Design of this.

A
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§ vi. Six Sorts of Systems of the A-

pocalypfe.

vii. An Admonition concerning the

Expositions that prevail at

this Day.

Vin. The Ground of this present Ex

position.

ix. It's Fullness, and it's Relation to

our Times, especially with

regard to the Roman Papacy*

x. The Author s Orthodoxy; parti

cularly as to the thousand

Years.

xi. Concerning the Determination of

the prophetical Times,

xn. Ofpractical Uses,

xiii. AnecessaryAdmonition, andan

Anticipation ofobjectionsthat

might be made hereafter*

xiv. Of the Stile.
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§ xv. The Conclusion, That the time

IS AT HAND.

O LORD JESUS,

* Deal bountifully with thy servants,

that we may live and keep thy

word.

Open thou our eyesi that we may be-

hold wondrous things out of thy

Revelation.

* PSAL. CXIX. 17, 18.
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PEAR READER,

JJ££3UR Lord and Saviour Jesus

*N Christ, both before his Pas-

sion and aster his Resurrec

tion foretold many things to his Dis

ciples, and they again, in quality of

his Apojlles, to the faithful after our

Lord's Ascension; as may be seen in

several places of the Holy Scriptures

of the new Testament. But among

these we have only one Book that

is wholly and expreflly prophetical;

which, for that very reason, because

it. is the only one of the kind, is so

much the more considerable. This

is the Revelation of St. jsohn, or ra

ther the Revelation of Jesus

Christ, which he sent to his Servant

John, Rev. i. i. This Prophecy
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(however little it may be regarded)

requires the particular attention of

the men of the present and rising

generation. If any one then under

takes to contribute, to the right un

derstanding or the salutary use of it,

something that has not perhaps been

observed before, he ought, whoever

he be, to have one fair hearing, if not

preferably to others, yet equally with

them ; 'till it appears whether, with

God's help, he can make good his

Pretensions. I will explain myself

on this head with Simplicity, Up

rightness, and Perspicuity.

II.

After I had spent a considerable

time on the Criticism and Exposition

of the Greek New Testaments and, in

the year 1724, was come as far as to

the Revelation-y I took in hand this

p
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part ofScripture very unwillingly, and

my only motive for undertaking of it

at all was, that the work might not

come out deficient in a principal part,

having no Design or Expectation of

making any extraordinary discovery.

When I was come near the intended

Conclusion, there opened unexpect

edly to my view a Resolution of the

prophetical numbers contained in the

xiiitu and xxist chapters, and of the

great things there spoken of. Now

as I had not in the least before then

been in search os this, so I had no

reason to shut my eyes against the

arising light; I went on therefore in

this track, and frequently found that

one thing after another laid itself

open to me. The Importance of the

subject and regularity of the work,

and my earnest desire to draw up a
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satisfactory Plan of the agreement be

tween the Prophecies and the Events

(to the consideration of which I was

awaken'd by the notorious tragical

doings at |Thorn, which fell out even

in our own time, by which the quan

tity of blood formerly spilt on the

ground has been somewhat increased

anew) induced me to communicate

some part of my thoughts to those

who might in one way or other be

assistant to me, or whom I might ex

cite to a further pursuit after the

truth.

Now the thing having spread far

ther than I had thought or apprehend

ed; many persons, learned and illite

rate, artful and sincere, Clergymen

and Laymen, pious and vicious, peo-

% The Massacre at Thorn happened in the year 1724, of

which a short account may be seen in Salmon's modern History

in the present state of Poland, Chap. v.
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pie of leisureand os business, acquaint

ances and strangers, experienced and

unexperienced, those who had before

embraced other opinions, and those

who began but now to enquire, of

both sexes, of all ranks and ages,

imparted to me their thoughts (which

were very various, partly favouringmy

Scheme, and partlyopposing it) mostly

by word of mouth, often by writing,

and sometimes too in print. This

proved very serviceable to me by

putting me upon considering many

things more maturely, guarding them

more carefully, and expressing them

more clearly. So, tho' the most con

siderable objections struck not at me

in particular, but in general at the

fludy of the Revelation, nay at the

Revelation itself; I continued to ad

here purely to the Word of God, and
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went on without being discouraged

in meditating on it (I hope not fruit

lessly) as I do still. Some friends

though they did not mean that I

mould desist from this study, yet de

sired to restrain me, and in a manner

conjur'd me that I would publish no

part of it; but others urged me to

publish it resolutely and without de

lay. These last, as they found op

portunities, have imperceptibly pufh'd

me on and even drawn out of me

one thing after another before the

Plan was come to due maturity. It

was, I may presume, the will of God

that it should not be buried in the

earth; and I adore his providence,

who, by the course the thing has

now taken, has eafed me of the bur

thenoffollictt6u*deliberation,whether

X should speak out, or keep silence.
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In the mean time, as I intrude no

thing upon any man, so neither do

I decline the labour of discovering

what I know of these things, to those

who hope for any benefit from them ;

nay at hSxThat became almost indis-

pensible, in order to obviate those no

tions which people ascribed tome con

trary to my sentiments. Theyhave on

this occasion had various conjectures;

but I assure them that I know nothing

of any cabbala, of any divination, of

any astral influence, or any ghost or

apparition. The source of such and

so very different opinions concern

ing a new discovery os ancient Truth

is tnis,—that many do not understand,

or do not consider, how rich a trea

sure the Holy Scriptures are. I am

nothing ; and if somewhat ofthe Truth

has fallen to my lot, I found it in the
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common way or high road to heaven,

by searching the Word of God with

simplicity, and without any option

os mine. This I diligently laid up,

and now express it conscientiously in

proportion to the degree os Certainty

I have of . it, (which in the circum

stantials is often small enough, but

in the substantial part is, thro' God's

grace, strong and clear) and modeflly

offer it to examination, such re

strictions as these, by the assistance

of the Truth of God, I shall limit. '

myself in all that I advance, and

therefore hope I shall not be reproach

ed, either before or after my death,

for any thing that I shall say.

III.

In this manner there is here pro

posed to allwho are willing to receive

it. (i.)The wholeTEXT of theRevela
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tion in the German tongue, translated

from the Greek, revised in the way I

did the whole New Testament-fsome

time since, according to the most;

approved Manuscripts, [Many

people do not like new translations

of all the New Testament or all the

Holy Scriptures ; but allow a new

translation of single books for an Ex

position of them, as for instance

Ghebard's twelve minor Prophets •

and this Translation of the Revelation

may serve in the mean time for a spe

cimen of a German Translation of

the whole New Testament which I

have written a considerable time ago,

but don't think to publish unless

there appears a reasonable expectation

os more benefit from it than con-

+ Publilh'd 1 734 at Tubing in quarto, with critical notes;

and at Stutgard in octayo, without thorn.
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tention about it: m which case it

might come abroad accompanied

•with the necessary Explanation of

those turns of expression that will

sometimes occur different from the

German Idiom, but especially with

useful Illustrations of the most diffi

cult places, and edifying Annota

tions.} Why we should read

afer this or that manner in the ori

ginal Text, I have shewed % elsewhere;

and what great stress ought to be laid

upon a carefully revised Text, espe

cially in the Revelation^ may appear

from its being in many places the

principal foundation of the explana

tion. A short § Abstract of the Ex

position is given on the margin of the

text. (2.) The Exposition

% In the quarto Edition mentioned, in the last note.

$ See this after the Introduction.
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at large, which consists of three parts,

First, in the Introduction there is an

Analysts of the Prophecy in general,

and that both of the Things and the

Times contained in it. After that

follows a continued Exposition from

-beginning to end of the text; every

verse of which is repeated before the

remarks upon it. In the Conclufi-

Qn will be added some points that

concern the Exposition in general.

IV.

In my Latin Annotations on the

New Testament, entitled the % Gno

mon, which will be published in due

time, there will be Notes on the

Apocalypse too : but this present Ex-

J The Author in his Preface to the Gnomon (which was

printed in quarto at Tubing 1742) gives a prudent reason for

his using so uncommon a name, which it will be much to the

benefit ofdie readers of that Book never to forget.
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position is almost every wheredifferent

from them. As some things f^were

more proper to be expressed in Latin

for the use os the learned in the lan

guages, and yet the substance os the

matter might as well be deliver'd in

the vulgar language for the use os those

that are not so ; I have accordingly

disposed os my Remarks in the one

or the other of these Treatises : each

of which is indeed an entire one in

its kind, yet it will be most profit

able to read them bothtogether. I have

also heretofore published in Literary

yournah some things relating to this

Subject ; particularly, in the ioth

part of Alien und ?teuen aus dem Reich

Gotten what I call'd a % Plan or

Draught ; in the 23d part of Geijl-

t Such as Criticisms on the Signification of the Original

Words, the Phraseology, Sec.

% Grund-Riss,
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lichen Fama, A || Caution for good

men : and in some os the formes

parts, one or two § Declarationsi &c.

for which the Editors of those Col

lections had given mt occasion. But

now in this German and the other

Latin Treatise, all these are brought

together, explained and compleated.

After publication of these two trea

tises, I must, and willingly do, sub

mitmyself to theJudgment os all that

are skilled in discerning os Truth.

V.

The principal Design of this Ex

position is this,^-thatThatch/y which

is Contained or implied in the Words

of the Prophecy may be pointed out

and clearly deduced to Edification ;

but not that every fort of Doctrineand

Reflection which such and such words

U Verwahrung guter Seelen. $ Anzeige.
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might suggest should, on occasion

of them, be produced, tho' good in

itself. An over-curious Inquisitive-

ness is not proper here, as it might

seem to be to men of a warm imagi

nation, but only a becomingly accu

rate search, which will approve itself

to the attentive reader by the con

stant harmonious agreement of all the

points and all the manners of ex

pression.

. VI.

In what manner the Interpretati

ons of xk&Apocalypse have varied from

the earliest times of the Christian

Church to our days j and how, amidst

the frequent enlargings of the limits

of the Time in consequence of these

variations and of the manifest mis-

reckonings, the Truth, like theHeart-

blade or Spire in a plant, has remained
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unhurt; and how even the Fibres and

Shoots of the right fense, that were

torn off and secreted, are sound all

together in an Interpretation now at

length growing up to maturity ; this,

I fay, is deduced and laid before yoa

in the * Conclusion. I presume also

that I am not Ib unacquainted with

the principal modern writings on the

'Revelation that -it will be any great

disadvantage to our Subject. All

the Systems we have of the Apoca

lypse may be divided into these fix

Closes-, of each of which I will sub

join one Example.

i. Some go in a metaphysical and

theafophical way ; for instance Time-

theus Philadelphus*

* Part 4th which is an historical account ofthe several Ex

positions of the Apocalypse, from the earliest ages to the

present times.
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2. Most proceed in a hijtbrkal

manner; and of these again some rest

in Generals^ as Mr. Chancellor Pfaff

of Tubingen.

3. Some come t&Particulars, and

refer most things either to the Histories

of the Jews and Momans of the first

ages, as Herman von der Hardt ;

4. Or have a view to the times

of the Reformations as Joe. Koch ;

£r Or they still wait for things to

tome, so that according to them even

theseven Churches are only typically

fulfilled, and os the rest not so much

as the first Seal in any manner j as

Dr. Joachim Lange;

6. Or they interpret the Prophecy

concerning all those things, one after

another,which have come to passsince

Sf. Johns time to this Day and what
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shall farther come to pass from hence

to the end of the world, as § Luther.

Among so many Expositions as we

have, it will be hard to find one that

has in it but a single article of any

consequence by which it is as different

from these six classes, as they are from

one another. In all of them, some

lay aside all Reckoning of the Times

or Chronology, and thus neglect a

necessary Datum for the Analysis;

others build their Analysis on the

prophetical Day, which they very

erroneously take for a whole Tear-, an

Error that has of a long time been a

great hindrance to many Protestants,

notwithstanding their otherwise good

cause, yet is still very common in

§ This must be the Person meant by an ambiguous Expres

sion in the Original. At least, both Luther and Bengelius him

self, are of this 6th Class.
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England and Holland ; on the con

trary, many in Germany begin now

to take the Times too short, and for

the most part according to the com

mon acceptation of the words, crowd

almost all, from the 4th everrto the

19th chapter, into the narrow space

of three years anda halfof calamitous

times; and make the space before

and after them so large, that they

would be at a loss to refute any per

son that would be so extravagant as to

put off those better days which they

acknowledge and hope for, 'till seve

ral generations hence.

VII.

In other points I do not Jpend

much time in refuting false opinions;

only I look upon it as necessary to

examine the most commonly read,-

most celebrated and newest Interpre
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tations, and especially that which lays

so much stress on the lately mention'd

three years and a half,—as the prin

cipal Texts they are built upon come

in our way: which is done with all

modefty and sobriety Jin the Intro-

puction § xl, lv, lvi, in the Com

mentary or Exposition on Chap, v. r.

vi. a, ii* viii. r, 7. xii. 12. xiii. 1.

(under the 10th Thejis) 15. xvi. 1.

xvii. 8, &c. See also the in and

ivth Sections of the Conclusion.

VIII.

Both Extreams, one of which is

grounded on the Day of ayear lo7tgy

the other on a day of 24 hours, with

all the difficulties they lie open to, I

avoid by the Calculation command-

t The Citations in the Original are not ofthe Texts, as here^

but of the Pages of the book, (viz.) p. 104. 150. 318. 345.

369. 408. 425. 619. 687. 734. 813. 857. &c.
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ed in the Text and not hitherto

practised by others. This will, in the

f Ordo Temporuffty appear to be the

chief Foundation of the wholeChro

nology of the Scriptures, and lead us

on through all in the right (viz. well

nigh in the middle) way, chiefly by

the Resolution of the Apocalyptical

'Times, Of consequence the true in

terpretation of the things themselves

goes on likewise in the middle way,

between the other interpretations, in

a direct and sure road in which no

body has gone wrong, and where we

see ourselves at no great distance from

others on both sides of us. The prin

cipalMean indeed in rightly interpret

ing the Holy Scriptures, and efpecial-

t Ordo Ttmporum (a small book of Chronology, of440 pages

Octavo in Latin) was publisti'd at Stutgard, 1741. This and

the Author's iWw Testament and Gnomon may be had at London
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ly the prophetical parts, is the gift of

the divine Grace. Yet, under that, the

Knowledge of Languages, History, and

the like is of service. Many have a

little of one of these and nothing os

the other; and truly one may observe

a kind os antipathy between these two

sorts of persons ; but that is not the

fault of the thing, but of human Im

perfection. I am contented to be

esteemed inferior to every one of ei

ther fort; yet hope withall that in

both together I shall not be sound

utterly fruitless. For in the way we

are in, we may consider invisible

things, both good and bad, and also

the visible (or natural, civil and

church history) and regularly dispose

os, both what is past and what is to

come, not only in general but circum

stantially, in its course through the
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several centuries one after the other*

For which reason it is to be hoped

that those who make themselves well

acquainted with the present Exposi

tion, will be able to pick out os all

others the best parts, and also reduce

to its proper place in the Prophecy

every thing that occurs in History and

actually has come to pass since St.

John's Days, as some part os the

things that should be thereafter^ chap,

i. 19. •

' . IX. . .

• Some perhaps will think I ought to

have explained at large and circum

stantially only what belongs to the

fresent time and not have said much

about the reft', that so the former

might the more readily have catch'd

the eye os the reader. But in the

manner I have proceeded, 7%at part
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will be easily found out by any body-

that will turn to the xiii"1, ifTir* and

xvni,h chapters. But thenthese chap

tersare closely comteBedwith the refit

the Analysis therefore must flake in the

whole. Besides, what has no beauty

to^oneTnay%e very useful to another.

&t an 'Entertain^iaetit, one is not tb

aecomr|^date hirriseff whdifiy to the

palate of any single guest, however

worthy ; #h& therefore he provides

Variety, and leaves every one to chuse

what he likes. However it is indeed

$n !a ;|>a3ttacular manner •necestary for

-these'our times thatmen regulate their

;cohduct by Ae ^contents >of jhk im-

fortaiit Chapters just ^mentioned. At

least lihe hitherto <&pcri]y maintained

(A^bcalyp^Gal Ifesstimony ©fthe Re

formers against thx^Papaty and Rome,

stands font and unshaken.: and by
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¥irtue thereof, on mature considera

tion os the Theses in the Exposition

of c. xhi. i, of , the last remarks on

o. xvii. 3r and those on ver. u, &c,

this matter may be most evidently de?-

cided, with the approbation of aH

men of folid sense in the following

manner ; viz,—They are wrong in

this matter i, Who eagerly^ interpret

every text, if it but founds frightful

ly, of the Pope and Rome. 2,i>r Who

make no distinction between the Beast

and theWhoreof Bahykn. 3,^ Who

interpret:the Beast to be some invisible

power that is an enemy to men. 4,,hiT

Who thereby understand either the

Heathenijb, or the antient Christian-

Roman, or th& Roman-German Em

pire. £,thly Who begin the times of the

Beast lib far back that they include in

them the most excellent Bishops of
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Rome in antient times. 6,thl>' Who Ib

fix their eye on the Papacy in its pre

sent state, as if what is prophesied of

that singular Antichrist, so called,

were not yet wholly to come hereaf

ter. 7,,1Uy Who do not discern that

the right exposition of the Prophecy

makes a decisive Difference between

this Papacy and the Protestant

Churches, in which though in other

respects, alas! too much divided, ne

vertheless they enjoy many privileges.

On the other side the three following

Positions are agreeable to truth, it

The Beast rising out of the sea is the

Hildebrandine Papacy, and Babylon

is the City or State o/*Rome, and con

sequently, in and along with that,

the Church of Rome now so degen

erated from her antient purity. The

difference between them is great, fee-
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ing many Catholicks are zealous for

the Church of Rome and it's plausible

pre-eminence, who yet bear no good

will to the Papacy, it, The Beast

rising out of the bottomless pit is that

singular Antichrist so called, an In

dividual, under whom thePapal pow

er, which owes it's growth to so ma

ny innovations, will be more mis

chievous than ever, in, Not only a-

gainst them who worship the Beast

out of the bottomless pit, but also a-

gainst them who before that time

worship the Beast out of the Sea, is

That Threatning pronounced, which

is the greatest in all the Scriptures,

and which shall resound powerfully

from the mouth of the third angel,

Revel, xiv. 9, 10, 11.
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gift t\)t tl)tvD angel follotbed

tl>em, saving toiti) a iouti fcotce,

3Jf any man toorstrip tje beast

and Dis image, and receive Ins

marft in Iujs forelicatJ, or in l)ts

l)and, Xf)c same (frail drinfc of

tje toine of tyt toratft of (Boh,

tubicb id poured out luitljout

mixture into fte cup of in*

dignation; and f)e (Ml lie tor

mented tottl) fire and brimstone

intye presence of t&tjolpangeia,

and in tlje presence of t^e

Lamb : and tfte smofte oftfteir

tormtnt ascendetl) up for efcer

and etier : and ttyep Jafcc no rest

dap nornigijt, tojotoorstjiptje

beast and ty& image, and tu|>o-

soetoer recet^etl) tfte marft of ty%

name*
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I make it my study to keep close

to the plumb-line, as it were, of the

Truth, not only in the articles df

Faith, but also in all the other 'points

that are prophetical, even in my Ex

pressions: and particularly I have,

in the Exposition of the xxth chapter,

declared the soundness of my senti

ments with regard to the true and

the false notions of the Millennium.

The bare mention of a Millennium

iiow no longer raises 'horror or aver

sion among men of understanding.

In t!hefourth Section ofthe Cmchifim

will be adduced ten Positions, long

since established j the last os which,

tonceming the present subject, has

an tndiffohible ^connexion with the

former mne. 'tis true piuman au

thority has littk weight :in the Case ;

t»ut whoever fetishes old better than
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new things, let him here consider

seriously that the first nine os these

Positions are to be found all together

in the excellent Luther and the

tenth was unanimously acknowledg'd

in the most antient times, and even

at this day does not meet with any

considerable opposition, though there

are here and there some sew who

will be the last to assent to the truth

in this point. My whole Exposition

is conformable to and guided by these

Pojitions so that no Expositor is less

liable than I am to be suspected of

Novelty is any stress is laid upon that.

XI.

In a disquisition of this nature one

cannot leave out the Chronology or

Determination of the times without

being deficient in a principal point ;

but he can never be too cautious in
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his manner of proposing it. If I had

hot already let fo much of that mat

ter come abroad, and yet could have

foreseen how few make a right use of

it ; I would have dealt more sparing

ly in it. Now I cannot draw back :

but I have all along fo often pro

tested my Caution and Modesty, that

1 am afraid it will be irksome to can

did Readers; and on the other side, I

hope that whatever happens no man

mall be able to reproach me justly

with having mifsTd my aim. Three

different Parts then concur here to

make a completeExposition j i. The

Mural or historical Interpretation it

self ; 2. The Resolution of the fro-

fhttkal Times,, where is shewn what

is the proper length of each of tBerfi£

$. The CmneBing of determinate

E.
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parts of the history of past times and

of future occurrences with particular

Years, Months, &c. This third part

will be deemed the most liable to

mistakes, especially in what we look

upon as soon to come. But if those

times, for example, whose end we

have deliberately and of purpose not

expressed '//// the Conclusion osthisEx

position, and Ithen but conjeEturally>

should end later, or even sooner ;

nevertheless thewholefirstPoint stands

firm, namely the historical TLxpojition

of the xin"1 and xvnth chapters ; and

thesecond point will also remain un

hurt, viz. The Resolution itself of the

prophetical Times, and consequently

the whole os the INTRODUC

TION; in which I have taken great

care to treat os the times wholly in the '

AbJlraEl) and do not in the leaf refer
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any osthem to any certain Year, nor

ib much as in one instance to any

part of History. Now, he who,

because some one conjecture may

sail, should hastily and eagerly

drive on, and reject not only that

part of the Conclusion^ but also every

thing else both in the Exposition and

Introduction, would do violence and

wrong to the truth, to his own loss.

Some may fay,Would it not havebeen

better to have let alone all Conjec

tures, and stuck only to Certainties ?

To which I answer, He that can in

this cafe take precisely the one with

out any part of the other, shall have

my full Approbation. But could the

Fathers under the old Testament ex

ercise their Faith and longing Expec-.

tation os the MeJJiah in such a man-

E 2
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ner that they must + let alone all

Conjectures about the Time when f

Let Pne only promise 'a child some

thing, presently comes the eager ques-

J Wg know from i Pet. j. n, that they did not.

The Reader will, I hope, in<lu}ge me in a short Digression

to point out an. Inference which seems naturally Reducible from

the Words of the Text now fallen in our way, i Pet. i. 10,

ii, I f ^ as I am pot aware that it has been observed., and it

relates to a Question of great Importance. To the Prophets

n/hp propktjied pf the Grace of God towards the Christians, it

wa£ revealed that these Blessings did not belong to their oivn

Times but to a then future Time. ButifAc/ Tifne was f.g-

nififd bj the Sfirst of Christ IN THEM testifying befort-hand

the Sufferings cf Christ and the Glories after them, was not

B.EVEAlBD to them ; else they needed not to haresearched for

it. Now inhere could they .search but in the very Words of

the Prophecies delivered by themfJvts from the Spirit of Christ

in them testifying,^c.f But if these Worjs were oftheir oivn

chuftng to express the Ideas or Notions they were inspired with ;

it was in vain to search for any Notions, implied in or deduci-

ble from them, other tl\an what they themselves intended to

convey by them and which consequently were revealed, be

cause welt kwnpn tQ them. They knew then that the Worda

they spoke or ivrote had a more extensive Meaning than they

themselves appfehended, and impliedthings iet unknown fa

them and likely to be found out by searching. Therefore

the Words were not theirs, but those of the Spirit of Christ in

them testifying, &c. that jstosay, The veryWorbs, in which)

die inspired Writers spoke or iw-ste their Revelations, were

DIVINElY INSPIRED.
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tion, Whenif and is this question is

not answered, many conjectures arise,

and no body thinks it needful to

restrain him. Let us only propose

and receive the Truth as the Truth,

and Conjectures as Conjectures, If

any of these don't suit, in That Par

ticular tetthzContraryof it be receiv'd

as a Truth : which however would

not have fallen so readily under our

observation, is it had not been for

that same Conjecture. And this I

think is a fair apology for Conjectur

ing. But if any one of them

should prove to be right, let That be

reckoned as a Truth; and thereby

the Truth will be greatly confirmed

in other points too. I intxeat my

Reader to remember this passage here

after, wherever there is occasion ; that

if any body makes objections that arc
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hereby anticipated, there may be no

•need every now and then to refer hint

hither again.

XII.

If any one is in great expectation

of practical uses, he will not be entire—' . :

ly disappointed; tho' I am not very

copious on that head. A Physician•

cures his patient not by talking, hut

by doing. We may propound the

Word of God to one another profita

bly in publick discourses or writings ;

but apply it particularly only in closer

conversation : nay, one that is watch

ful over his foul can best apply it to

his own use in private, by the aid of

the Spirit of Grace. Every one ought

to propound for the common benefit

what is given him ; and that too, just

as it is given him, Rom. xii. 6, 7, 8..

I desire not to impart to others any
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thing os my own ; but to point out to

them only what is contain'd in the

Scripture itself, and That is always

accompanied with a salutary power.

An Expositor, as an Expositor^ ftis

another matter when one is proving

or exhorting) is like a man digging

a well, who needs not himself throw

any water into the spring, but only

contrive that it may run thro' a chan

nel and pipes into the vessels, without

waste, stoppage or foulness : and thus

he and others come at plenty of wa

ter. Many make a wrong use of

a multitude ofpractical Observations:

they grow weary of them, and then

let them all pass unheeded : When a

reproof or a comfort is particularly

suitable to any one, his conseience

will be awakened or his heart fortified

by it, when proposed to him in a ge
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neral manner. Faith, Hope and Cha

rity, when there is any food for them

on the way, quickly find it out. It

would be in vain to press a full Soul

to eat and drink ; that would only

tend to destroy hisappetite altogether s

but a hungry and thirsty man is glad

when something it set before him,

and takes to it presently. Likewise

tho' what in reading we apply to our

selves may not strike so sensibly and

forcibly as a passionate discourse that

is immediately directed to us j yet

both are efficacious, each in it's own

way. I don't mean by this to dero

gate from any man t I only inform

you of my manner of Writing. Yet

sometimes I come in unexpectedly

With something rousing : let him that

is sollicitous about practical Uses of a

fight fort, tarry this along with him
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till he comes to such another paflage.

Is in the interim he meets with many

things that appear to be leaves with

out fruit, let him but wait till he has

got a comprehensive view of the

whole and he will find the fruit*

XIII.

I wish every man might take all

things juK as they are offered to him,

and in the most important places

would also weigh the words with ex-^

actnefs. Thus the whole would be

profitable to every one, and do no

man any harm. Sometimes I make

a Remark that may appear obvious

and indisputable, and therefore su

perfluous ; yet it may be put there

to obviate an error, or prevent a mis

take. Those that have read several

Expositions will often perceive the
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reason for such or such an Admoni

tion or Caution; others may safely

let it alone. Sometimes I propose in

cautious expressions Thoughts not

yet full ripe; which however by be

ing discovered, may give a fair oc

casion the sooner and more adequate

ly to bring to light the salutary Truth

that is near at hand, but still hid.

See for example C. ii. 25. xv. 3, 4.

I cannot ask every one to read the

whole : every one is welcome tojudge

of what he reads in a right manner,

and understands. To him that ca

sually glances his eye on some one

Thesis or other where there are some

unexpected Particulars, which yet are

consequences from the entire discussi

on os the Point, it must needs appear

a little strange. But if he is a pru

dent man he will forbear, not only to
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contradict, but also to give his asient.

He, that contrary to St. James's Ad

vice, (C. i. 19) but after the way of so

many learned men, cannot conde

scend to hear, to read (where there is

much to be read) to learn; and is only

swift tospeaks to write, to judge, or

perhaps too, to Wrath, to Heat ; has

here Materials enough to work upon :

but let him be aflured there lies also

a stumbling block in his way. I do

not ask my reader to be presently os

my mind in things where I myself

went through many doubts before I

could attain to Certainty ; but let him

also not be positive that where he is

as yet doubtful no man else can be

certain. A great many objections,

as I have mentioned above, have

come to my hands, enough with the

answers to them to make a pretty
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large Volume : so that this work is

by no means finished in a hurry ; but

is so contrived as to include all such

objections with their answers, in reali

ty, tho' without express mention of

them. Some few will be expreflly

answered in thefollowingIntroduction

§ li 1 1. Every point will be proved in

it's proper place, altho' it may be al

ledged or cited elsewhere without

proof. On such occasions one must

be well acquainted in the first place

with the Text, and then with the pro

per place of the Introduction and Ex-?

position on each point : otherwise he

may in due time be obliged to own

that his objection proceeded from

mistake and precipitancy. What is

contained in this Exposition or can

be fairly inferred from it, that I abide

by. On the other side let no man
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suffer himself to be drawn in to be

lieve that I have any where said, or

given ground for saying, any thing

that has no relation to or connexion

with this Exposition : but rather, if

any one will charge me by word or

writing with any thing absurd, scan

dalous, useless, high-strained &c,

contain himself so long only as 'till

he shall have informed himself of my

real sentiments; which I declare so

much the more freely, as I have

found by experience that no caution

is sufficient to prevent idle imputa

tions. I must observe one thing for

the benefit of the publick. There is

many a man that can find in his

heart thro' ignorance, thro' vain glo

ry, out of wantonness, without the

fear of God, without respect to the

publick, to blacken his neighbour,
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asperse him, curtail his expressions,

pervert his meaning, in a word, lye

and calumniate, in his Remarks, Ob

servations, Reviews, &c. and all this

only because he lives near a Press: He

that is attacked in this manner, often

knows nothing of it, or for certain

reafons does not answer, or his an

swer does not come out so soon, or is

not dispersed so far. In the mean time

others let themselves be biass'd by those

writings, extoll them, bawl and write

after them, inflame yet others, un

happily oppose the truth under a fa

natical conceit of Zeal for it, and de

molish more than perhaps themselves

build in many years : and yet would

be considered as Heroes and Pillars.

O vainly learned World ! takeWarn

ing my Reader ! I am content if thou

believed no good that any one fays of
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me, only beware also os admitting

evil Insinuations. Hear what I my

self fay ; and inspire others with the

fame Caution. From them who speak

in the spirit of Truth, I accept of e-

very correction or improvement with

respect : yet nobody, I hope, will

charge me with wilfulnefs, if I do

not immediately, in complaisance to

other people, retract this or that sen

timent which has oftner than once

undergone an Examination and Re

finement in the long time it has lain

by me. When I was attackt on oc

casion of my Revision of the original

sacred Text itself, I was oblig'd to

make a short Defence more than

once : but as to Expositions (which

people may form a right Judgment

of when once they have a correct

Text) I shall spend my time much
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more sparingly in Apologies and Vin

dications ; especially if my opponent

conceals his name, and besides pro

duces no Objection but what is here

anticipated or answered before-hand*

On a necessary Occasion I may give

a short Answer, and perhaps publish

it in the Tubing literary News.

XIV. • • - .

A 8 to Perspicuity; since my man

ner osWriting has appear'd to some to

be deficient in that respect, I have

not only taken great care about it

myself, (as I have already explained

myself in the Preface to the Har-.

mony oftheEvangelists % n. 35.§vni)

but also every now and then kid the

parts of the work, as I finifh'd them,

before fkilfull Friends, and profited

by their advice.
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Obscurity may arise from a vari

ety ofCauses, 1," from the Nature of

theSubjeE?$ being such that the £Uu£*

tration of it depends more on labori

ous searches and arguments of tedious

deduction than on proposing of well

known and already cultivated partss

of learning, its From a Writer s

Inability to express himself clearly^

tho' for my part I am not ignorant

of the requisites for Perspicuity, and

in reality I do> I hope, most times,

and even this Moment, write clearly :

and consequently can write clearly.

niylY From themore orless ckarKnow*

ledge and Certainty in an Expositor j

who ought to use Expressions propor

tioned thereto: by which means he

will likewise give occasion to the

Parting ofnew Questions in theminds

G

-
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os his Readers, the Solution of which,

however, both he and they must wait

for 'tillGod pleases. iv,thly From the

hones Carefulness of an Expositor,

who when any Difficulty falls in his

way does not decline the labour of

unravelling it ; whereas he might have

silently past it over, without any per

son's taking notice of it* v,'.1" From

a Loathnefs to detain himself with a

a Multitudeof Words and Expressions,

when aMultitude ofThoughts flow in

upon him. vi,,My From putting too

muchtrufi in the diligence and ability

of every reader. vn,,hly From the

Indolence of the reader; who perhaps

would fain take the thing at a Glance,

and can scarcely allow himself so

much time, to apprehend the mean

ing, or even to publish a Recension

or critical Review os a book, a§ he
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must spend in reading or writing a

paragraph in a News-paper : whereas

a discourse whose parts have all a close

connexion with one another, let the

method of it be ever so plain and the

expression ever so clear, will yet re

main a very Riddle to every one that

does not read the whole, or does not

read it right, or does not read it oftner

than once. As to the above mention'd

Plan or Draught, which appear'd

so difficult to some (tho' not to all)

therewas,(vin,tMr)a farther particular

cafe of obseurity. It was a sketch of

an extensive and in some degree new

design, whose parts were variously in

terwoven with ©ne another % and be

sides, on mature consideration I chose

not to give it in print so clearly as I

had before imparted it to others in

... G z.
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'writing in the Easter-Thoughts £o

called. It was then high-time to

publish something for a testimony in

case ofwhatmight happen afterwards;

but it was not proper to discover all,

nor is it yet, as to some Points; but

in the rest I have now made it, I pre

sume, plain enough, nay sometimes

plainer then many will like. He that

is not satisfied with all this, is at li

berty to read this Jlxposttion or to let

it alone. If he reads, he is intreated

to have patience with me, as I was

obliged to have patience while I was

labouring for his service. If any

man has the gift of greater Perspicuity,

and can express in an easier manner

these very things which I lay before

him ; I shall,' far from being disgust

ed, look upon it with pleasure. But,

to speak the truth, we are grown too
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nice, and delicate. Where there i$

Poverty of Spirit and an Appetite for

Truth, where This is regarded not

only as food, but also as a Medicine ;

there people will not require every

thing to taste so sweet and presently

to melt upon the tongue, but will also

sometimes receive and swallow that

which is even sour, or bitter, and not

served up in a lordly dim, and has

nothing besides to recommend it but

its wholesomness. How far those

who are fond of the mathematical

method will find their account here,

•I cannot iay. I have made it my

Business to bring cogent Proofs : tho*

it is not necessary to put the signatures

of the several positions, throughout

the whole course os the work, like the

letters of the A. B. C. on theKeys of
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a Spinet. But enough os these or-

cumftantial matters.

XV.

An enlarged Heart, purified from

subtile Self-will, and which acknow->

ledges God in all his gracious Gifte,

and praises him for them, is not every

man's Portion : yet it is particularly

and highly requisite, 'till the uncom

mon but yet true, variegated and yet

simple Illustration of this incompara

ble Book, and which tho' not plausi

ble, is yet suitable to the divine Wis-

,dom, mall make it's way thro' so

many Obstacles as it will meet with.

Thofethat have been longest exercised

about such things will be most at a

loss when they meet with any thing

uncommon. There may be two Per

sons- so different in their opinions, that

it is impossible they can both be in the
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light ; yet both are convinced os their

being so. Now each os them present

ly runs away with something (as it

falls in his way) that he imagines he

had made out before, gives scarce any

farther heed to the truth that would

awaken him, and falls asleep again

over his formerly belov'd opinion.

For the rest, such People will think it

sufficient to fay, this or that remark

(namely, where I do not differ from

them) is a good one enough; but as

to the main point they are greatly lat

a loss.—New Wine requires new Bot

tles. I do not mean by this to ob

trude myself upon any one. God

hath taught me, from my youth up

ward, to have a view to him only ;

and in the mean time I have under

gone so many and so various Judg

ments of Men, that as to matters of
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Conscience 'tis all one to me whether

God andMan, or God alone, approve

of my doings. A thing is neither

good nor bad in reality for meeting

with the ready assent of many or few.

A greater degree of knowledge awaits

Posterity. To them much, that is

now made little account of, will serve

for a foundation on which to build

more ; much, that is now current,

will no longer pass ; and many proofs

that, to most men, seem not sufficient

now, will then be more than enough.

In the mean time, if those who love

the Appearance of Jesus Chrift find

here vestiges of the Truth, they will

join with me to praise the name of

God, and help to procure the supply

os all my defects out of the fullness of

Grace and Truth which is in Jesus

Christy for their own benefit and mine.
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The same will be done by those who

examine what is here laid before them

with fervent Prayer, assiduous Medi

tation, and attentive Reflection -r who

bring it to agreater maturity by means

of a greater light or more exact know

ledge, and turn it to their own Ad

vantage with regard toFaith, Patience

and Constancy.

Here is now before you the Re

velation illustrated, Men may

pay what regard to it they please ;

but that Warning is still in Force,

and at present in an emphatical sense,

The Time is at Hand,

Convent cf Denkendors,

Sunday, Sept. 4, i 740.

H A
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GENERAL ANALYSIS

Os the Revelation,

BEING

Bengelius's Introduction to his full Expo-f

sition of That Prophecy.

THE CONTENTS.

Part I. Considerations on the Reve

lation by itself.

§. I. y*HE Book opens or explains itself.

II. A "table or Summary of it.

III. We must not lay any arbitrary Founda

tion to build an Expostion upon.

IV. the Confideratim of both visible and in

visible things mujl enter into a right

Exposition,
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§. V. VI. Of the Centre and Circum

ference in the main Vi

sion : 'That many Things

are proposed in a twofold

Manner.

VII. VIII. Of the Septenary or num

ber seven, especially as

applied to the Churches,

Seals, Trumpets andVials.

IX. X. XI. The Beginning of the En

quiry, with the Trumpets,

particularlywitbthethree

Woes under the three lajl

- . Trumpets,—andchiefly the

third Wo.

XII. The Meaning of the seven

-Epistles, Seals, Trumpets

. andVials, assl:ewn in § ii.

XIII. That these are notseven Pe

riods of Time :

XIV. XV. —but fourCircles orSpheres:

XVI. —each of which has its in

troductory Preparation.

XVII. XVIII. The Order of the Text and

the Completion of it, is

single, or but one :
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§. XIX. —andheretheSimukancam

is occasionally explained.

XX. XXL XXII. The Division of the Sevens

into Fours and Threes :

and to what the Fours

and the Threes relate.

XXIII. A Gradation or gradual

Advance is discernible,

throughout the whole :

XXIV. —particularly at each se

venth ;

XXV. —Which therefore has it's

peculiar Preparation.

XXVI. Likeness, andyet Dif

ference, ofseveral Pas

sages of the Text :

XXVII. —from whence the suitable

meaning of homonymous

* Words is to be deduced.

XXVIII. Ofthe AfpeB or View which

this Prophecy has to Israel.

Past II. Os the Application os the

Prophecy to History, in general.

XXIX. This Application to historical

Events is necessary.

* Words having several significations; as, Angel, Heaven,

Star, See, Head, Horn, &c.
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§. XXX.

XXXI.

XXXII.

—ajid has several Uses in

several Ages.

'The Points that might to be

considered by us at this

present Time.

Four Conclusions deduced

from them.

Part III. Chronology; or, the Reck

oning of the Times.

XXXIII. XXXIV. This also is necessary.

XXXV. Great variety of Times

mentioned in the Texts,

which is a 'Thing ofgreat

Importance, andonwhich

much depends.

XXXVI. The Numbers that accom

pany them mujl be taken

precisely.

XXXVII. The Beginning of the Re

solution of them, viz.

at the three Woes a-

gain (fee § ixj

XXXVIII.XXXIX. In them the prophetical

T>ayisnotacommon Tear:
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§• XL. —nor is ita commonDay. Ahigh

ly necest'ary Caution concerningDr.

Peter/en's System.

XLI. The Source of the Errors of the

greatest part of Expositors.

XLIT. lie Truth lies in the Middle, or

between the Extremes.

XLIII. By taking to ourAssistance theNum

ber of the Beast, we come to

know nearly what the 42 pro

phetical Months are:

XLIV. —and moreover, what a Chronos,

a Kairos, &c. are, nearly.

XLW By the Help ofthe 1000 Tears they

are more exactly determind; and

here aProportion running through

...' the whole, and also the Number

seven are observable.

XLVI. Hereby we comesomewhat nearer yet

to the true length of the prophe

tical Times.

XLVII. The 42 Months and the Number of

the Beast are of thefame Length.

The Number Seven is observable

in the Months also.
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§. XLVIII. ThepropheticalMonth isproportion-

able to a solar Month, [being the

1 2th Part ofa prophetical Tear] :

and the 1260 Days ofthe Woman

are prophetical Days.

XLIX. the precise Length ofthe threeWoes

determined: as also that of the

1260 Days ofthe Woman.

L. A Septenary observable in the for

mer, and a round Number [and

also a Septenary] in the latter.

LI. The Coincidence ofHistory with this

Resolution of the Times is to be

seen in the Exposition ofthe Text,

LII. The near Determination (in § . xliii.

xliv.) of the Length of a fingle

prophetical Day, Month, Hour

and Year maintained ; and the

true precise Length of them is

also fully shewn: The Septenary

and the Rotundity arifing out of

it, and theso oft occurring Num

ber 666r are taken Notice of.

LIII, An Objection answered.

LIV. The.remaining Periods of Time are

to be resohed in the Exposition.
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§. LVi The above-mentioned four Spheres {in

§. xiv. xv.) are herebyfurther con

firmed :

LVI. — and an Interpretation which is at

present gaining grounds farther op-

* posed.

LVIIi Transition to the Exposition.

Part first.

i

HE Prophet Danielwas commanded

toJhut up the words lpoken to him,

k)*"*vjtf- and tosealthe Book 'till the last Times,

Ch. xii. 4. 9. On the contrary St. John, a

long time after, wasforbidden toseal the words

of the Prophecy revealed to him, Rev. xxii.

io. Accordingly the Revelation, not

withstanding the wide Extent of its prophe

tical Contents, is yet so contrived that the

other Prophets are not necessary for the un

derstanding of it; but it is rather necessary

for the understanding of them. This very re

gularly disposed System brings it's Key along

with it ; having, tho' uncommonly difficult
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in it's Subject, a singularly easy Method,

being provided with Variety of Partitions,

Pauses, Forms of Expression, and such

helps to asl Analysis of it.

II.

The whole Contents of the Book at first

sight appear to be naturally divided into

three Parts: of which we will at present

draw up a Table and bring the requisite

Proofs of it hereafter in their proper places.

They are

/ I. The PRELIMINARIES :

i i. The Title of the Book C. i.

1 2* The Address or Direction of it 4--0.

13. The main Point and Summary of

the whole —- 7, 8.

4. The glorious Appearance of Jesus

, Christy at which He

{1. ^ives John his Commission, and

orders him to write , £—2o,

2. excites the Angels of the Seven

Churches—ofEphefus and Smyrna

and Pergamus; of Thyatira and

Sardis and Philadelphia and La-

' odicea,—to prepare themselves

worthily for his coming; and pro-*

miseth to him that overcometh

great things — C» ii. iu%
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II. The DISCOVERT of things to come,

Here are represented in one only and

continued Vision,

in general and at once, ALL POW

ER * in Heaven and on Earth given

by Him that sittech on the Throne

to the Lamb, by the opening of the

Seals of the Sealed Book C. iv. v.

Thefour first Seals take in all vifble

things to east and west, south and

norm t 1 - -C. vi. 1--8.

And the last three, the invifble: 9&C,

Theseventh, being the most import

tant,

1 . has its proper Preparation —-

— — C. vii.

2. exhibits the Silence in Heaven»

the seven Angels with their

Trumpets, and the much In

cense — C. viii. 1--6.

U- The particular EXECUTION b of

it ; in which under theseseven Angels

» Thii is a Representation of thesolemn INAUGURA

TION of Jesus Christ into his Mediatorial Kingdom. •

* This is the properly prophetical Part of the book,; con

taining the propheticalHi stor v ofChris's A dm i hi st r a t iox

of this Kingdom, from the Time of his Resurreelion or Asctn--

fion till he delivers it up to the Father ; or, the royal MA

NIFESTO of Jisus, declaring how he will ieal with

bis Subjects as they are rebellious or obedient.

 

am,

£
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and their Trumpets one aster a-

nother, the Kingdom of this world

is gradually broken, till it reverts to

and becomes the Kingdom of God

and his Christ ; where are to be

consider'd

{i. thefour first Angels and their

Trumpets — 7~i2,

2. the three last Angels with their

Trumpets, together with the

three Woes by the Locusts, the

Horsemen, and the Beast.

13. ix. 1 &c.

The Trumpet of the Seventh

is of all the most important,

and with regard to it there is

to be observed

'i. the antecedently sworn

Limitation of time, and

the circumstantial ac

count of the certainly-

future conversion of the

great City, under the

Trumpet of this Angel

about the end of the

third Wo. C. x. xi.

V.2. the Trumpet itselfy and
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h. a Summary of the contents

of it — C. xi. 15.

2. the previous Thanksgiving

of the Elders on account of

the Completion 16—18.

the Completion itself 19.

And here

.1. the Birth of the manly

Son and theCasting down

of the Arch-fiend from

Heaven xii. 1--12*,

2. the Opposition on Earth,

namely that hideous third

Wo: and

j 1. it was brought on by-

means of

i . the Dragon xii. 12.

2. the two Beasts xiii.

2. Men in the meantime

were

/ 1 . warned by thre*

Angels xiv. 6 &c.

2 . cut off by the Har

vest and the Vin

tage 14 &c.

I3. chastised and stir

red up to Repen

tance- by the seven
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| Plagues or Vials

— — xv. xvi.

\3 . the greatWhore along

with theBeast increase

the Calamity xvii.

3. the Royal Victory, by

whichthefore-mentioned

Enemies are removed ;

and that in an inverted

Order, viz.

1 1, the great Whore is

judged and the King

dom of God gets the

upper Hand xviii. xix.

2. the Beast and the false

Prophet are thrown

into the Lake of Fire

— — xix.

V3. Satan is bound and

imprisoned — xx,

. 4. the Government of Christ

without opposition: For

after the advances made

at several times (partly

before theTrumpet ofthe

Seventh Angel C. vii. 9*

but mostly under it C.

xiv, 1. 13. xv. 2.) his
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Reign goes on now in it's

full Sway : For

Jim The Nations are no

longer seduced by Sa

tan but have Christ for

their Shepherd xx. 3.

2. Those ofthe first Re

surrection reign with

Christ — 4.

3. Gog and Magog are

destroyed, and Satan

who had been let loose

for a little while, is

cast into the Lake of

Fire —< 7.

4. The dead are judged

— — 11.

1 5. A newHeaven ; a new

Earth ; a new Jerusa

lem, the everlasting

Kingdom xxi. xxii.

Ill, The CONCLUSION: which has a

Relation to the Preliminaries above,

and exactly answers to them. xxii. 6-2 1 .

The Reader would do well to, make him

self throughly acquainted with this Table ;
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for in the Exposition we shall not give argu

ments or contents at the beginning of the

several Visions or of the Chapters ; but han

dle the Text plainly and directly in the Or

der of the chapters and verses. The Con

tents of the whole will be best comprehend

ed by means of the Sections in the 'Table ;

as they are properly distributed in it accord-'

ing to their real Parts, it being framed with

a farther view then merely to be a help to

the Memory. It may also be useful to com

pare with this, another Table which is to fol

low in the first Section of the Conclusion.

/ . III.

There has been for a long time much

Talk and muchWriting about tlypotheses, as

they call them, with regard to the Exposition

of the Prophets; as many Interpreters want

such Grounds to build their Interpretations

upon. But these are commonly the Product

of an arbitrary choice, and people so twist

and bend theWord ofGod to suit with them,

that they deduce from it any thing that they

would fain find in it. Nothing that is right

can be settled on such a bottom: and I ear
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nestly entreat that no one will ascribe to me

any particular Hypothesis. We may (nay,

we must) begin with such Remarks as the

text clearly points out; afterward we may

advance farther and farther by means ofright

deductions and inferences.. 'In making re-

marks we ought to rely on the words of the

text, without surmising, that perhaps the

Fervency of Spirit in which St. John wrote,

may have sometimes discomposed him, and

that thereby his discourse may be disjointed

and out of order. ' The utterance of weak

and frail men may be somewhat disturbed by

their earnestness : but it is not ib with the

holy men of God. We ought then to receive

what lies before us with the reverence due to

what is written. In a discourse wherein

your own profit or loss, your own honour or

dishonour is concern'd, self-love will move

you to weigh exactly every word : in like

manner the Love of God will not suffer us

to be contented with a superficial view of the

words, in a prophecy in which the honour

of God is so nearly concerned.

K
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IV.

Some interpret almost all the Prophecy

of visible things^ from civil and ecclesiastical

history : and others mostly of the invisible.

This last may be called a theosophical and

Philadelphian or pneumatical, and the other

a historical and emblematical exposition.

Writers of either kind are apt to overdo in

their own way and so come short in the other.

We will not prescribe to our Lord Jesus

Christ, what he mould or should not have

made known to us in his revelation; but

receive just what he stiews us with thankful

ness, simplicity and reverence. Æ Power

not only on EarthT but a¥o in Heaven, is gi

ven to the Lord Jesus, as he himself tes-

tifieth after his resurrection : Æ his Name

every knee bows, of things in heaven, of things

on earth, and of things under the earth. His

Name is above every name that is named in

this world and in that which is to come: He

hath the keys ofdeath andhell. This Power of

his, and how by little and little he brings all

into Subjection to himself, is the Principal

thing described in this precious b^ok.
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fohn is informed sometimes by the Lord

Jesus himself, sometimes by an*dngel, now

by one of the four celejiial Irving Creatures,

then by one of the twenty -four Elders: and

hence it is plain that these last were not pil

grims or sojourners upon the earth, but in

habitants of the other world, in which the

liturgy and divine service is celebrated, Mi

chaelfought his battle &c. C. iv. v. viii. ix.

xii. xiv. xv. &c Now as all that comes to

pass in the visible world springs from the in-,

visible: thither also it flows back after it is

done. Thus wonderfully are they inter

woven: and we must adhere purely to what

we find written. Invisible things are more

noble and important : but we, strangers on

the earth, more easily understand visible

things, and by these arise up to the others,

All history civil and ecclesiastical serves for

0. proof that Jesus Christ hath allPower on

JZarth : but bis Power in Heaven is incom

parably more extensive. Now whoever fixes

his eye on the/one or the other only, will

look upon ou#.conclusions as jejune and scan

ty; but he who, where St. John treats of in

visible and heavenly things, attends to invisi-r
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ble things too; and again, when St. John

points to visible things of this lower world,

in simplicity follows him, will in this middle

way rightly understand the whole.

» • • » * • •

V.

Th-E-Throne, and. He that sits upon it,

and the Lamb, is, as it . were, the Center ;

near to which stand the four living Crea

tures, 'rrie "twenty-four Elders as priests, and

the Angels'; the Circumference is all the in

visible and 'visible Creatures, Psalm Ixxvi.

ii. All[that It' round abotet Mm. Hence this

book has often a diJlinB and yet intimately

connected reference to God, and to Christ;

•and after them 'to the Angels, and to the

Saints : j and in consequence of this, many

things are; proposed in a twofold manner :

C. x. 7. xi. '3. and C. xiv. 1—5. and C. xiv.

10. and C. Xviii. 20: 21—23: 24. and C.

xxi. 1, 2—9, 10. Many things are ex

plained and cleared up by 'the help of this

Observation: and therewith agrees what fol

lows in §. xix. and xxvi.
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VI.

• Sometimes the motion is from the Cen

ter to the Circumference, viz. when the

word of command concerning things to be

done is issued out and published, C. v. 9 :

Sometimes again from the Circumference to

the Center, namely when the thing is ac

tually executed and fulfilled, C. xix. 2; both

of them chiefly expressed in songs of praise

and thanksgiving. He that attends to this

will duly connect those things that have a

coherence, and rightly separate those that

are distinct.

VII.

The sacred number of Seven occurs of

ten ; and even those Sevens or Septenaries that

are the most briefly and transiently mention

ed, are in themselves very profound, myste

rious and weighty : as the seven Spirits of

God, the seven Eyes and seven Horns of

the Lamb, and so the seven Thunders, yea

the seven Heads of the Dragon too.

VIII.

But the seven Churches in Asia with their

Angels, the seven Seals, the seven Angels
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with their trumpets, and the seven Angels

with their Vials, are described at full length.

Concerning the seven Heads of the Beast

we will say nothing yet : and only observe

that both in good and evil things the invisi

ble and visible worlds agree in the Septenary

Number; that being represented and set

forth to us by this, as This is (as it were) a-

nimated and ruled by that.

IX.

In our disquisition concerning the above-

mentioned extensive Septenaries, the surest;

and easiest way will be to begin with the

seven trumpets, and of them the three last,

under which are the three Woes. Here

we find manifestly three periods of time

distinguished from one another by determi

nate intervals and breaks, and accompanied

with a great many plain characters and to

kens; such as are not to be found either

with the trumpets of the four first angels,

or the churches and their angels, or with

the seals or vials. In all disquisitions cer

tain particular data are necessary, to ena

ble us, by settling them first, to determine
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afterwards concerning generah, which are

not so precisely characteriz'd. Whoever

thinks he can dispense with such data in his

researches, may take That^ if he will consi

der of it, as a token that he has hot taken

the thing by the right handle. A lock on

the door of a well-secured room or cabinet

has, to be sure, its own proper key, with

out which there is no opening of it, but by

violence.

X.

The first wo has its indisputable limits,

in C. ix.* 1—11. Thesecond is described in

C. ix. 13—21 : and the third in the whole

xiii,h C. Let us distinctly examine the prin

cipal parts of these texts necessary for our

purpose.

I. The whole passage from C. x. 1. to

C. xi. 13.' has a manifest relation to the

trumpet of the seventh angel. The sum

of the passage is this : 'that it should not

i>e a full Chronosc more, till, in the

c Xjovoj (Chronos) signifies Time in general : so that we

fay properly a long Chronos, a Jhort Chronos, or Time. Bat

when the word is used without any restrictive epithet 01
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days of the 'voice of the seventh angel when

heshould begin to sound, the mystery os God

Jlould befinished, as he hath declared to hisser

vants the prophets. But this passage consists

of two parts which run parallel to one ano

ther. The first is C. x. 5—7 ; and the se

cond, C. x. 8—xi. 13. The contents of

both parts begin indeed before the end of

the second wo, with the Non-Chronos and

the many Kings : but in the connected Se

quel do not end under the trumpet of the

lixth angel, but rather reach into the trum

pet of the seventh angel, nay under that

quite on to beyond the end of the third wo;

and that in such a manner that the whole

is inseparably connected. Thus the passage

consists not of such things as were all past

before the trumpet of the seventh angel ;

name os any measure, it signifies in the best Greek writers, a

long time; as, ha. xpow, after a time, is the fame as £,»

insWia x?0,ll, after " l"nZ Here however Chronos is

supposed, and farther on in this Introduction it will be pro ved,

to signify in this prophecy a certain determinate measure or

space of time (and that a long one, more than a thousand

years) as Kairos, &c. rendered a Time and Times and half

a Time C. xii. 14. is universally acknowledged to signify.

This Space of not a full Chronos is for brevity called a Nott-

chronos.
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but of a declaration of such things as fol

low, partly before, but mostly under that

trumpet. Consider the following clear

proofs of it, (i.) The Posture of the an

gel, setting his right foot on die Sea, and

his left on the Land, and lifting up his

hand to Heaven, concurs to declare that,

under the trumpet of the seventh angel,

the Enemies, notwithstanding all that they

should attempts as yet in Heaven, and af

terwards on the Sea and on the Land, must

however be driven out of Heaven, the Sea

and the Land, and give way to the finish

ing of the mystery of God. (2.) The

Beast does not arise out of the bottomless pit

twice, but only once toward the latter end

of his time ; and the proper place in the

prophecy of this arising is in the description

of the beast, namely, in C. xviii. where it is

spoken of in v. 8. as yet to comej whereas

in C. xi. 7, this arising is only mentioned

beforehand by the by, but however for a ve

ry necessary purpose, viz. the declaration of

the Time of the two Witnesses. (3.) It is

in one and the same great City that two

L
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Earthquakes happen : now the first of them

falls out under the Vial of the seventh an-,

gel, and the. other afterwards under the twa

witnesses. The first is general ; but the

great city was not so greatly hurt by it, be

ing only divided into three parts. The se

cond is not general, but falls on the great

city in particular, but then so much the

more heavily ; for seven thousand people

were killed and the rest put into a salutary

fright. Certainly the Division of the cky

into three parts did not fell out after their

being thus converted; for (4.) In general

the dreadful, accomplishment of the holy

wrath of God comes first, and after that

follows the long'd-for finishing of the mys

tery of Goi>. (5.) There are not two such

finishings of the mystery and words of

God, but one only: the proper place of

which is in C. xvii. 17. at the destruction

of the enemies : but in C. x. 7. this joyful

end is beforehand promised. Thus all that

is mentioned C. x. xi. concerning the Mys

tery of God, as also concerning the holy

.City and the two Witnesses, plainly reaches,

rs to the Execution of it, far into the trum
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pet of the seventh angel, under which it

will, at its proper season, be speedily finish

ed. For this reason there is also a remark

able difference in the expression : before

and after this passage the prophecy , is ex

pressed mostly in she pretersehse, but in

-C. x. xi. mostly in the future : where the

.certainty of the thing, the time how long it

-shall be to the accomplishment, its whole

course, the place where it will be, and the

instruments to be employ'd in it, being all

described before-hand, the way is cleared

that the description of the Raiser of the

third wo and of his overthrow, under the

trumpet of the seventh angel, may go on

without interruption.

II. The phrase, The second wo is pafl^

behold the third wo cometh quickly C. xi.

14. very well agrees with this, that

much of what is mentioned before it

in C. x. xi. should be fulfilled, not un

der the trumpet of the sixth, but that

of the seventh angel. .

There are three important phrases in C.

viii. ip ix. iz. xi, 14, The first, Wo, Wo,
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Wo, to the inhabitants of the earth : the se

cond, Thefirst wo is past, behold there come

two woes more hereafter : the third, The

second wo is past, behold the third wo cometb

quickly. And to this third phrase refers that

iterated declaration, Wo to the earth and the

sea C. xii. 12. But no such fourth phrase

is to be found afterwards, that the third wo

is past &c. Hence it follows that all these

phrases are principally denunciations or de-f

clarations of future miseries (just as future

good things are foretold by similar phrases,

C. xiv. 7. xix. 7. The hour of hisjudgment is

come : the marriage ofthe Lamb is come) and

that in the second and third phrase the prin

cipal thing intended is the Coming of the se

cond and third wo, and not the first and se

cond wo's being past. Wherefore also it is

not said, the two woes are past; but, the se

cond wo is past : whereby the first wo is as

it were forgotten. On the contrary, the

phrases always have an equal regard to all

the woes that are coming; viz. Wo, Wo, Wo:

Two woes are coming ; not, thesecond wo is

coming. Likewise in the denunciation of

the yet future second and third woes 'tis said.
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hereafter; and, quickly; and in both, behold.

Iftherefore it should be objected that, in the

prophecy, the End of the second wo is not

mentioned'till after the death and resurrection

of the two witnesses and their being taken up

into heaven, and that therefore all these

things happen under the trumpet ofthe sixth,

not the seventh angel: the proper answer

would be, that in the above-mentioned se

cond, and so also in the third phrase, the past

- wo is just taken notice of merely as past, the

thing principally in view is that which is to

come.

Hence it plainly appears, i, That the

third wo must follow in the text very soon

after the words, ethesecond wo is pajl, behold

the third wo cometh quickly. Accordingly

there follow immediately aster these words

in an inseparable connexion (i.) the Sound

ing of the seventh angel, just as the sound

ing of the fifth and sixth angel follows after

the first and second phrase; (2.) the Summa

ry of the contents of this singular and so im

portant trumpet, which contains in it such a

variety of matters; ('3.) the Execution of

these same contents, and particularly the Oc-
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casion the Dragon takes to raise the third wo,

together with the third wo itself; just as in

the trumpet ofthe fifth and sixth angel the

Source of the first and second wo and these

two woes themselves are mention'd. Now

as the phrase concerning the quick coming of

the third wo could not be rightly separated

from the threejust mention'd points, towhich

it chiefly relates, and be set farther back; ib

neither again could it have a place before that

passage C. x. i—xi. 13. For under the

trumpet of the seventh angel there fall out

good, then bad, and again good things:

now it was very suitable that the contents

of the trumpet in general should be proposed

in that place, viz, sooner than the immediate

proposal of the third wo, which makes but

a part, and indeed a small part, of the

things contained under that trumpet. An-

-swerably to which, from C. x. i. to C. xi.13.

there is nothing said about the third wo, and

even in C. xi. 1 4. it is not said the third wo

is come ; but, is coming. So then, neither

was it the proper place before the beginning

of the x,h chapter to make this declaration,

Behold the third wo cometh quickly. Yea even
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the words, thesecond wo is past would have

come in too early at the end of the ix'h chap

ter, where nevertheless the description of the

second wo is fully completed: for the so oft

mentioned passage (C. x. 1—xi. 13) actually

begins, as to both it's parts, before the end of

the second wo. Thus it is quite proper that

in the third phrase the less emphatical part,

thesecond wo is pas, [since it was not to be

separated from the principal part, Behold the

third wo cometh quickly; the proper place of

which is in C. xi. 14, viz. just before the

sounding of the seventh trumpet] should

(passing over what comes in as it were in a

parenthesis about the two witnesses &c.) have

a retrospect to the conclusion of the ix'"

chapter.

III. The Trumpet of the seventh angel

begins C. xi. ,1 5. and to this Trumpet

belongs the rest of that xith chapter,

thexiith the xiii"1 and so on.

The Summary of the contents of this

trumpet is in C. xi. 15. and in ver. 17, 18.

And the Execution of it is opened in ver. 19.

and from the beginning of the xiith chapter
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is treated of at large. If any one should fancy

that the Prophecy begins again quite anew

at the birth of the Man-child C. xii. 5 ; this

opinion will be throughly confuted by the

remarkable* clear and important Parallelism

of the Voices in C. xi. 15. and the Voice in

C. xii. 10. ThoseVoiccs fay thus; "The' king

dom of the world is become cur Lord's and his

Christ's: Afterward this Voice speaks;

Now the sahation, the might and the king

dom is become our God's, and the power his

Christ's. The former voices belong in

disputably to the trumpet of the seventh an

gel; wherefore this latter voice must neces

sarily belong to it also. For the subject of

both is entirely the fame, with this only dif

ference that in the latter voice the Execution

is more particularly and precisely mark'd out

by the word Now (*JT») and in the following

words more fully celebrated : from whence

we may see so much the more clearly, that

those voices were before this voice, and there

fore this belongs to the trumpet of the se

venth angel, as certainly as those do. Yea

the actual Breaking forth of the execution of

this trumpet falls out in the midst between
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those and this, where Satan is cast out of

heaven. All that follows, after this cast

ing out, is closely connected.

From these III remarks we may draw

these following conclusions.

I. No part ofwhat is writtenfrom C. x. 1

to C. xi. 1 3 belongeth to thesecond wo.

This follows from the Ist remark; and

is farther confirmed from the following an

tithesis, viz. in the second wo things ended

in a wretched impenitence, C. ix. 20, 2 1 :

on the contrary, Cxi. 13, (at the finishing the

mystery of God) in the conversion os a very

great multitude. Only the latter end of the

second wo, and the beginning of what is

mentioned from C. x. 1 to xi. 13 in point

of time run parallel a d little while.

II. 'The third Wo is describedat length in C.

xiii, and only notice, given of it before-hand in

C. xii. 12.

This is proved in the IInd remark. But

let us more throughly consider in C. ix, xii,

xiii, the following resemblances referring to

M

" Not above 40 .years ; whereas the whole Non-chronos,

jC- x. 6, is more than 1 000 years.
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one another in many particulars, and advanc

ing by several steps ;

I" Wo.

i.TheOccasion;

A Star fallen

from heaven,

and the Pit ofl horns

the. Abyss c-| golden

pen'd.

2. TheLeader;

The Angel q:

the Abyss.

^. TheArmy ;

Locusts.

4. The Persons

plagued ;

All the

that were not

sealed.

IV Wo.

1. TheOccafton;

He who cry'd

out of the

of

allpr,

\hoose the four

angels on the

Euphrates

2. TheLeaders;

f The four An

gels that had

T?eenboundon

theEuphrates.

3 .TheArmy,

Somehundred

millions of

I Horsemen.

4. The Persons

plagued ;

Menj The third part

of Men.

in• Wo.

1. The Occasion ;

Michael, after

whose victory

the Dragon is

cast out of

heaven.

2. The Leader^

, The Dragon,

who. had hi

therto been in

Heaven.

3. TheArmy,

Two horrible

Beasts, and

their Adhe

rents.

4. The Persons

plaguedy.

All that dwell

on the Earth,
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5. *Tbe Dura

tion;

Five Months.

The Dura

tion-,

One Hour ,1A Ihort time,

one Day, one

Month , one

Year.

6. The Power-,

To kill.

5. she Dura-

ti'pn;

forty-two

Months, &c.

6. The Power;

AH Manner

of Mischief.

6. The Power;

To torment,

without kil

ling.

Here are three Columns that stand by the

side of one another; and in each, six points

or articles thatfollow one another. In the

first column is thefrjl, and in the second is

the second wo. Now let any man consider

if it is possible there should be no wo, or even

not a mote horrible wo, in the third ec

lumn, which resembles the first and second

in all points ; or whether he ought not rather

to discern and acknowledge in it the third wo,

and that as the greatest of the three. Add

to this some other reflections on the third

woe's having sometimes a resemblance, either

to both the first and second alike or (for

reasons that Will appear in the Exposition)

only to one of them, and sometimes some-
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what particular to itself, as it is the most

grievous of them all. Let us produce these

reflexions in the order of the fore-mention

ed articles.

1. 2. The Occasion, and the Leader.

The Occasion [of each woe] is always

taken by the enemies from what is every now

and then a doing by some mighty Being who

from one wo to another has a still higher

function. And the enemies come always

from a higher and higher place, and are in

their nature more and more mischievous.

2. 3. The Leader; and the Army.

The Leader in the first wo hath an He

brew and a Greek name, Abaddon and Apol-

lyon: and in like manner in the third, a Greek

and an Hebrew name, the Devil (^laSoXo?)

and f Satan. There is not the least mention

made of this Dragon from C. iv, where the

vision begins, to C. xi 3 but so much the

more frequently is he mentioned from C. xii

to C. xx j so that on his coming down hither

from heaven it is said, Wo to the Earth and

the Sea. This, this, is that third Wo, which,

Z&M the Calumniator, die Traducer. f i. e. the Enemy.
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as the most horrible, is so often foretold un

der the express name of a Wo, viz, first of

all, together with the first and second wo,

C. viii. 13 ; then after the first and along

with the second, C. ix. m ; again after the

second, C. xi. 14; and lastly alone, C. xii.

123 and then, almost presently after this

last declaration, circumstantially described in

the xiii,h chapter. Or mall the disasters

brought on by the Angel of the Abyss and

the fair Angels from Euphrates be reckoned

as two woes, but on the other side the

Dragon himself and under him the tico

Beasts (in the description of whom the Man

of Siny 2 Thesi'. C. ii. 3, is also included)

bring no Wo by all the incomparably great

miseries they are the authors of?

4. The Persons plagued.

Whereas in the. first phrase, Wo, Wo,

}Vo, mention is made of those that dwell on

the Earth; 'tis thereby signified (compare

C. iii. 10 with C. vi. 10.) that on the whole

• the three woes fall not indeed upon the

Saints, but otherwise are general.. Now in

the first and second wo, as the first touches

the Jews particularly, and the other the
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Heathen, but more especially thefalse Chris

tians, and so both of these are not so gene

ral; mention is made only of men, with

out any great emphasis ; on the contrary, as

the third wo touches all thesesorts of people,

and so is strictly general, now for the firjl

time is express mention made again of those

that dwell on the earth, and indeed often,

viz, in a passage that has a view, so early

as in C. xi. 10 to the latter time of the

third W*0; and in the description of the

wo itself in C. xiii. 8, 12, 14, 3, 7 : xvii.

2, 8 : Xii. 12.

5. The Duration.

The marks of Time appear first along

with the trumpets. Those of the first,

second, third and fourth angel have no

marks of time : but those of the fifth, sixth

and seventh, have. Now of the woes un

der these three last angels, should only the

first and second have their marks of time,

and not much rather the third? The prin

cipal scope of the times of the three woes

together is our information how long it will

be yet to the finishing of the mystery of

Cod: and he who thus supposes a thircl
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wp without any mark of time, in a great

measure frustrates the design of the marks

of time set to the first and second wo ;

nay he will hardly be able to determine the

duration of the first and second wo without

that of the third. Nqw there is no mark

of time for the third WQ but in C xii,. xiii.

The first wo has its duration allotted it by

the Locusts, in the visible -, the second by

the four Angek let loose, in the invisible

world: and the third by the Dragon, in

the invisible, and partly also by the Beast,

the substitute or deputy of the dragon, C,

xiii. 2t in the visible world,

6. The Power.

This word Power (f^1*) is found in each

of the woes, C. ix. 3, 19 : xiii. 5, &c.

So manifold a resemblance of what we

reckon the third wo, to the first and second,

no man can pronounce to be a human fic

tion, or shew such a resemblance to them

any where but in the subject of C. xii, xiii.

III. Theseven Viah are not the third Wo.

1. The seven holy angels with, their seven

vials have not the least likeness, so far

are they from having si> manifold a resem
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blance to the first and second wo, as the

miseries have of which the dragon and

the two beasts are the authors. 2. In

those clear passages C. viii. 1 3 ; xlv. 6, &c.

there stand in contrast (1) one who flies in

the midst of heaven and proclaims some

thing, and another who also flies in the

midst of heaven and proclaims something :

(2) The one cries Wb, Wo, JVo: the other,

1 on the contrary, has a Gospel (ivxyfaw) or

good 'Tidings. (3) The three woes have

their duration expressly mentioned : so also

has the gospel or good tidings ; an everlast-

ingness g is ascribed to it. (4) The

three woes, and particularly the third, extend

to the inhabitants of tlie earth : the good

tidings are to them that dwell on the earth,

namely, who tho' they are upon it, do not

adhere to it in their hearts. For which

reason as the whole first and second wo;

so the third, as to the greater part of it,

must certainly stand before the everlasting

gospel, and therefore much more before the

e This word atui (aionJ i&vum has also its determinate

signification, and demites a space somewhat more than two

thousand years : as will be seen hereafter. • . . - - .
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seven vials. 3. The third wo comes

quickly after the second, viz, with the dra

gon, the beast &c; on the contrary the

seven vials come long after ; for the vial of

the very first angel is poured out on them

that had the mark of the beast and worship

ped his image, tho' this mark and image

came lat£, being the work of the other or

second beast. 4. As the first wo was

caused by the angel of the abyss, and the

second by the four angels let loose ; in like

manner the third is ascribed to the wrath of

the Devil : on the contrary, by the seven

Vials the holy wrath ofGod is accomplished.

5. As the third wo was checked, with re-

Ipect to them that dwell on the earth, by

means of the everlasting Gospel j in like

manner the Authors of the mischief had

their power restrained by means of the seven

Vials under the third wo ; and consequent

ly that wo was not first brought on by the

seven vials.

For the fame reasons the third wo can

by no means be put oft till the little season

vf Satan's being let hose out of the abyss ;

though the last deception of the nations at

N
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that time has a resemblance to the machi

nations of that enemy during the port

time, C. xii. 13. . . t

IV. In the Than/giving ofthe Elders the third

Wo is indeed by the by mentioned beforehand,

but not properly described C. xi. 18.

This Thanksgiving stands between the

general contents of the trumpet of the se

venth angel and the execution of it ; and

there it is said, toward the end of the

thanksgiving, that the time is come to destroy

those that destroyed the earth. If one looks

here for any thing concerning the third

wo, all that he will find is only the men

tioning that the earth was destroyed. Com

pare the places alledged in Conclus. ii. Point

4, above in this §. Those destroyers of

the earth (hall indeed be destroyed in their

turn ; yet not by the third wo, but long

after it, at the time of the Dead and of the

Judgment: on the contrary the third wo

falls upon the inhabitants of the earth, not

on those who lie in the lake of iire.

Now as all that is contained in this

thanksgiving is afterwards repeated again

and largely treated of ; so also are the de-r
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stroyers of the earth described at full length

under the third wo, in C. xiii.

V. The right Determination of the three woes

is a point on which very much depends.

He that cannot separate from one another

the second wo and the passage in C. x. i—

xi. 13, will find that this is already a con

siderable obstacle to the understanding of

the prophecy. And he that cannot discern

die third wo chiefly in the xiiith chapter will

certainly find it his best way to concern

himself no farther about this book as a Pro

phecy, or to content himself with single pas

sages here and there. But whoever is of

the fame mind with me, let him go on a-

long with me.

XL

We must also under the trumpet of the

ieventh angel accurately distinguish between

the Dragon's residing in Heaven, on Earth,

and in the Abyss, and, after the little season,

in the Lake of*Fire : as always after every

new fatanical device he must get down

lower. For, after he had accused the bre

thren day and night before God, he must

leave Heaven : after having raised the third
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wo upon Earth and carried it on during

the short time C. xii. 12, he must go into

the Abyss for a thousand years : and after

deceiving Gog and Magog, in the little sea

son C. xx. 3, into the Lake of Fire, where

he will be tormented for ever. Thus not.

one of these four descents funs parallel

with any other for one moment, but the

one always follows the other in the order

described. If we invert this order, the

thing will appear yet more clearly : In the

Lake of Fire the Devil is tormented for ever;

not yet so in the abyss. In the Abyss he is

bound: but not so on earth. On Earth he

raises the third wo : but can no longer

accuse the brethren before Gop, as he had

done in heaven.

XII.

What we mentioned above in §. ii4 con

cerning the meaning of the seven Epistles,

the seven Seals, the seven Trumpets, and the

seven Vials is now gradually become clearer

by what we have said hitherto.

XIII. , , '

Several men os lively imagination

would have the Apocalypse together with
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many other texts of the scriptures of the old

and new testament distributed intoseven Pe

riods of the Times of the New Testament i

and that in such wise that to the first period

should belong the first epistle, the first seal,

the trumpet of the first angel, and the

vial of the first angel ; and so to the se

cond, third, and the rest of the periods one

after another, the subsequent epistles, seals,

trumpets and vials : nay more, sometimes

they labour to find out a throughly equal

length of such periods, but nevertheless in

the mean time expound the epistles or vials

to quite a different purpose. Away with

such arbitrary fanciful devices ! which we

mail hereafter confute more at large, after,

the exposition of the iii" chapter. The

three woes have their appropriate Duration,

but of an unequal and always increasing

length : and between them are two Inter

vals, which, tho' their length is not ex

pressed, ought to be considered as Periods of

time (as Rests are a part of a tune) as much

as the length of the trumpets of the first,

second, third and fourth angels, concern

ing the times of which no notice is given,
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not even so much as whether one ends' sooner

or later, or at the same time that another

begins. On the contrary there are, under

the trumpet of the seventh angel alone,

many long periods of time, in the whole

Xth, xi'\ &c. to the xxth chapters. For

this reason it is not speaking with propriety

to talk of seven Periods of T'ime, even if it

were only in respect of the seven Trumpets;

whereas they are rather seven Judgments or

Visitations, which indeed come to pass one

after another, but have between them and

after them divers other periods, some more

tolerable, and some even joyful. And for

what reason should the Space from St. Johns

being in Patmos to the End of all things, ra

ther than the times of the old testament by

itself, or than the times of the old and new

testament taken together, be divided into

seven periods of time ? there is yet left

ground for making seven periods of time of

the seven churches and their angels, of the

seven seals, and of the seven vials. For

even supposing the seven trumpets were se

ven periods of time, yet it does not follow

that the churches, the. seals and the vials,
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tho' there be seven of each of them too,

should point out seven periods of time: else,

the seven horns of the Lamb, the seven

thunders, &c. must also signify seven Pe

riods of time. Besides ; this will appear to

be a fundamental maxim, that all that

comes to pass as predicted in the Revelation

passes quickly, except what is expressly com

prised in long lasting periods. Thus the

trumpets of the three last angels will reach

very far, partly into after-times, even to the

end of all things, partly backward, far into

the former centuries of the new testament ;

and the trumpets of the four first angels, as

no time is mentioned along with them, will

indeed take up less room, but withal will

reach yet farther backward : so that the se

ven churches, the seven seals and the seven

vials, which with respect to the whole of

their contents, and particularly as to marks

of time, are very different from the Trum

pets, must needs signify somewhat of quite

another kind than periods of time. .
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*

1 XIV.

Throughout the prophecy there arc

exhibited to usfeur distinct Circles or Spheres

of things, or by whatever more proper name

you please to call them.

The seven Epistles are directed, the for

mer part of each to the Angel of one of the

seven churches in Afta, and the latter to

the Universal Church of Christ, who pro-

miseth to him that overcometh those glori

ous rewards in the world to come C. ii, iii.

The seven Seals comprehend all visible

and invisible creatures, as they are subject

to the Lamb, and the Lamb opens, and

fully declares to them the divine decrees

that had been hidden till then C. v, &c.

I Compare this $ with what is said in the Gnomon on A-

foe. V. I . Ecclejiæfunt Exemplar, &c ; that is,

The Churches are a Pattern according to which the 'Bo

dy of the church in all ages and nations, and the teachers and

pastors of it, are to regulate their conduct.

The Seals exhibit the conferring of all Power in heaven

and on earth upon the Lamb.

The Trumpets shake and harass the kingdom cf the >warU+

till as last it becomes the kingdom of God and of his Christ.

The Vials break the Power of the Beast and of all that

are in union with him.

Keeping this Summary always in view we shall clearly dis

cern the genuine order in w:iich the Apocalypse proceeds.
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The seven 'Trumpets strike at the Kingdom

of the World till under that of the seventh

angel it becomes the Kingdom of God and -

of his Christ, C. xi. 15.

The seven Vials repress and check the

disorders of the Beast, &c. C. xvi. 2—10.

XV.

All this is implied in the Nature of the

contents of the. epistles, the seals, the trum

pets and the vials : and peculiarly agreeable

to the nature of these contents are these deno

minations ofepistles, seals, trumpets and vials,

as is also the Chronology (§. lv). Yea the

particular songs of praise and thankigivings,

which resound at the unfolding of each

sphere, point also to this. That which we

find in C. i. 5, 6, along with the address of

the epistles to the seven churches in Asia, viz-

XJnto him that loved us, andwafted usfrom cur

fins in his own blood, and hath made us kings

andpriests unto God and his Father-, to him be

glory and dominionfor ever and ever : That, {

lay, was spoken in the name ofthe universal

Church of Christ. The angelick song ot

praise, C. v. 1 2, Worthy is the Lamb that was

O

•
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Jlain, to receivepower, and riches, and wisdom,

andJlrength, and honour, and glory, and bles

sing; signifies the same as if it had been said,

It belongeth of right to the Lamb to open

the book and it's seven seals, and to have all

Power over things visible and invisible. Again,

the angelick song of praise C. vii. 12, Bles-

sng, andglory, and wisdom, and thanksgiving,

and honour, and power, and might, be unto

our God for ever and ever ; indicates that

the Kingdom belongs to almighty God, and

that by the trumpets all shall be brought

into subjection to him. And when, on oc

casion of the vials, 'tis said C. xv. 3, 4,

Great and marvellous are thy works, Lord

God Almighty; jujl and true are thy ways,

thou King ofsaints. Whoshall not fear 'Thee, 0

Lord, and glorify thy name f for thou only

art holy: for all nations fall come and worship

before thee; for thy judgments are made mani

fest ; in this the righteous punishment of the

Beaft and his worshippers is praised. Hence

it appears that in this and other like places,

the Things or representations, and the Words

that accompany them, help to the fuller

explanation of one another.
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XVI.

When the divine Majesty is pleased of

his own accord to discover his secret pur

poses and to put them in execution, he well

knows how to maintain at the fame time,

in a proper manner, the holy Reverence which

all creatures, and even the ministers too

and the witnesses and spectators of his ope

rations, eternally owe to him ; and how to

require the Honour due to him. John, tho'

he had formerly been admitted to lean on

the bosom of the Lord, must now in his

old age, just as he had finished the course

of his apostlefhip, although he was also

purified by his sufferings in Patmos, present

ly fall at his feet as dead: and the seven

Churches, and their angels must prepare

themselves, by repentance and perseverance,

for what was declared and certified to them.

And thus it goes on at the beginning of

each sphere in the main vision. Before the

opening of the seven Seals, all creatures must

acknowledge their inability, and give honour

(C. v. 8—14) to the Lamb, who alone

was worthy to undertake it : before the se

ven Trumpets is an excellentsong ofpraise to
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God ; and upon the intervening opening of

the seventh seal there begins a respeBsul

silence; after which the seven trumpets pow

erfully found one after another : before the

pouring out of the seven Vials the song of

Moses and the song of the Lamb wasfung:

and till these seven Plagues were fulfilled no

man could enter into the temple which had

been opened.

XVII.

These four Spheres or Circles stand so

related to one another that, in the Exposi

tion, one not only may safely, but even must

of necessity abide by the Order in which

the text places them. It is a mistake

to divide the book in such a manner that

tjiis or that part mall run out quite to>

the end of the world, and then the next

shall begin again anew at the first times

of the new testament. Consider §. x, xtiu

First come the Addresses to the feyenChurdes

and their angels: presently after the seven

Seals; and immediately, with the' seventh,

of them, the seven Trumpets; and lastly the

seven Vials, but not 'till imder the trumpet

of the seventh angel.
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XVIIL

Yet my meaning is not, that in this

way of ordering or ranking, each part must

be whollyfinished before the fulfilling of the

following part begins : for, if it were gene

rally so, there would have been no need of

mentioning particularly such ending of one

before the other began, on occasion of the

three Woes C. ix. 12 ; xi. 14. And thus

it does not follow from what has been said,

that the Epistles must all be fulfilled before

the Seals were opened ; that the open'd

Seals must be wholly fulfilled before the

Trumpets begin ; and that as to the Trum

pets, even the seventh, must be entirely over

before the Vials be poured out. Things do

not go so, step by step, from one verse to

another : but all I fay is this j that the Be-

gimiing of every one part comes to pass before

the Beginning ofthe next mentionedpart. The

epistles begin before the seals, the seals be

fore the trumpets, the trumpets before the

vials j one epistle begins before the other,

one seal before the other, one trumpet espe

cially before the other, and one vial before

the other. In this manner something may,
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without any breach of order, stand before

another in the text and yet come after it .

in the Execution : of which we have al

ready had a singular instance in the begin

ning of § x. Yea sometimes that which

began later ends sooner, and that which

began earlier reaches also far beyond the o-

ther. The Vials begin not till under the

trumpet of the seventh angel, and are quick

ly over ; after which the trumpet itself be

gins to manifest its power anew. The Seals

begin before the trumpets; yet a long while

after the seventh angel had sounded, the

fifth seal, for instance, manifests its operation

still, where the desire of the fouls under

the altar is fulfilled C. xix. 2. The Epistles -

come before the seals, and in the first epistle

the eating of the tree of life is promised,

which is exhibited last of all, along with

and in the new Jerusalem. All this agrees

quite well with the Contents of the epistles,

seals, trumpets and vials as shewn in §

xiv. Above all, both the Beginning and the

Conclusion of the book treats of Christ,

who is thefirst and the last.
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XIX.

Whoever comprehends this order will

also rightly understand the elegant Simulta-

neum, or that delicate manner of the text, by

which the one oftwo things, that belong pre

cisely to the same time, is often divided into

two parts, and, as it were, split; and the

other comes in unexpectedly between these

two parts, as in a parenthesis. In this man

ner concur those in the white robes, and all the

angels, C vii. 9, 10, (11, 12,) 13—17: the

talk of the elder.with St. John, and the give-

ing the commission to the angels, vii. 11, 12,

(13—17) C. viii. 2: the trumpets oftheseven

angels, and the burning of the incense by another

angel, C. viii. 2. (3, 4, 5) 6: the oath of the

mighty angel, and theseven thunders, C. x. 3,

(4) 5: the casting the dragon out of heaven*

and the song ofpraise in heaven, C. xii. o,

(10—12) 13: the voicefrom heaven, and the

saying ofthe Spirit, C. xiv. 13 : theseven an

gels with theseven last plagues, and thesong of

praise on the sea ofglass, and also the temple

filed withsmoakfrom the glory ofGod, C. xv :

the adlions of thefxth angel with the vial, the,

going out of the three unclean spirits^ and the
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warning to watchfulness, C. xvi. 12, (13^ 14,

15) 16: in like manner the vial oftheseventh

angeltogether with its EffetJs, and that word

between, It is done, C. xvi. 17, 18, (17):

the triumph of the faints, and that ofthe on*

gel, on thejudgment of Babylon, C. xviii, zot

(21—23) 24: the judgment of Babylon and

herfmoak, and the Hallelujah between, C. xix.

2. (3) 3: Satan's being loose, and thefirfi re-

surreSim, C. xx. 3. {4—6) 7: the word of

St. John, Come, and that ofthe Lord Jesus*

Surely Icomequickly, C. xxii. 20. Under

this head also may be reduced that Expres

sion in C. ii, iii. He that hath an ear &c. as

it is thrice set before, and four times after the

Promise to him that overcometh; and so is

spoken at the fame time along with it. See

also C. ii. 10. iii. 8. xxi. 5, 6. » , :

• XX.

The seven seals, the seven trumpets and

the seven vials are all along divided intofour

and three, in such wise that the four first seals,

for example, have a peculiar connexion with

one another, and so also the three last. For

in the sour first seals *tis always one of the

celestial living creatures that calls St. John t4
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come; and there is a horse of a particular

colour, and also his rider with peculiar

badges : but in the three last there is neither

one nor the other, The trumpets of the

three last angels are accompanied with three

woes and many other circumstances besides

(§. x.), which are not found with the trum

pets of the four first: and these, like the

vials of the four first angels, have their

effect on the earth, the sea, the rivers and

fountains of waters, and the fun : but the

trumpets and vials of the three last angels

elsewhere. There may be observed also a

division of the seven epistles into four and

three, or three and four : But as these how

ever have also some singular circumstances

besides, it will not be so convenient to con

sider them here in the Introduction as in the

Exposition. This Division'is clear, impor

tant and useful.

XXI.

For the Fours are directed to the four

Quarters of the world, as we shall prove in

the Exposition. So in the four first seals

the Lion looks toward the East, the Bull

P
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toward the West, the Man toward the

South, and the Eagle toward the North.

Likewise in the trumpets and vials, by the

Earth is meant Asa, by the Sea Europe,

by the Rivers and Fountains of Waters, and

also by the Trees that grow near them,

Africa ; and all these lie under the Sun,

together with the North, Eccl. i. 3.

XXII.

The Threes relate in some measure to in

visible things. Of the Seals, the fifth re

lates to the 5W.f under the altar: and un

der the seventh Seal the seven Angels which

stand before God, make themselves to be

heard by the trumpets given to them. On

this occasion observe, that the Angels them

selves are much more considered than the

trumpets : since there is no mention made

of a first and second, &c. trumpet, but of

the trumpets (and so afterward of the vials)

of the first, second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth

and seventh Angel, C. viii. 13$ ix. 14 ;

x. 7. And with respect to all these trum

pets all Angels had before sounded a seven

fold praise, C. vii. 11, 12. Now, with

the fifth and seventh seals compare thesixth
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that comes between them : and it will ap

pear that it cannot be understood of any

thing but the Insert or the dead that are in

misery.

Under the trumpets of the fifth, sixth

and seventh angels, first the Angel of the

Abyss, afterward the four Angels that were

loosed, and at last the Dragon himself,

brings on a Wo (each tainted with a deeper

malignity than another) upon the Inhabi

tants of the Earth. '1 .

The Viah of the three last angels are

also much more severe than the four former;

and in the vials of thejixth andseventh there

are considerable traces that this severity issues

from the invisible world, as well in the Viali

of the three last angels, as in the Trumpets

of the three last angels.

XXIII.

Wonderful, and very conspicious in

all this, is the Gradation in which the Evil

and the Good always advance and increase,

till they come to the utmost conflict with

one another, and in the end the Good ob

tains the victory due to it ; and in propor

tion to this Increase, the clearness of the
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expression too becomes always greater. This

is to be seen first of all in the Spheres them

selves which we have been hitherto consi

dering : for a Book sealed and by and by

opened affects and touches one pretty sensi

bly ; a Trumpet yet more so j but most of

all a Vialpoured out. So then, even in these

spheres there is a gradual Advance from the

Fours to the Threes, and in the Fours from

one Part to another, especially at the fourth

part, as it in its nature includes the three

preceding 5 and so it is also in the Threes.

As to the three Woes, this gradation has

been spoken to in §. x, and xm above,

and we shall take a yet fuller view of it be

low in §. xxiv, xxxi, liii, and also in the

Exposition of these texts C. vi. 8, g; viii. 12 j

ix. 14, 15; xii. 1, 4; xiv. z; xv. 1, 2; xvi.

ii; xvii. 3 j xix. 7; xx. 8; xxii. 1, 6. By

this the pretended equality ofPeriods is effec

tually confuted.

XXIV,

But especially the Seventh is always the

most important, or even more important

than all the six together. For under the

seventh seal are comprehended the seven
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trumpets : and under the trumpet of the

seventh angel, the seven vials, along with

several other things. So also the vial of the

seventh angel exceeds all the former.

XXV.

For this reason the Seventh is always

» usher'd in by a preparation for it, as being

the most important. The preparation for

the seventh Seal consists in the sealing of the

hundred and forty-four thousand, C. vii.

The preparation for the Trumpet of the se

venth Angel, in the solemn oath in C. x, xi.

The preparation for the Vial of the seventh

angel, in an admonition to watchfulness,

C. xvi. 15. And therefore this Preparation

cannot properly be look'd upon as any part

of thesixth seal, or of the trumpet or vial of

the sixth angel. Jn every Sixth the affair in

hand is, as it were, broken off, and in the

Seventh resumed and compleated.

XXVI.

In the often-mentioned Spheres, and also

elsewhere, one circumstance and expression

always refers to the others, and that in such

a manner that they have many things like,

and many unlike one another. Now a re
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gular comparing of what is like or unlike

in each is a very great help to the under

standing of them. This we will illustrate

by examples.

I. Every one of the seven Epistles con

tains a glorious Title of Jesus Christ, a

Testimony concerning the state of the Angel

of the church, an Admonitioji suitable to

that state, and a Promise to him that over-

cometh. But only the Church of Smyrna

had, besides these, notice given of a tribu

lation of ten days ; and the Angel of the

fame church is exhorted to be faithful unto

death, instead of the coming of the Lord

notified to the other six churches.

II. Of the first, second, and fourth liv

ing Creature it is said, it was like a Lion,

a young Bull, an Eagle : on the contrary

the third had a Face as a Man.

III. The Horseman in the first Seal has

a Bo<iv : he in the second gets a Sword: he

in the third has a Balance : the Horseman

in the fourth has no such Emblem, but in

stead of that he has a Name, Death.

IV. Under the Trumpets of the three

last Angels very many things are doubly ex
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pressed. For thefive Months of the Locusts,

in the first Wo, are mentioned twice ; as it

were for a warning that in those that follow

we should take notice of these expressions

that are less manifefily double. In the second

Wo, the Hour and the Day and the Month

and the Year of the four Angels is mention

ed but once; but this is compensated by the

Number of the Horsemen which belongs to

this fame period of time. Also the Non-

chronos and the many Kings; likewise the

forty-two Months of the treading under foot

of the holy City, and the one thousand two-

hundred andsixty Days of the two Witnesses,

and many other things, are set over against

one another in C. x, xi. To the illustrious

Woman in labour are ascribed, first, one

thousand two hundred andsixtyDays, and after

ward, a 'Time and 'Times and half a Time.

In the third Wo, the Beast has forty-two

Months and the Numberfix hundred andsixty-

fix. Hereafter come the thousandyears, three

times doubled. The new Jerusalem mea

sures twelve thousand Furlongs and one hun

dred andforty measures of a man, that is of

the angel. What all this and much more
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of the same kind means, will be found in

the proper places.

XXVII.

From the comparison of such circum-
i

stances we may even deduce what those

Words and Phrases that have often Various

significations, as Angel, Heaven, Sun, Mooii,

Star, Sea, Earth, Tree, Head, Horn, here

after, quickly, &c. are to signify in each

place. A Counter stands without any hazard

of mistake, sometimes for one value, some

times for another, only as it is placed even

with others or between the rows : and the

fame is the case with such Words.

XXVIII.

This Prophecy has a very particular view

to the people of Israel. Even the reproofs of

the false Jews are a commendation of the

true, C. ii. 9 ; iii. 9. One of the Elders

speaks C. v. 5, like an Israelite. The hun

dred forty-four thousand that were sealed

were of the twelve Tribes of Israel ; and in

general the frequent mention of Tribes points

to this People. Of a piece with this is the

mention made of King David, C. iii. 7 ; v.

5; xxii. 16 j the Prophets, C. x. 7; the
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Holy City, C. xi. 2 ; the Hill of Zion, C.

xiv. 1 j the Song of Moses, C. xv. 3 j Arma

geddon, C. xvi. 16 j Gog and Magog, C. xx.

8. The very Greek Jlile of the Apocalypse

agreeing so much with the Hebrew idiom

points to Israel; and as in C. xviii. 13 a

Latin word in the midst of the Greek text

points to Rome, and Jer. x. 1 1 a Chaldaick

verse in the middle of the Hebrew text to

the Chaldeans ; so do the Hebrew words,

Abaddon, Satan, Katigor, Amen, Hallelujah,

8cc. in a particular manner to the Hebrews.

In the old Testament almost all the history is

that of the people of Israel; but since the

days of T'itus and Adrian it is scarcely re

garded even as a By-work. No man has

more use for it than an Expositor of the

Revelation, as this Prophecy extends from

the old Jerusalem which was destroyed by

the Romans, even to the new ; and thus this

holy people of Israel is of so high Distinction

as reaches even into Eternity, C. xxi. 12,

24. The Apostle of the Gentiles himself

speaks, on all occasions, of the Gentiles as

only Partakers with Israel. In Asia in par-

Q
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ticular were many Israelites, which were first'

converted by St. Paul, and afterward con

firmed by St. Peter's Epistles, from Babylon

onward, Acts xxi. i > i Pet. i. i. Thus in.

these seven Churches of Asia the first Set

were Israelites, and belonged specially to St.

John's inspection.. Lightsoot, in Hor. ad i

Cor. p. 270, says, much to the purpose,

" James, Peter, and John went to the Cir-

" cumcision, and we Can shew the diocese

" of each of them. James had Palestine

V and Syria : Peter, Babylon and Assyria ;

V and John, the Hellenists, particularly in

" Asia, and. farther on." Hence it is that

Afia was so proper a place for St. John to

send the Revelation to. In Patmos he had

Afia and the Land of Israel together in view.

At its proper time this will help great

ly to the Conversion of Israel, when Israel

shall understand what things yet avait

him, by virtue of this Book. Whoever

has the ability and opportunity to press

home this argument, let him do it.
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PART SECOND.

XXIX.

HE Observations and Reflexions

which we have made hitherto, and

much of what will follow after or

may be inferred from them, all the faithful

•from St. John's days had the opportunity to

diseern, and to use for their benefit, even

before the fulfilling of the Prophecy began,

without the knowledge which we have from

history of the things which have followed

iince, without a glimpse of our times and

our greatly enlarged æra : yet these make a

very considerable stiare of the proper medi

tations on all the parts of the Revelation.

Wherefore those are greatly mistaken who

•think that one ought to make the principal

point of the exposition of the Prophecy to

consist in a strain'd interpretation with re

ference to the civil or ecclesiastical history of

the present ctimes) or even in an idle search

after what may be the next thing to come,
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that is, indeed, after premature news; by

which however a puzzled conjecturer or

diviner would be as little improved, if he

should guess it before-hand, as if he had

come to his first knowledge of it by the

event. Yet it is right that we have an eye

also to the Scope of the Book (which is

properly prophetical) and attend to the ful

filling of it; that we may the better ac

knowledge and magnify God in his faith

fulness, wisdom, justice and almighty power;

and learn to accommodate ourselves to the

times according to the various patterns set

before us in the prophecy.

XXX.

This Prophecy is like a cloud richly full

of fructifying rain that spreads over a large

extent of land, which sheds some part of

its waters on every ground in its turn by

streaks or spots. < What belongs to each

particular time the believers of that age may

turn to their advantage in a special manner,

and that too from time to time more and

more fully. Those things chiefly that stand

foremost in the book turned to good account

to the antients, even in the time of the

0
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completion : other things are now a fulfilling;

and these are the most needful, the most

considerable, and most salutary for us. The

remaining part belongs principally to posteri

ty; and the farther the completion advances,

so much the clearer will the whole be.

XXXI.

Let us now consider the Prophecy with

regard to our own 'Times, and we shall find

these following points that deserve to be

seriously considered by us.

I. The Completion began very soon after

the book was written, C. i. 1.

II. The Completion reacheth even to the

End of the world, C. xx. 1 1 ; yea quite in

to Eternity, C. xxii. 5.'

III. The Completion extends, according

to the exactly coherent order of the book,

from St. John's being in Patmos, without

interruption, through all the femaining ages,

in one range, to the end of the world, C. iv.

1 : at leajl, this holds true with regard to

the seven trumpets; which is sufficient for

our present purpose.

; IV. The things that must come to pass

come quickly and speedily to pass, except those
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that are expressly comprised in determinate

times of great length, C. i. i . The Prophecy

is like a piece of musick which goes, on the

whole, prejlo (which is mark'd once for ali

at the beginning of the lines) but in the mid

dle goes now and then piano, which is signi

fied by particular marks at the proper places.

V. The first Wo ends before the second

begins ; and the second ends before the

third begins. For when the first wo is past,

it is not said there are come, but there come

or are coming, yet two woes hereafter ; and

again, when the second wo is past, 'tis not

said the third wo is come, but behold it cometh

or is coming quickly, C. ix. 12 ; xi. 14.

Whoever takes these phrases for mere forms

of transition (none of which fort are to be

met with in the Revelation) charges the

prophecy with great inaccuracy. A lad at

school would not make use of the words*

to pass, to come, behold, hereafter, and quickly9

to such purpose in an exercise. In fact

•there are two intervals between the first

«nd second, and the second and third woes.

The word, to come, in every place intimates

something real.
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VI. In the first os the now cited phrases

we find the word hereafter., and in the se

cond the word quickly. These two Words,

would not be so rightly compared with o-

ther passages in this book as with one ano

ther, and must be interpreted from such

comparison : the conclusion from which is,

that the arrival of the third wo is at a mitch

less distance from the end of the second than

it was from the end of the first, when it was.

only said to be coming hereafter.

VII. To the third wo belongs the short

time the Devil, so full of wrath, had upon

the earth, C. xii. 12.

VIII. The forty-two months of the Beast

make the most part of that short time,C.xiii.5,

IX. The second wo lasts an hour, and a

day, and a month, and a year; the first, five.

months, C. ix.

X. In opposition to all the three woes to

gether is set that Gospel or glad Tidings,

which the angel proclaims before the end:

of the third wo ; and since this is called

glad Hidings of an {aim) k Ævum, there is

" The English Translators unacquainted with these ideas

render these words the (or better, as in the margin) an evir-

lasting Gofcel.
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therefore, from the flying of this angel to

the end of the world, yet remaining an

Ævum ; which must be a pretty 1 long pe

riod of time, C. xiv. 6.

XI. Since the time of St. John's being

at Patmos there are already passed upwards

of m one thousand fix hundred and forty

years, C. i. io. And yet

XII. Babylon is still standing at this

day, C. xviii ; nor is the treading underfoot

of the holy City come to an end, C. xi. 2—13.

XIII. The Overthrow of the Bcaft comes

not till after the definition of Babylon, C.

xvii. 16.

XIV. Tut, thousandyears, in which Satan

is bound, do not begin till the overthrow of

the Beafi, C. xix. x. See §. xi.

XV. After these thousand years Satan

is to be loosed a littleseason, C. xx. 3.

XVI. At the beginning ofthat littleseason

the souls of them that were beheaded, &c,

live : and from that time till the living

1 Viz, for the Happiness of it to make amends for the

miseries of all the three Woes, which it is set to counter-ba

lance; see §. xi—xvi ; where this is plainly shewn.

m Viz, A0. 1740, when this was published : *tis now

1660 years from A". 96.
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again of the rest of the dead are one thousand

years, C. xx. 4.

XVII. The World is not to last quite so

long after the death of Christ as it had

stood (viz, about " three thousand nine hun

dred and eighty years) before it, C. i. 3 j

Heb. ix. 26.

XVIII. The Fulfilling of the Prophecy

must not be reckoned to fall either mostly

in the first centuries, nor too much in the

times that are yet to come ; but be applied,

by a nearly equal partition, to the whole

course of the times of the New Testament,

in such a manner that the whole body of

all true history of Jews and Gentiles, Chris

tians and Turks, may concur to the exposi

tion, from first to last, C. iv. 1 : yet so that

in the mean time invisible things neither be

neglected nor interrupt the other, §. iv.

The xnth of these points, on which

much depends, namely, that Babylon should

yet be sanding in our time, our predecessors

could not fee. So it is no arrogance in us

to hope and endeavour to go beyond them

R

0 Exactly, three thousand nine hundred and seventy-one

years and six months.
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in the understanding of the prophecy, By-

making use of the great advantage which a

view of our prefait time gives us. Whoever

is in any doubt about this, or the first, or

any other of these points, let him turn to the

passages of the texjt cited after them and the

exposition of them: and whoever is in haste

presently to have the whole compared with

history and illustrated by it, may please to

compare it with the table in the Conclusionj.

but neither admit nor reject what is there

more nearly determined, till he shall have

examined the proofs he will find in the

progress of these meditations.

XXXII.

From hence flow these following just

Conclusions j

I. That the middlewo, namely the second,

that broke out aboutEuphrates, must be inter

preted of the power of the Saracens, after the

death ofMahomet, under the first andmost per

nicious 0 Caliphs. People may strive to place

this wo higher or lower in history than about

the days of Mahomet ; but then they will run

counter to the just-now mentioned points „

I So the Kings or Princes of die Saracens were tided.
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and besides will notfind either sufficient room

for the great things that, in the text, go

before the second wo, and the yet greater

things that, in the text, follow after the

second wo, nor any histories of times past

to suit them.

II. That the first wo, whatever it was,

was over before Mahomet's days.

III. That the trumpets of the four first

angels followed, not long after the vision of

St. fohn.

IV. That the third wo is mt yet over^

tho' it began a long time ago.

We may justly look upon thesefour Con

clusions as the Foundation-stones of the build

ing of a true Exposition, as far as concerns

the Comparing of the Prophecy with the

Events. For whoever compares these Con

clusions with what has been said hitherto in

the Introduction, and then reads over the

text, will, it is presumed, perceive that all

the parts of the building are regularly con

nected together. People may turn and wind

the thing this way and that way as they

please, yet they will never make out anything

.much different from this, that will hold.
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PART THIRD.

XXXIII.

yr$c?L'miUS far even those that have no

« ^ m extraordinary taste for great exact-

\*3P£M ness in Chronology may have wil

lingly born us company ; and such will even

thus go a great way in understanding the pro

phecy, with only the help of what we have

already advanced. But I should be un-r

grateful to the Fountain of light, ifI mould

conceal that the Supputation of the Times or

the Chronology has been that very track

by walking in which I came to this Analysis-,

though I have now, in the foregoing part of

this Introduction, laid' it before others with

out the computation of the times. The

right Analysis of the SubjeB-inatter and the

true Reckoning oftheTimes or Chronology greatly

assist and support one another. Hitherto we

have mention'd only the part, we had most

occasion for, of the Analysis of the Subject-

matter: now we will treat of the Chronology

more at large; that hereafter in the Exposi
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don we may not be long detained about it,

but may be the more at freedom to consider

the Things themselves.

XXXIV.

Now at this step, when we mould prepare

ourselves for an enquiry into the prophetical

times, many will be seized with a dread or

aversion. But as Jesus Christ in his Re

velation has revealed 'Things and Times to

gether; though we may now and then con

sider the one without the other and reap be

nefit therefrom, yet must we not separate

them too far from one another, since He

has not joined them together in vain. The

Things are the principal, and the Times are

discovered for the sake of the things. We

must give each their due in a suitable mea

sure. One that cursorily picks up something

and repeats that, acts ' like a traveller who

on coming to a strange city should content

himself with having heard the clock strike

twice or thrice, and never trouble himself to

enquire after the constitution ecclesiastical

or civil, or any other thing worthy his no

tice. Now the Revelation is like a great

and elegant, magnificent and sacred Tem

ple, which is not without its clock, its bells
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and its dial, to give notice of the hours at

which divine service is to be performed ;

but a person of a right disposition not only

looks at the dial on the out-side, but rather

goes into the temple at the proper hour.

Gifts are diverse in this respect also, and,

to go on with the comparison, tho' many

leave the care of the hours to them to whom

it particularly belongs, and who by their at

tention thereto are serviceable to the church;

yet such people are necessary. Whoever

goes upon a wrong Chronology, certainly

so far falls short in the Subject-matter : but

he who judges rightly of this, will never

advance any thing that will be found repug

nant to the true Chronology, even tho' he

should be unacquainted with it. In the

mean time if we set aside the consideration

of the Times, we shall not be able, either to

judge rightly of the Things themselves that

are included in certain determinate times (at

least evidently and fully)—or to distinguish

the events and occurrences of one Age from

those of another, that often resemble them,

and even sometimes look more plausible ;—

er any man clearly to prove to others that
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this or that particular interpretation is right

or wrong. 'Tis the true Chronology that

turns thescale at lajl.

If any one chuses to stop here, there is

no constraining him to go on. But if he

has a mind to make a trial how far we may

wade into this part of Chronology without

going out of our depth, he will at least not

wholly loose his labour,

XXXV.

Sometimes mention is made of "Times

in a general way, as C. i. 3, the time is at

hand; ii. 21, space to repent ; iii. 10, the hour

of temptation, &c. But our inquiry is not

now about these, but about determinate,

numbered, measured periods of time that have

a relation to one another. And here let us

fee how many and what variety ofsueh times

present themselves to us throughout the book y.

( 1 ) ten Days of tribulation to the Church

of Smyrna :

(2) a Chronos, to the fouls under the altar:

(3) about the space of half an Hour, in

which there was silence in heaven: .

(4) five Months of the locusts, in the first

wo ; twice over :
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(5) an Hour, and a Day, and a Month,

and a 21w, of the four angels in the se

cond wo :

(6) a Non-chronos, or space of time less

than a Chronos, between the oath of the an

gel and the finishing of the mystery of God :

(7) forty-two Months, during which the

holy city shall be trodden under foot :

(8) the one thousand two hundred and

sixty Days of the two witnesses :

(9) the three Days and half of the fame:

(10) the one thousand two hundred and

fixty Days of the woman :

(11) the short Time of the dragon, in

which the third wo falls :

(12) the Time, and Times, and half a

Time, of the woman :

(13) the forty-two Months of the beast,

in the third wo :

(14) the Number of the beast, 666 :

(That this belongs to this head we shall

find hereafter.)

(15) an Aion or Ævum, attributed to

the good tidings proclaimed by the angel :

(16) a Jhort Space, that the other king is

to continue :
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(17) one Hour in which the ten kings re

ceive power with the beast ; likewise one

Hour of the judgment and desolation of

Babylon :

(18) a thousand Tears, in which Satan

is bound :

(19) a little Season or Chronos, in which

he is to be let loose :

, (20) a thousand Tears, in which the souls

reign with Christ :

p [The word Time, in N°. 11 and 12, is

put for the Greek word (x*»foj) Kairos. In

N°, 2, 6, and 19, the Greek word (;#ow)

Chronos is retained, and in N°. 19 it may be

retained, tho' our translation renders it season.

So also is the Greek word (aiwi/) Aion, or the

Latin Ævum, which is form'd from it.

The first of these words, Time, is by

means of our translation, become familiar to

us in the fense of a certain determinate space

of time. Our language has no word to ex

press such periods of time as are here meant

by Chronos and Aion.]

s

» This paragraph, concerning the Words of Time used in

this Tranjlation, I substitute for the Author's explanation of

his German Terms.
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Now we have seven Names of Parts of

Time, viz. Hour, Day, Month, Tear; Time,

Chronos and Aion. Thefourfirst are of more

determinate signification than the three latter.

Of these last therefore we shall say nothing

till we have paved our way to them by help

of the former.

Whether an expositor who dispenses

with and excuses himselffrom any Resolution

of all these times, or looks upon them as

of no concern, gives the due honour to the

wisdom of God, let any man judge. Cer

tainly they must be all throughly regarded,

attended to, and treated of in such a man

ner as is suitable to the majesty of God and

the importance of this short Manifesto ;

not as a bare decoration, garniture or imple

ment, without which the book might ne

vertheless have had its right form and fash

ion ; but as an important and necejsary part,

especially considering that many of these pe

riods are expressed, deliberately and with

great emphasis, oftner than once (Psal. Ixii.

11). If any man cannot, for his part, see

the great importance of this, yet ought he
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not to be so rash as to seek to derogate from

it, or to set otherpeople against it.

XXXVI.

The above-enumerated periods consist of

Numbers, and of Names of Times. The

Numbers many are willing to take as pre

cisely as will suit with their scheme ; but

when they don't come right, they take re

fuge in this evasion, * It is a certain number

1 put for an uncertain, we must not take it so

* precisely: God has reserved such knowledge

" to himself?' But here, what we are talking

of, is whatGod has revealed in the Scriptures;

and in the Scriptures it is taken exactly,

precisely, and certainly. In the Revelation,

C. via. 1, you find the particle about used,

when it might be a little more or less than

the time there mentioned ; a token that in

other places, where there is no such word,

we may not presume to take the time to be

indefinite. A certain round number, or in

its figures resembling a round number, may

sometimes be put for an uncertain, as Matth.

xviii. 12, 21, 22, 24, 28 j and then an in

terpreter is not to be over-curious in his re

searches. But where there are uneven, un
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common numbers, consisting of various ci*

phers, and even Fractions, we must not

take them as we do a proverbial expres

sion. Thus there is no making one thousand

two hundred and fifty, or one thousand two

hundred and seventy, out of the one thousand

two hundred and sixty days of the two wit

nesses: nay, not one thousand two hundredfif

ty-nine and a half or one thousand two hundred

sixty and a half: likewise neither three nor

four days out of their three and a half days ;

although perhaps• it may be no matter for

an hour or two over or under the half day.

Surely when an Hour, and a Day, and a

Month, and a Tear is mentioned, we must

not on any account neglect the Hour. The

Text is an Original, the Exposition is as

it were a Copy of it. The nearer this comes

up to that so much the better it is. And

now we come to treat of the Names of time.

XXXVII.

The first in nature, of all the Names of

time is a Day : for from the division of it

arise hours, and of days are made months,

years, &c. Therefore many expositors begin

their resolutions of the times with the Day .
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with whose method we must comply while

we are examining their opinions. Now

whether the many periods of time extracted

from the text in the order in which they lie

there, in §. xxxv, are all to be put on the

footing of a natural day, properly so called,

or all on that of a prophetical day so called

in a figurative sense (which many take to

be a natural year) or some on the one and

some on the other ; is impossible to be de

termined now, while we are but just entring

on the resolution of the* times. However

there is no doubt but that in the three Woes

we are to put the five months of the locusts,

the hour and the day and the month and the

year of the four angels, and the forty-two

months of the beast upon a like footing;

whether it turn out to be that of a natural

or of a prophetical Day : for otherwise the

durationof the three woes would remain an

insoluble riddle, and we should loose the

proportion or even the gradation that is in

them. Therefore we will begin q again

at this place as the easiest.

J As above in §. ix.
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XXXVIII.

The question, What a Day is, in the

three Woes f is not to be answered so very

hastily: First we will lay down this position;

A Day here cannot signify a whole Tear •>

For those times of the three woes toge

ther, which we have mentioned in §. xxxvii,

by themselves alone make up at least sixty

months. Now if a Day is here equivalent

to a Year, and a prophetical Month is to

consist of thirty such days, and a Year of

twelve such months, according to the opi

nion of many : these sixty months alone

will take up full one thousand eight hundred

Years. And is there room enough too be

sides for the things that come to pass before

the first wo, for the interval between the

first and second wo, for that between the

second and third wo, and for all that pastes

in the third wo itself, before and tfter the

forty-two months of the beast, for the ever

lasting Gospel which the angel announceth

toward the latest times of the beast, and

lastly for the ample contents ofthe xxth chap

ter ? Or shall we, when prefs'd with these

difficulties, take up with the fancy of those
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who of the thousand years make but a

thousand months or the age of a man ?

If any should pretend that by a Day is

meant a Tear in several places of the Scrip

tures, as Numb. xiv. 33, 34; Ezek. iv. 5,

6j Dan. ix. 24, 25, 26; and Lukexm. 33;

he is to be answered thus, The fourth of

these places speaks of natural days; as is re

marked in the Harmony of the Evangelist

§. 126. The third is nothing to our pre

sent purpose ; for the word Day is not men

tioned in it, but the Week immediately be

tokens a week of years. In the second, a

Day is only to represent a Year. And in the

first, a year of punishment is appointed for

each day of their sin : It is not said, Your

children shall wander in the wilderness forty

days, that is, forty years. The word day

is not any where in the Scripture put for

the word year j as Bishop Forbes, on the A-

pocalypfe, p. 85, has r long ago observed:

but if it was so put any where else, it does

not follow that it must be so in St. John too;

r In the time of King James the first, that excellent man

was Bp. of Aberdeen and Chancellor of that University ; in

which and in his Diocese he made such a reformation and im

provement as .make his memory to be honoured to this day.,
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as the Measure in Revel, xxi is different from

that in Ezek. xl. .

If one comes at firjl to the knowledge of

the Times by the help of the knowledge he

has of the Subject-matter, he will afterwards

come to a more exaB knowledge of the Matter

by the help of that of the Times : and so

always alternately (yet no circulus vitiosus)

every former discovery will be brought to

greater exactness by the following. . . .

Thus the present argument is remarkably

strengthened by this consideration, that we

cannot put the beginning of the second wo

before Mahomet. For the Hour and the

Day and the Month and the Year make,

by the Day of a year long, three hundred

and ninety one years. Now if we should be

gin just at the year 622, in which the cala

mities of Mahometism broke out (for farther

back we cannot go) it reaches to the year

1013. What mall we reckon after that

year for the Interval between the second and

third wo r Where shall the forty-two Months

of the beast, which by this way of reckon

ing last 1260 years, I will not fay end, but

even begin ? Where shall we dispose of all
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the events under the third wo, that happen

before and after these forty-two months of

1260 years, from C. xii. 12 to C. xx. 1 ? .

And where is there room for the times men

tioned in the xx,h chapter, together with

the everlasting Gospel ?

Again; How can (to (peak in particular

of the third Wo) the time that the enraged

Devil hath, which begins a considerable

while before the forty-two months and does

not end till after them, be called aJhorf one,

when the forty-two months alone last 1260

whole years? Certainly the short time which

the Devil hath, who is the more enraged

on this very account, viz. of its shortness,

is sliorter than that of the thousand years of

his being bound, which comes afterwards :

and so also much more is the power of the

beast during his forty-two months shorter

than the thousand years in which those

reign who Were put to death by the beast.

xxxdc.

So then we need not go far for an answer

to that question, What is the matter that

hitherto nothing has hit right in expounding this

T
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Book, even with those -who value it mosl highly?

and whyso many of their Prognostics havefail"

ed? The Reformers themselves did not, but

afterwards many protestant expositors, tho'

not all those, nor those alone, have highly

cryed up this Tear-day or Day signifying a

Year j and thus out of the forty-two Months,

the 1260 Days, and the three and a half

Times have made one calamitous period of

1 260 Years. Then they pitched uponsome

year in the fifth or some earlier or later cen

tury, that appeared to be a remarkable one,

and added to that the 1260 Years : the sum

gave the term or end of their period. There

were so many such terms, that at last some

one or other of the inventors of them mould,

one would think, have hit by chance on the

right term, tho' he had not found out either

the right beginning or the right length of

that period which he made choice of. This

pretended period of 1260 Years was like a

large chest where every kind of heterogene

ous things (or things of different natures)

were thrown in together : but the true Apo

calypticalperiods are like many small drawers

in a fine and artfully contrived cabinet, each
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os which contains only things homogeneous

or of the fame kind.

He who has once laid aside this prejudice

of the Tear-Day, will find out the root of

most of theforced interpretations : and if he

knows of any inquisitive friend, will caution

him against a fruitless labour in which ma

ny have wasted the greatest part of their

life-time.

,1 * Most interpreters have begun their ima

ginary period of 1260 years, at the year 476

and before it. But as that term is already

past, in the year 1736, without any consi

derable event : so, for a long time after the

year 476, there are not to be found in his

tory any more later Epochs for the 1260

years in which a man might take refuge

with any plausibility. And yet there is a

general Expectation of a nearly approaching

Revolution, even among those who observe

only the present conjuncture of affairs, with

out any view at the same time to the word

of Prophecy. This period of 1260 years,

and consequently the Year-day, has yet

some patrons that have been accustomed to
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defend it ; but it will soon totally vanish,

compare the Gnomon on Revel, xi. 2.

XL.

Matters might be more easily adjusted

by those that should take a Day in the

usual acceptation of the word for twenty-four

Hours. This opinion is not only very com

mon in the church of Rome, but also at

this time much liked by many Protestants

in Germany. Peter/en's System stands upon

this footing as it interprets the birth of the

Man-Child of the conversion of the people

of Israel; which is yet to come; but which

according to him must be before the short

time, viz. three years and a half, of the

distresses under Antichrist : which implies

that the times of the three woes are to be

understood in the sense of common Days.

Now tho' many of those who have a hearty

concern for the knowledge of the truth,

adhere so strongly to this opinion, that it

might be hard to perswade them so much as

to give a hearing to another interpretation i

yet let me in all good humour, assure them,

they arc mistaken-
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These points will often fall in our way

in the course of our meditation& : but parti

cularly the common Day will by no means

suit in the three Woes. For,

I. In the first wo, men were not killed,

but tormented. Now it is true that very

great plagues may pass over very quickly,

as in the cafe of the seven last plagues: but

here, in the case of the Locusts, no plague,

however great otherwise, which lasts but

five common months, can bear any propor

tion to the contents of the whole book, and

especially to the trumpets of the foregoing

and following angels.

II. In the second wo, the third part of

men were killed : and this looks more like

a long-letting plague of War (by which the

survivors ought to have been brought off

from that idolatry which had continued so

many ages, and from their other crimes)

than a ravage that was ever in a year and a

few days (as the common Day would make

it), and after which the remaining two

thirds of men go on in their idolatry and

other crimes without repentance.
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III. In the same wo, the Cavalry, the

number of whom St. John heard, and has

expressed so precisely, consists of some hun

dred millions of soldiers. Whether all the

countries of the world can afford such a pro

digious number of men and horse in a com

mon Hour, Day, Month, and Year, I leave

to be estimated by those who understand

politics and the affairs of war. Some learn

ed men have made it their study to reckon the

number of mankind living at one time : the

largest reckoning might amount to a thousand

millions, and the lowest to half the number*

How is it that the number which St. John

heard comes so near to this ? How much

smaller must be the number ofAdult people,

how much smaller that of the Males, how

much that of Soldiers, and yet less that of

Horsemen ! Besides that ail these horsemen

are distinct from the third part of men

whom they killed, and from the remaining

two thirds that were not killed.

IV. In the third wo, the forty-twoMonths

of the beast cannot by any means be re

strained to three and a half common years j

reckoning, as I do, these forty-two months
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to only the five first heads of the beast. But

those who extend them to all the seven

heads succeeding one another, will find it

still more difficult to adjust their Reckoning.

In the time of the continuance of the beast,

after the forty-two months are elapsed, falls

out the last (hew of the pride of Babylon,

and the judgment of her : and a Jhort con

tinuance is ascribed to only the last of the

seven kings or heads of the beast : so that

his immediate predecessor, nay even the

five other kings that were yet more early,

must, by virtue of the antithesis, have a

longer continuance ; and yet under the short

continuance of the last there happen such

things as require a considerable space of time.

More arguments against the Year-day

and against the Day oftwenty-four hours will

arise hereafter in §. xliv. N° xi.

XLI.

If the present Inquiry into the Times

was, to set it at the lowest, of no other use

or advantage than this, that people may

perceive on whatsort of a foundation so many

indifferent, strained and irregular Expositions
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are built: even That would be .worth alf

the labour of it. Why is it that the Ro

man-catholic Expositors of this Prophecy

cannot by any means make their scheme con

sistent with it? chiefly, indeed, by reason of

the badness of their cause ; but next to that,

because in order to put the best face upon it

that they can, they take refuge in the com

mon Day of twenty-four hours. The

Protestants, as to their cause, have much

the better of them: but withall, those expo

sitors who adhere to the Tear-day are driven

upon unsurmountable obstacles. On this

ground then we may settle our judgment of

die expositors of these two, andofall the other

classes. For example; the ingenious Juricn

eagerly embraced and adopted the Year-day,

and consequently the antichristian period of

1260 years: and therefore it was an easy

matter for the eloquent Bojsuet to rebuke

him, and others in the same way, for so

many inconsistencies. Hereupon the other

Champions for the Papacy are become more

secure and bolder, and make as if they had

nothing more to fear now from the Revela

tion itself, but had fully overcome it, and
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Were authorized to pronounce, without far

ther examination, all arguments against the

Papacy drawn from the Apocalypse to be

mere folly and madness. See how arrogant

ly the Editor of fat journal deTrevoux^ Apr.

1706, p. Jo$, enters the lists and glories

(over Vitringa no less than over Jurieu) in

Grotius and his followers. But these people

themselves come off yet much Worse, for

they ground themselves on the Day of twen

ty-four Incurs. Jurieu has managed a good

cause badly ; and the Journal has made a bad

cause not a whit better. Vitringa has set aside

both the year-day and the twenty-four hour-

day ; and so far departs 'both from Grotius

and Jurieu. Consequently the proper Evi

dence againll the Papacy is not overthrown

by this groundless comparison of Jurieu and

Vitringa. It is better to use no reckoning

of times than a wrong one j but a right

reckoning is still better*

xut.

The amount of ovur Eeasonkkg hitherto

is iMkly $his,--A prophetical Day in the tbw

U
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Woes is shorter, and even by virtue of the

reasons given, considerably Jhorter than a whole

Tear but longer, and for the fame reasons,

considerably longer than a common Day. All

the Expositions of the Apocalypse that are

in request in our days tie themselves down

either to the Year-day, or to the twenty-

four Hour-day : and since in that respect:

they are all of them greatly in the wrong

(as we have already proved) the true Expo

sition must, by necessary consequence, be

grounded on a reckoning of time very con

trary to the received opinions. So a lover

of truth must from this place forward pre

pare himself to bear with the prophetical

Day, let the length of it, resulting from

our arguments, appear ever so firange to

him : for an exposition which has nothing un

common on this head, is a false one. The

truth, as in many other cafes, lies certainly

in the Middle, between the two extreams,

and accordingly in contradistinction to both

these so widely distant extreams, we shall,

when there is occasion, call this the Middle

Reckoning. The straiter and narrower

the path is, which v^e now walk in, the less
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reason will any man have to look upon an

exposition grounded on it as erroneous, or

on his own distrust of it as a piece of pru

dent caution. No body has yet mifs'd his

way in it ; and, at the worst, a man can

not while walking upon it, mhs, his way

far. I am indeed well assured that the

maintainers both of the year-day and twen

ty-four hour-day do not spare me for calling

in question an opinion that is become quite

habitual to them. But toe can do nothing a~

gain/l the truth, but for the truth; which,

even in this affair, has already found recep

tion with more people, than could have

been expected. On the other side, both

these parties cut out work enough for one

another, and one of them is ever driving

the other by turns on such in-commodious

consequences, as the Middle Reckoning is

no way exposed to. We shall see too, who,-

ofter this, will keep up his courage openly

and steadily to elpouse the Year-day Or

twenty-sour Hour-day, and charge the mid

dle Reckoning with untruth; altho' it comes

in for a share in every advantage that attends

either the Day ofonly twenty-four hours or
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that of a whole year. However, if other

interpreters will needs abide by the one or

the other of these days $ let the reader at

tend carefully whether they argue for them,

and upon what grounds, and whether they

can satisfactorily disprove all the evidence

for the Middle Reckoning; or if they do not

rather chuse to pass it over in silence, which

is Certainly a very unfair way. I hope such

a reader will perceive where 'tis that he can

find sure footing, and leave that dastardly

• objection, * So many have erred that weshall

} f never attain to the truth,' to those who

will think so, right or wrong.

XLIII.

Now positively, what is a prophetical

Day f Very lately Mr. "Jacob Koch has with

great diligence enquired into the prophetical

reckoning of times, in his Exposition ofDa-

niel; in an Appendix to which he has, a-

mong other things, a short System of the

Apocalypse : where, with good reason, ' he

epposeth sometime? the Year-day, sometimes

the twenty-four Hour-day ; but holds that

the prophetical Day is a common Week, p. 57,

&c, p. 503, &c. It wil] not be disagree*
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able either to this diligent inquirer or to ci

thers, that I examine this opinion a little.

In the calamitous periods of time mentioned

in the Revelation he reckons to one prophe

tical Day seven common Days, and propor-

tionably to the Month, and Year or (*a;foy)

Kairos, Time. Indeed he proves that some

times the word Sabbath signifies a Week : but

not that the word Day ever signifies seven

days. But his principal argument is this;

that there is neither above the common year

nor below the common week, nor between

them, any other measure of time that will

make a prophetical Day. Not over a year,

not under a week, we allow ; for the reasons

given before in §. xxxvm, &c : but the

fame reasons prove, §. XL, that die true

length of a prophetical Day isfar more than

a Week, and therefore must certainly be to

be found between the Year and the Week,

and that in a manner that such Days may

hold good in equaldistances after one another,

and in a manifold Summing, according to

Mr. Koch's fundamental postulate.

Without doubt there lies somewhere in

tills very prophecy a Track which if we sol
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low we shall find the length of the prophe

tical Days and Months : and therefore we

enquire after the Months even before the

Days ; as the three Woes are for the most

part comprised in Months, and among these

the forty-two Months of the Beast make

the most considerable mew: we must there

fore consider also first how many days pro

perly go to such a month. The Track

just mentioned may lie in the following re

marks. The true meaning, for exam

ple, of the said forty-two Months, lies well

nigh in the middle, between them who

make either three and a half, or one thous

and two hundred and sixty common Years

of them : by, §. xlii. This middle, be

tween three and a half, and one thousand

two hundred and sixty, runs considerably

beyond six hundred ; viz, to six hundred

thirty-one and three quarters : and a num

ber considerably more than six hundred

comes already very near the Number of the

fame Beast that follows in the text, to wit,

to the number 666. It is true even this

number too will be thought a very uncouth

one ; let us not however be startled at that,
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but rather since, (1), the Times of the

continuance of the three Woes do not them

selves give us any handle for their more

particular Resolution, and (2) on the other

hand the Number of the Beast is accom

panied with a command to calculate, ac

count or reckon, and also (3) every calcula

tion requires at least two numbers ; let us

only see whether each of these two numbers,

to wit, the forty-two months and the 666

as the Number of the beast, might not, un

der the divine guidance, afford us that in

dispensable assistance, of which no glimpse

appears elsewhere, to supply the very thing

that is wanting in the other. It is said;

Here is the Wisdom : let him that hath under

standing count the Number &c. Now when

a hearty lover of the Revelation of Jesus

Christ thinks of these words, he will not

indeed attempt to break into the sanctuary,

through self-confidence, but then neither

will he shrink back under a pretence of

humility, but will be allured and excited

to follow, with respectful desire, as far as

at any time he finds before him an open

door and a clear path.
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So then I make die following remarks

with all possible plainness and perspicuity.

I. A Number is ascribed to the Beast,

and to his Name.

II. Whether, and how far, theNum*

ber of the Beast and the Number of his

Name are to be considered as the same, or

as different, is not yet needful to inquire.

III. It is enough at present that 666 is

the Number of the Beast himself, which

is here proposed, and indeed injoined, not

only to be numbred or told but to be reckoned

or calculated.

IV. ^That we may have a thorough

comprehension of a Number, two terms

are requisite, to wit, ' an AdjeBive and a

Substantive; for example, twelve Apostles :•

Here is twelve, the {numerus numer.ans, or)

number numbring, and Apostles, the (nume

rus numeratus, or) number numbred. For a

while we may, to express the Difference be

tween them, call the former a dpber-num-

ber, and the latter a fubjccJ-number, since it

is the name of that which is the subject of

die number. ,

 

*
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V. Where we have both these together,

there is no need of calculation.

VI. But where a Calculation is required,

as here ; there is to be found out by that

calculation either a Cipher-number yet un

known, suitable and belonging to theSubject-

number given or already known ; for exam

ple, when any one designs a great building

he knows beforehand that a great number of

punds will be required for the charge of it,

but htm many hundreds or thousands it will

take, he must find out ; and this is called,

Luk. xiv. 28, to calculate ;

VII. Or else, to the Cipher-number known

a suitable Subject-number which is at yet

unknown, is to be found out.

VIII. Here is the Cipher-mmber express

ly, 666 ; and so that does not want to be

found out by calculation,

JX. Consequently, in this prophetical

enigma the Number of the Beast is, as to

what relates to our calculation of it, a Sub-

edf-number.

X. And fo, to the Adjective 666 there

must be found a Substantive, that we may

W
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understand whether it be 666 Provinces, or

Men, or Heads, or Horns, or Crowns, or Times,

or Cubits, or Pieces of Money, or what else.

XI. The Text itself demands an inquiry

after such a Substantive ; for the number is

the number ofa Man, or rather, a number of

Man or human number.

XII. The measure for the wall of the

new Jerusalem, viz, 144, is called a measure

ofa Man, which is that ofan Angel, C. xxi.

17. On the contrary, the Number of the

Beast viz, 666, is called simply a ?iumber of

a Man or human Number, that is, in com

mon use among men. These two phrases

are intelligible enough in themselves: and

as they have an evident reference to one a-

nother, and explain and give more weight

to one another, they put into our hands the

Key of the prophetical Numbers. Every

•Exposition that pretends to do without this Key,

is certainly wrong.

' XIII. Now when the Number of the

Beast is called the Number of a Man, it is

meant of a *S^/r<57-number, hot a cipher-

number. For 666, abstractedly considered, is
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neither more nor less than 666 : and 144 is

still 1 44, whether a Man or Angel tell them'.

XIV. And since the Substantive, that

suits the Adjective 666, must be found out

by Calculation, that can be done only by

the help of another number in the text ex

pressed in both its parts. No man can cal

culate with one number only, but must

have at least two : to be sure then we (hall

sind another.

XV. We ought not to think os compar

ing any one number with any other, through

out the book at a venture ; but two num

bers belonging to the fame subject must be

of one kind, or have some certain relation

to one another. Therefore here in the affair

of the Beast, the Substantive that is expressed

in that other number, and the Substantive

£hat is not expressed along with 666, must

be of one and the fame kind, viz, both of

them, as above-mentioned, Provinces, or

'Times, or whatever it may turn out. If they

did not agree in this respect they would not

be of use, the one to resolve the other, by

means of calculation.
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XVI. Suppose they should be Tittes.-**-

•We may on the first hearing look upon that

as very suitable : for ( 1 ) the word Number

is often used in speaking of Times: in mene^

vtene (i. e. hath numbred, thy kingdom or

reign) it is meant of the 'Time of his reign.

(2) From the ninth chapter onward the pe

riods of Time are frequently expressed each

of them doubly, as we have already observed

§. xxvi, Num. iv. Therefore we shall find

it so likewise in this notable Number of the

Beast.

XVII. In all the descriptions of the Beast

no other numbers occur but the ten Horns,

the seven Heads, and the forty-two Months.

If the Comparison is made with the Horns

and Heads the Beast must have 666 Parts

that belong in some manner or other to his

Body ; if with the forty-two Months, the

Number of the Beast must yield 666 times.

Theformer does not agree with the manner

of the expression, Number of the Beast j and

has no probability from the nature of the

thing, since no 666 parts can be found to

be reckoned in the Beast ; which we shall

find, C. xiii. I, to be a Power partly spiritual,

m.
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partly temporal : there remains then only

the latter viz, the forty-two Months, which

also, as we said near the beginning of this

§. xliii, stand in need of a solution, but

meet with it no where but here.

XVIII. And thus we may be bold to fay,

The forty-two Months are Times ; therefore

the 666 are Times also. The ten Horns are

all cotemporary about the latest time of the

Beast, and so belong not to this place : but

the seven Heads are one after the other ;

and indeed the duration of the five first is

as long as that of the Power of the Beast in

his forty-two months and his number : but

since it is not said how long each single

Head lasts, we must find out the duration

of the Heads by the Times of the Beast,

but not the Times of the Beast by the Heads.

So it still comes to a Comparison of the for

ty-two Months and the Number of the Beast.

XIX. These two Periods of Time do

not follow one another, in which case there

could be no comparing of them together by

Calculation ; but run on along with one

another, like the other above-mentioned

pairs or couples of periods. On this oc
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casion it is to be observed that tho' in

the description of the Beast the one Mark

of time is given in the Middle and the other

at the End, these two periods nevertheless

run on together, even as the five Months

of the Locusts in the middle and in the

end of the description of them are one and

the same.

XX. The 666 then are human Times, in

common use in life, as common Days, com

mon Years, &c. On the contrary the forty-

two Months of the Beast are not called hu

man or common Months, one of which

contains about thirty common days : and we

have already {hewn §. xl, that they arepro

phetical Months.

XXL The forty-two Months and the

Number 666 are two equal periods ofTimes:

else we could have no sure ground for that

Calculation which is so plainly commanded.

This Equality will be more fully shewn in

§. XLV1I.

XXII. Now calculate, reckon, perform

some operation of arithmetick on the forty-

two Months and the Number 666. By

N°" xix, we must neither add nor substract:
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much less will multiplication do. It remains

therefore that we must divide. Divide then

the greaterCipher-number 666 by the smaller

42 ; and so they will give each other the

necessary solution above hoped for. The

Quotient is 15 |4i of which we will at

present make use only of the integer or

whole number 15. Behold now,

42 Months are — 666, exactly :

1 Month or 30 Days are 1 5 of the 666, nearly :

2 Days are — 1 of the 666, nearly :

1 Day is — — i of an unit of 666, nearly.

XXIII. We have proved that the Num

ber of the Beast 666 is common Times: and

the common times are either Hours or Days,

or Months, or Years. Now the forty-two

Months of the Beast are longer than com

mon months ; and the Number 666 is

not shorter than the forty-two prophetical

months. Wherefore they cannot possibly

be 666 common months, much less days or

hours. In the Greek Original the number

666 is either masculine or, rather, neuter :

on the contrary the words for Hour and

Day are neither the one nor the other : the

word for Month is indeed masculine ; but
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that word is already appropriated to the

forty-two prophetical months. So there re

mains only the Tear. This word in the

Greek is both masculine and neuter,

Sot. The neuter will obtain the preference

in §. xlv N°. xvin and in §. liii : at pre

sent let it be either,

XXIV. Still then they are Years: as

Luther declares in his very valuable, but

short, and therefore little regarded, margi

nal notes. The five first Kings, with their

long duration in the first Being (fee C. xvii.

8.) of the Beast, take up precisely these

666 years. That Ellipsis by which the

word Year is left out, we meet with in the

seventy Weeks of Daniel and pretty often

on other occasions : and the reader is tacitly

prepared for such an Ellipsis by the like de

ficiency of the wordsLanguage andllbr/effien,

C. ix. ii. 16.

XXV. Thus, about fifteen common Years

make one prophetical month or [about]

thirty days : and one prophetical Day is a-

bout half of a common year : or, to adhere

more closely to the words of the text forty*

/we prophetical Months are 666 humanyears.
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Hereby not only the prophetical month and

day which we have been enquiring about*

from §. xxxviii, but besides that, the

Number of the Beast too, is in a great mea

sure discovered. He that but now begins to

enquire after the proof of both, may read

over again what we have hitherto discovered

at large; I know not how to help him any

other way.

XXVI, Tho' no man, in our times, lives

to 666 Years, yet this number is very aptly

called the Number of a Man or a number of

man or human number as it consists of human

Years. For the attributes or predicates that

belong to a species or to individuals are often

ascribed to the genus or to the collective

noun. People fay in dealing or in common

conversation, that corn, wine, cloth, wood,

&c. costs so much or so much ; but every

body understands it of the bushel, the gal

lon, the yard, the load or other particular

measure. So a parcel of ants are said Prov.

xxx. 25, and conies ver. 26, to be a people

not strong and a feeble folk. The number

of some hundreds of millions is ascribed to

X
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the armies, yet is to be understood of the

horsemen, C. ix. 16. Not only each thou

sand, but every single follower ofthe Lamb,

has his name and the name of his Father

written on his forehead, C. xiv. 1. In a

hail-storm there are many stones and each

stone has it's own weight; yet C. xvi. si, the

hail itself is said to be of the weight of z

talent. Likewise in the number of the beast

there are 666 Years, and each year by itself

is a human year : yet the Number itself is

called human. The word Number is as it

were a substitute for another, for a while,

'till it be relieved or succeeded by the word

Year stepping into its place.

XXVII. Whoever makes as much ac

count of the Vulgate as the Council of Trent

prescribes, cannot get off"; he must under

stand the number 666 of Years. For that

Translation from the earliest times to the

present, has notsexcenta &c. but sexcentisex-

aginta sex in the masculine, in construction

with which in latin we must needs understand

a substantive of the masculine gender; and it

will be hard to find any other than anni,

years. If they say there may be an error here
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in the Vulgate j let them consider that ifthere

is it is noflight one.

XXVIII. The times of the Beast stand

in contrast to the Measures of the new Jeru

salem ; which is thus described : and the

angel measured the city with the reed, 12000

furlongs ; (the length, and the breadth, and the

height of it are equal) and he measured the wall

thereof 144, according to the measure ofa Man,

that is, ofanAngel, C. xxi. 16, 17. On these

two passages we shall give the Exposition and

the Proof of it; and here only take notice

in how many respects they resemble one

another.

(1) There we find a Couple of Numbers,

viz. 12000 and 144: and here the like 42

and 666.

(2) There is an Ellipsis; and here also:

for Reeds are understood with the 144 (See

by all means, the Gnomon on C. xxi. 17')

and Tears with the 666.

(3) In both places it is notified of what

sort the Reeds and the Years are. Those

are angelick-human : these are merely hu-

« Where this whole affair of the Measures is briefly and

clearly explained.
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man. Those were measured by the angel

appearing in a human form: these were

reckoned according to human acceptation.

(4) There the 12000 furlongs are not

ofthesamesort with the 144 angelick-human

reeds, but by virtue of the antithesis (or op

position) only human or common furlongs :

forwithout such an antithesis 144 reeds would

bear no more proportion to 12000 furlongs,

of the same fort, than an inch to the height

of a steeple. So also here the number 666

consists of human or common times, and by

virtue of the opposition the 42 months are

not human or common, but prophetical

months.

(5) There, there is a Measure, and a

Likeness: here, is a Calculation and conse

quently, in numbers a Comparison. The

i2coo furlongs and the 144 reeds are entire

ly equal; the 42 months and the number

666 are also equal to one another.

(6) There the i 2ooo were dividedby the

144; here the 666 by the 42.

(7) There an angelick-human reedcon*

tains many common furlongs and here a pro

phetical month many common years.
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(8) There is a reed of a quite unusual

length : so much the less occasion have we

to think it strange that the prophetical Day

should likewise have a quite unusual length.

(9) In both passages we have reason to

admire and rejoice for the delicate tempera

ture of difficulty and easiness in the prophe

tical enigma: since in the number of the

Beast and the measuring the holy City , each

couple of numbers, 42 and 666; 12000 and

1 44, is made partly difficult by reason of the

unusual meaning of the word Month and the

Ellipsis of the words Tear and Reed; partly

easy, by means of the phrases human and

angelick-human.

(10) Thus the Revelation, C. xxi. agrees

with Ezekiel in this, that the holy city of

God, which is not confined within any

number ofyears (Tob. xiii. 18. Ecclus. xxxvii.

25) is architectonically Measured; and C. xiii.

with Daniel in this, that the calamities are

chronologically included in limited Times. And

thus we stick close to the text; whereas other

expositors have laboured to explain the num

bers either in both chapters architectonically,
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as Fr. Potter; or chronologically in both as

Job. Doelingius.

XLIV.

The Times of the Beast are interwoven

with other periods of time that fall now in

our way. We have observed §. xxxvin.

that the 'Things and the Times, alternately

are ever driving one another closer to the

point and opening or resolving one another.

The same service the Things by themfehes, and

so also the Times by themfehes do to one ano

ther. Now as the force of all the precedent

reasoning meets here in one point, there is

thus discovered at the same time a principal

ground of the Resolution of the Times and of

the Prophecy itself.

I. The Times are chiefly the following >

The angel mentions a Non-chronos

in his oath whereas the fouls under the

altar were directed to wait the length

of a Chronos. (See the Exposition of

C. vi. ii.)

The Devil hath a Jhort time.

The Woman spends in the wilder

ness (partly parallel with the 1260
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days, of which hereafter) a Time and

'Times and half a time &c.

All these Periods begin, one after ano

ther, in the order in which they stand in the

text; they go on along together in part of

their course ; and end sometimes soon after

one another, sometimes together.

II. The word Time (Kairos) has indis

putably a particular and determinate signifi

cation, when it is said, a Time and Times

and half a time; and so likewise a short

Time. The case is the fame as to the

Chronos, and as to the Non-chronos, which is

somewhat shorter. For the Chronos has a

terminus a quo or determinate Beginning, viz.

at the answer given to the souls under the

altar; and a terminus ad quern or determinate

End, reaching onward 'till their fellow-ser

vants and brethren should be fullfilled. And

since every waiting implies a time in an inde

finite sense, the word Chronos would stand

here to no purpose, if it had not a certain

determinate signification. In like manner

the Non-chronos has a determinate Beginnings

viz. the time of the angel's oath, and a de

terminate End, as it reacheth to the finishing
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of the mystery of Gob. Farther, the word

Chronos is not here to be understood of Time

as opposed to Eternity ; as if from the time of

that oath the world was not to last a natural

hour, day, month or year longer: as the

oath is sworn so long before the end of the

second wo, and before the trumpet of. the

seventh angel wluch contains under . it so

many things and of so long continuance.

Again, the word Chronos is not to be under

stood indefinitely and in a general sense, of a

delay of an undeterminate length; foe then

the meaning would be, that the time of the

oath and that of the finishing were wholly

one and the fame, without the least distance

between them : by which means this great

and' solemn oath is represented as a very

trifling one. Consequently, the word Chro

nos too (as well as Karros, Time) has here

aspecial andsingular meaning, viz. ofa period

of time of a determinate length, to which

the Non-chronos, tho' no very short one, does

not reach. Nay more ; like as the oath in

Dan. xii. 7. concerns the time and times and

part of a time there mentioned and limited:

so here also' the oath properly relates to the
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circumstance 'oftime, a Non-chronos : for the

'Thing itself, viz. the myjlery of God, was

abundantly declared long before to his ser

vants the prophets.

III. Now. what a Chronos may be we must

discover step by step :

(1) The Times times and half-time of the

Woman are longer than the Number of the

Beast: for they begin before the riling of the

beast out of the sea, and reach not only be

yond the number 666 but quite beyond the

whole duration of the beast, 'till the Dragon

himself, by reason of his being bound, can

persecute the woman no longer, C. xiii. 14.

(2) The Jloort time which the Devil hath

on the earth, is longer than the time, times

and half a time of the woman : for it ends

with them, but begins before them.

(3) The Non-chronos is longer than that

fame short-time, and on account of it's length

is worthy of so solemn an oath: for it com-

prehendeth in itself the third wo or short

time, and before that, the time from the

oath of the angel to the end of the second

wo, and thence to the trumpet ofthe seventh

\ Y
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angel, nay on to the beginning of the tninj

wo. The solemnly sworn finishing of the

mystery and words of God is first connected

with the short time which the Dragon has

upon the earth, in C. x. 7. xvii. 17.

(4) The Chronos (C vi. 1 1 ) is longer than

the Non-chronos ; as the very name imports.

It begins before all the trumpets, and reaches

fb far as into the times of the beast under

the seventh trumpet.

The proper length of a Chronos will (hew

itself more exactly hereafter r what is said

of it now, concerns rather the length of the

Non-chronos ; which on another account allb

must be of a considerable length, viz. because

the many Kings, beyond whom the prophe

sying,with which St. John is here charged

extends, run parallel with the Non-chronos.

IV. The Non-chronos has before it the

first wo, and the greater part of the seconds

toward the end ofwhich the impenitency of

men too preceeds the oath of the angel ; and:

the periods of time in the xxth chapter wholly

after it. And all these periods, following

one another, certainly comprehend so large

a space that there is but very little of the time
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-from die date of the prophecy to the end of

the world, left between them.

V. From hence it plainly appears why,

not only in the title of this hook but also in

the conclusion, it is said, that in it were sliewn

the things that must come to pass with speed*

The greater part of the ipace from the date "'

of this prophecy to the end of the world is

taken up by these expressly long periods; and

the smallest is quite filled up by those other

things that in general mall come to pass with

speed. -On this occasion we may conceive

as if the whole book were one word, and so

both the speed and the long periods were

(poke out in one breath ; and therefore

should mtset the general declaration ofspeeds

and the periods particularly expressed as tak

ing up much time-, in opposition to one another

but look upon them as two parts having a re

ference to one another, and belonging to one

general declaration of time running thro' the

whole book; take and compare them; join

them and interweave them one with another.

The times that are expressed evidently speak

for themselves, and amount to a great deal:

the rest pastes with speed; to which kind
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therefore belong particularly the trumpets of

the first, second, third and fourth angels, no

time being determined for them. Thus the

Coming of the Lord (which is the Scope of

the whole book) and the time of it, is declared

partly by accelerations, partly by retardati

ons; that is the true 'term of it is, in an ele

gantly varied way, fixed near, but not too

near; far, yet not too far off, viz. near and.

not too far, by the speed in general, by the

oath of the angel, as also through the inci

dental discovery of the long periods : far and

not too near, by the three woes and by va

riety of periods of those and other things,

VI. Now by all this the Non-chronos,

has attained to a considerable length; where

fore the word Non-chronos is to be taken in

a duly extensive meaning, to signify tantiim

turn Chronos, that is, not indeed a full Chronos,

but little short of it ; since a little time be

fore, in the beginning or even the midst of

the second wo, (before the end os which

the angel swore) it was, by virtue of the

antithesis, a whole Chronos to the fulfilling

of the mystery of God : also on the other

hand the very name of Non-chronos and the
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oath of the angel, as well as the comparison

of the calamities and the good things that

come after them, mew that the former

mould not last too long, nor the latter be

too long delayed.

VII. Wherefore we must also invert

what we advanced in N°. in. and fay,

( 1 ) The Chronos is not much longer than

the Non-chronos.

(2) The Non-chronos is not much longer

than the short Time.

(3) The Jhort Time is not much longer

than the time and times and half time.

(4) The Time and times and halftime are

not much longer than the number of the beast.

Both these things (that of these periods

the one is always longer than the other, and

that always the one is not much longer than

the Other) is evident from the whole tenor

of the text.

VIII. Thus the Non-chronos and the

shorter periods connected with it are intend

ed for a twofold declaration, to wit, that

men on earth might not expeB the good

things either too early or too late.
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IX. That is : the Non-chronos provides

that men, when the end of the second wo

was drawing near, should not sleip too

quickly over the third, nor expect the good

things that are to follow after it, too quick

ly; much less look upon the plausible ap

pearance of the kingdom of the Beast as the

joyful completion of the mystery of God.

The Non-chronos also provideth that men

should not quite give up their hopes : for

( i) the second wo endethsoon aster the oath

of the angel 4 (2) the third wo comes quick

ly aster the end of the second ; and (3) in

the third wo the Dragon has but ashort time.

For this very reason, the times mentioned

between the time and half time must be un

derstood strictly of two times : and the short

time, which is longer than these 1 and 2

and t time, (i. e. 3 i times) must be the

next above it, viz. four times. Thus the

twofold declaration above-mentioned is part

ly hidden and in part sufficiently plain.

X. Now we have found pretty nearly the

length in proportion to the number 666, of

those periods mat are interwoven with it*
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and also of the first and second wo: but

we shall soon find them out yet more nearly.

XL In the mean time, when we com

pare together these very periods (only in this

length, as thusfar settled) with the fcope of

them taken notice of in N°. viii; the middle

reckoning is yet more confirmed. For First,

by the twenty-four hours Day there is no pro

portion between die 1000 years and the o-

tjier periods, as the longest of them would

come only to between 3 and 4 years : and

by the Tear-day they would extend a great

deal too far over and beyond the 1000 years.

Secondly, if one takes the periods longer

than we have hitherto made them out, and

reckons them by the Year-day ; such an ex

positor would find the space of time from

St. John's being in Patmos to the end of the

world too short for him, the difficulty ever

increasing, and the forty-two Months ex

tended far beyond the length of the Non-

chronos and even the Cbronos itself. If he

takes them Jborter and reckons them by the

common Day, things will then indeed come

to pass jhortly enough, with a pure and un-

allayed speed, not only thro' all the unde
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termined but through the determined times

also ; especially when one interprets so ma

ny periods in the text all of them of the

3 \ years of Antichrist only. But if they

are taken in that moderate middle length to

which they on the one hand confine, and on

the other hand extend one another ; then in

the middle of the speed of the other things

these make a stop so proportioned that all

the centuries, tho' so many, are duly filled

up. Thus the complex of all the periods

do the whole structure of the prophecy an

important service, and such a one as no

thing else does it, even such a one as the

aggregate or whole sett of the bones do to

the body : that the whole machine is ena-

bled to stand handsomely streight and up

right, so that when cover'd all over wish

vessels, flesti and skin, yet it dees not sink

down into a lump. Again, compare

them with Hisiory: by the twenty-four hours-

day it makes one or more empty-gaps of

many centuries ; and by the Tear-day there

is a crouding of things together that is liable

to yet greater difficulties. But in the middle

way all the great revolutions as they tend to
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one only mark, proceed on in an uninter

rupted order and beautiful proportion ; and

the prophetical periods, C. vi—-xiii. serve to

a good purpose, namely to point at and give

notice of the good things to come in a pro

per manner, 'till at last the due time for

them comes.

This two-fold scope of these periods like

wise particularly establishes the duration of

the three woes ; which otherwise one might

have taken according to the 24 hour-day

without running counter to our other prirt-

cipal positions. For the forty-two months

of the Beast are as long as the Number of

the Beast ; nay not much shorter than the

other periods num. vii : and of whatever

fort the months of the Beast are, of the

fame fort are the months of the locusts ;

and the hour and day and month and year

of the four angels let loose upon the Eu

phrates ; otherwise, as was observed before,

there would be no proportion between the

three woes, and there would be no manag

ing of them even in other points already
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XII. The very Title of the book corrobo

rates the middle reckoning : for it is called a

Revelation, which implies a new grand dis

covery. Now the Things themselves for

the most part are contain'd before in the

prophecies of the old testament, as particu

larly the maintainers of the 24 hours-day

suppose, when they interpret almost every

thing of the judgments upon anjtichristianism

and the peaceful times of the church that

follow thereupon : therefore this discovery

must have for its principal scope the Times,

by the manifestation of which the Things

are put into so regular a disposition that any

one may know (and the nearer it draws the

more exactly) about what time it is. Now

people have long enough search'd in vain

for such a thing on the footing of the year-

day, and by the 24 hours-day they are so

far from being able to find it, that a main-

tainer of that reckoning is not in a condition

so much as to prove that the 1 000 years in

C. xx. 2, stiall certainly begin within twelve,

seven or two centuries from this time for

ward : by the middle reckoning alone there

fore we can set every thing in order.
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XLV.

The true length of the prophetical Times

will be yet more nearly determined, and al

so farther confirmed, by comparing the

1000 years in C. xx. (which, as will ap

pear gradually but chiefly in §. lin, are to

be understood in the proper or common ac

ceptation) with the preceeding periods, some

shorter some longer than it. For under the

trumpet of the seventh angel the various

preceeding calamities are compared, as op-

posites, with the 1000 years in which Satan

is bound, and with the 1000 years in which

those of the first resurrection reign with

Christ. And as in this comparison the

Things have a relation to one another, so

we have also a glimpse of a proportion in

the times.

I. At the first glance the number of the

beast and the 1000 years are to one another

very near in the proportion of 2 to 3 . And

this excites us to see what may be the result

of a more exact calculation ; by which we

have, in the first place this proportion.

2:3:: 666 : 999.
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But as this falls a whole unit, or one

year, short of the iooo years j let us invert

it : and then it comes out by division

3: 2:: iooq: 666;- (~) or more

plainly in the expanded numbers

' 3:2:: 999H*: 66614!..

II. Here the quotient gives the number

666 again, and that in two ways, both in

the integer and the. fraction. Now allb

we discover something further to be calcu

lated, besides the number 666 expressed in

the text, which could not be seen yet in

§. xliii above.

HI. A Monad or Unit of 666 is ifrr

year ; in like manner as the cubit in Ezek.

xl. 5, is a hand breadth longer than usual.

IV. This may be one reason among o-

thers why the word Tear is not expressly

mentioned in the text; because each monad

of the 666 is a few hours longer than the

solar, or even thesidereal year,

V. Nevertheless the number 666 re

mains indisputably a human number in con

tradistinction to the much longer prophetical

year in C. ix. 15. For an unit of the 666

is more than 365 but less than 366 full
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days; and many of the years in use among

men, i. e. the civil years of several nations,

differ farther than this from the exact solar

year; but the fraction —r or \ amounts

to little more than half a year on the whole

sum of 666. Thus they are and remain

human years, not angelick-human like the

144 measuring-reeds in C. xxi.17.

VI. Besides the 1000 years and the 42

months there is not in all the book a third

number that gives us the least handle or

pretence for comparing it with the number

of the beast, and consequently for calculat

ing that number : whereas each of these

two, especially both together, oblige us. to

take the 666 for 'Times, for human Times, in

a word, for Years.

VII. At the fame time, this comparison

of the two numbers 1000 (that is 999 1-)

and 666 ~ leads us to such Secula or ages

as are somewhat longer than the common

ones of 100 years, and therefore deserve our

particular notice. The thousand years di

vided, not into 10, but 9 equal parts, give

us such Secula, each of which consists of

i uf, and 9 of which, as mentioned above,
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make up 1000 years, and 6 of them the

Number of the Beast. The ancient Romans

approached very near to such ages, who

celebrated their secular games, not every

1 00, but every 1 1 o years ; and that in such

manner that they fell the 9th time on the

very 1000th year after the building of the

city of Rome. So likewise did the old Etrusci

among whom one seculum with another

came to between 1 1 1 and 1 1 2 years. See

Folitian. Miscell. C. 58, and Gyrald, lib. de

Amis & Mensib. T.II.Op.f. 551 seq. This,

to be sure, as many other things besides,

they must have received from the eajiern

nations.

VIII. The periods from the Chronos to

the Number of the Beast are all of different,

but not greatly different, lengths (§. xliv.)

which are very precisely determin'd where

they are mentioned; for example, the times

of the woman, which arc so studiously split

into 1 and 2 and f .

Now as the numbers 666 and 999 f-

(that is 1000) and in like manner, the 1,

the 2, and the -I in the times of the wo

man, are so proportioned to one another:
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it will be well worth our while to enquire

whether the proportion of the just-mention

edsecula or ages may not be a path to lead

us to the determinate length of all these

periods, and such a one as may not be to

be found any where else.

IX. From hence would arise the follow

ing progression:

*• 1 1 1 .i Years are - half a Time.

*• 222 ~ Years — I Time.

«• 33 3 A Years — i i Time.

444 s Years — 2 Times.

•• 555 i Years — half a Chronos.

f- 666 1 Years — the Number of the Beast.

«• 777 £ Years — a Time and (2) Times and half a Time.

888 I Years — the short Time.

*' 999 s Years — the 1000 Years.
•«■• a little less than ? ^ NoH.chronos.

1 1 1 1 9 J

1• mi 4 (that is,T

1000 and 1 00 and I a Chronos .

10 and i£) Years 3

*• 2222 4 Years — an Aion or Ævum.

as will appear more clearly as we proceed.

Of these periods, viz. from the half-time

up to the Ævum, the one (as is plain from

the text) is always longer than the other in

the order in which they are placed here :

and the length here assigned to each of them
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has been nearly determined before from the

text : and now we may find the exaB length

by means of the proportion.

The short time which the Devil hath up

on the earth, and the time, times and halfa

time in which the Woman is obliged to flee

before him, are set in contrast to the thousand

years in which Satan is bound : as the num

ber of the beajl while he makes war on the

saints, is to the thousand years in which the

saints reign. Now as the number of the

beast has a manifest proportion to a thousand

years : the short time and the time, times

and half a time will have the like. And a

Chronos, the thousand years, the short time,

the time, times and half a time, and the num.~

her ofthe beajl are in proportion to one ano

ther as 10, 9, 8, 7, 6. Those who require

yet more palpable proofwill find it hereafter

in our comparing of the Prophecy with His

tory. In the mean time there opens to our

fight yet this other path to the truth, which

follows.

X. Moses and the Prophets bring in the Sep

tenary, or number of 7, very frequently,

particularly in Days, from the creation on
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ward, and in after or latter times in Years :

but in the Revelation, no number from 1 to

10 is less mentioned in express terms than 7,

in the account ofthe times. But as it is full of

that number as to the things themfihes, no

doubt we shall find it is so in the 'Times also.

Now when an Exposition resolves the Periods

of Time in such a manner as plainly lays

open what is so much hidden, viz. the Sep

tenary number both in Days and Years which

are exactly measured by the course os the

heavens, established by the great Creator:

this may justly be look's upon as a good to

ken of it's being a right one. Ifthe Ballance

of accounts between an English and a Floren

tine Merchant amounts to 7 Pounds Sterling,

the Italians Expression of that sum viz. 32

Piasters and 2 Lires, has no appearance of

a 7 in it, but in effect contains a 7, namely

of English Pounds. Just so in the Revela

tion the Number 7 is not expresily mention'd

in the account of the Times: but as Days

and Tears are evidently measured out to us,

one after another, by the course of the hea

vens; so they also plainly appear to us in the

A a
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septenary form by means of the true resolution

of the prophetical Enigma in which they

were hidden.

XI. In the just mentioned progression the

hidden Septenary comes out plainly in Tears,

of the number marked 8 : and at 1 and b such

Weeks cf Years could easily be shewn : but

the Days are of more consequence in this

matter.

XII. Resolve, for Instance, a Kairos or

Time, that is 222 f- Years, into Days.

They make (according to the common way

of reckoning 365 Days, 5 Hours, 49 Mi

nutes to a Year," without regarding the Se

conds) 1 1595 Weeks all but 44 minutes.

These 44 A minutes need not disturb any

body, as they don't amount to a whole Day

in upwards of 7000 Years, and so make no

alteration, through the whole progression,

in the number of the Days into which the pe

riods are resolved.

u But reckoning also the odd 1 2 seconds (which really be

long to the year, as appears from the following N0- XIV. and

XV.) there will be no deficiency; the 222 s years multiplied

by 1 2 amounting to 2666 -J seconds, that is, 44 minutes and

f precisely. Compare with N•- XIV. and XV. the Author's

Ordo Temporum, page 322 and 438.
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XIII. Thus' we have a Septenary of Days

in the Years marked b, e, {* h, ', and so on,

with sufficient exactness.

XIV. But as the opinions of the most ac

curate Astronomers concerning the true

length of the Year are different as to the Se

conds : it is worth our consideration whether

in the number of the Beast, for Example,

which by the common reckoning comes to

34785 Weeks, wanting 2 Hours 13 .f Mi

nutes, and so contains indisputably a Septe

nary ofDays, these same 2 Hours 13 s Mi

nutes ought not to be added to them, for the

fake of the Septenary; and so proportionally

in the whole Progression.

XV. At this rate the true Length of a

Year is 365 Days 5 Hours 49 Minutes and

j 2 Seconds, or to express it more briefly

365 ^Vs• Days: and so out of 400 Julian

Years just three Days must be deducted (to

make them equal to the fame number of so

lar Years) as the Gregorian or new Style di

rects. For, by reason of the fraction

400 solar Years must pass before the odd

Hours,. Minutes and Seconds, come out in
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to whole Days: and at the same Time they

come to whole Weeks. There are in 133s

Julian years 48700 Days, but in as many

solar years only 48699, and consequently

6957'Weeks. Hence this progression, 133 s,

266 *-, 400, 533 f , 666 y, 800, &c. is to

be resolved exactly into precise Weeks, and

contains in it a round and convenient Cycle,

worthy of our attentive consideration.

This length of the Year is a Medium be

tween the Opinions drawn from the most

accurate Observations of antient and modern

Astronomers in the east and west; nor does

it any way disagree with the exactest obser

vations that have been made by excellent

mathematicians : and thus, what human ac

curacy has not hitherto been able to settle, is de

termined out ofthescriptures. •

If Mathematicians religiously disposed,

would, out of a regard for the prophetical

Word, farther examine this length of the

year and establish it, it might hereafter give

a handle for determining the true, but yet

more hidden length of the natural or syno-

dical Month, and for other such like disco
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veries : for in this cafe too we may fay,

Here is the wisdom.

XVI. Thus in our progression a, c, c,

yield exactly half-weeks, and b, d» f' h, m,

exact w^ctb : and this goes on, taking the

now-mentioned length of the year, in infini-

tum, without the defect or excess of one

hour, minute, second, &c.

XVII. The antient philosophers have

given various Appellations to the digit num

bers from 1 to 1 o : that of the number seven

is (x«ifo?) Kairos, Time. See Franc. Patricij

Discuss. Peripat /] 309.

The reasons they had for giving these

Names we shall not enquire after : but here

as a Time or Kairos consists of precise weeks,

and is the root of all periods consisting of

pure weeks, it is a very singular Coincidence.

XVIII. Many understand a Kairos to be

the fame as a propheticalTear. And indeed

they are not very widely different: for the

prophetical year is 190 .14 common years,

and the Kairos or Time 222 ~ such years."

w They are in proportion to one another as 6 to 7, viz.
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But the prophetical year is in this book ex

pressed by it's own proper word (wmIo;}

Eniautos: and Kairos never signifies a year.

The prophetical year is too short in this cafe;

for 1 and 2 and \ Times is longer, but 1

and 2 and v prophetical years are of the

fame length as 42 mondis or the number of

the Beast. Just {oChronos in the modern Greek

language sometimes signifies a year: but in this

Prophecy Chrcnos signifies a great deal more

than a prophetical year : even as much as

several Kairoi or Times. Both these words

have a general signification and so may mean

a Year or any other space of time, like the

Chaldaic word (HJ?) Odtn, Dan. vii. 25:

but in the Revelation the particular meaning

is determined only by comparing of texts;

and by that method a Chronos appears to be

equal tojive Kairoi.

XIX. Some may think with themselves

what reason there can be why 222 ~ should

foe the sirfi number in the progression that is

regarded as a whole Kairos, and the proceed

ing one 1 1 1 j only as halfa Kairos : whereas

in common usage 100 years, the first step,

is a wholeJcculum or age : and 777 f years
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(they may think) might as well have been

called 2 and 4 and 1 times of 1 1 1 ~ years

each, as 1 and 2 and f times of 222 \ years

apiece. Now here we have the proper

Reason : for, as many whole weeks as there

are in a Kairos, so many has weeks there

are in a halfKairos, which when divided by

7 has always a remainder of 3 \ odd Days.

So, the 777 ~ being reckoned but 3 f not

yKairots the 888 y years are very fitly called

a short time, or rather a *few times , as they

do not exceed 7, but amount only to 4

Kairoi.

XX. The progression carried farther on

gives the true age of the World, with it's his

torical and prophetical periods, in such a con

catenation as wonderfully confirms the truth

of the whole holy Scripture of the old and

new testament, particularly the Apocalypse,

and lays open the admirably beautiful divine

oeconomy recorded in them. This is what

is intended in that important expression,

* The principal and proper signification of the original word

•Xiyo? is few in number. It is indeed used also for little in

bulk or dimensions, &c. but then it is (as in Lexic. Basikense)

pro fuxgo;, ut lit ewlt wdAixoIjito;.
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Here is the Wisdom. This wisdom does

not consist merely in knowing the number

of the wretched beast (which is indeed need

ful to be known for a few years, but after the

destruction of the beast will be forgotten as

an old thing) but in our apprehending the

comparison ofthe prophetical numbers as the

true Key in our Meditations on the divine ad

ministration through all ages of the world.

The periods of time predicted in the Revela

tion are always so framed that they must be

added to those periods that wvctpast from the

Creation to the date of this Prophecy. Either

sett of times, those before and those after St.

John s being in Patmos, taken separately is

an uncompleat thing: but they refer to one

another and ought to be brought into one

sum. This is the main design of so numerous

discoveries of times in the Revelation : and

and this being well weighed will guard those,

who in this Book consider the times as well

as other things, from all imputation of vain

curiosity, will assure them of the importance

ofsuch a disquisition ; and support their hopes

of attaining to the truth. But the proper
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place to treat ofthis is in the r Ordo T'emporum-,

where a sober answer will be given to those

who cavil and tell us that, to be sure, we

shall come at last not to be satisfied without

knowing that Day andHour, Matt. xxiv. 36.

On the other hand, thus much is already

plain from what we have now learned out

of the Revelation, that we are able to resolve

the propheticalTimes now actually in course,

particularly those os the Beast, more easily

than some would think who are otherwise

ingenious persons; even supposing there was

no finding out the exact number of the past

years ofthe world, to fay nothing of those

that are yet to come.

XLVI.
v

Above, after dividing 666 by 42 the

Quotient being 15 |4 y, we let alone the

FraBion; in the mean time we have got

another FraBion belonging to the number

666, viz. 44r 1. Now if this latter were

also resolved, the better would it and the

former answer one to another; whereby the

Bb

1 Ordo Temporum was published the next Year after this,

Viz. A» 1 741.
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length of the 42 Months and some other

prophetical periods might be more exactly

adjured.

XLVII.

In every Enquiry, and particularly in the-

prophetical Chronology, one may observe one

defect after another both in himself and

others, and always come nearer the mark,,

but also still fall a little short of it, and yet

know that he is come nearer it. This was

my own cafe for some time with, regard to

the periods which pass before the number of

the Beast;, but now with regard to the refo^-

lution of these we find a more convenient

handle, since the perfect equality of the 42

Months of the Beast and the number of the

Beast; taken notice before in .§. xliii. N9.

xxi. is farther confirmed by the following

arguments.

I. Other Periods are entirely equal. In

the first W0j the 5 months are twice men

tioned in the fame terms; whereby the rea

der is prepared for the like equality of the

periods afterwards expressed in two different

manners. In the second wo, the space of

the hour and the day, and the month, and
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the year was, .as it were, adequately filled

up by the 400 millions of Horsemen. The

case is the fame in C. x. of the Non-chronos

and the many Kings. In the xx'h Chap

ter, the 1000 years are several times repeat

ed ; as the five months in the first wo. And

in C. xxi. the numbers 12000 and 144 will

be found to be of the fame magnitude.

II. The 42 Months cannot be longer than

the number of the Beast, for his power, li

mited to the 42 Months, cannot subsist with

out his Being or Existence, which is includ

ed in his number. These is, besides, in the

foregoing Progression, no suitable number

^between 777 -} and 666 ~ to answer to the

42 Months. Again the number of the Beast

cannot be longer than the 42 Months. For

the 42 Months, stand in the beginning of

the description of the Beast, before the

Number 666 : so the Number cannot be

gin before them. Neither can the same

Number reach beyond .the 42 Months, since

the most violent exercise of his Power,

which is limited to 42 Months, is toward j

the end of his number, C. xiii. 17. The

very Name of Beast denotes a Power :
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for which reason it is said ofhim afterward,

when his number is run out, his kingdom

darkned and his power broken, The Beast

is not.

Both periods then are of equal length :

and as the power of the Locusts and the

Power of the Horses lasted as long as the

Locusts themselves in the first wo, and the

Horses themselves in the second wo, so the

Power of the Beast in the third wo, lasts

as long as the Beast himself in his number.

III. Now as no reason can be offered

why we should reject this equality of these

two periods ; 'tis therefore our surest way to

adhere to it, as the following proportion

and its consequences will farther confirm us :

42 : 666y : : 1 : 1 5 # f.-

The thing can never be settled any other

way ; but by this it can, with certainty, and

beyond our hopes ; for tho' the two Frac

tions might to many people appear strange

enough : yet when, in the real prophetical

periods of time, they produce, by this very

proportion, round and proportionable whole

numbers, they will without doubt give satis-

1
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faction to all, especially those who are ikiL.

ful in the knowledge of Numbers.

IV. By virtue of the equality of these

two periods, in a progression of months by

sevens, there are

in 7 prophetical Months 1 1 1 .i common Years.

'4
2 sevens, 222 |

21 5 333 H

28 4 444 £

35 5 555 ?

4a 6 666 ||

49 7 777 J

56 8 888 |

63 9
1000 (999 |)

70 10 1 1 1 1 i and so on.

In this progression, the express Septena-

ries ofthe prophetical Months, and the half

and whole weeks of Days, into which the

common Years are resolved in the manner

we have mentioned above, agreeably co

incide.

XLVIII.

Thus 42 prophetical Months are precisely

666 3 common years : and now by means

of these Months we can come at the Year

and Day and Hour in the second wo ; as

also the 1260 Days of the Woman which

begin between the second and third woj
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the determination whereof is very important,

since there areso many Days.

Now it may be asked, L Whether 'the

prophetical Month is to be divided into pro^

phetkal Days according to the proportion of

30 days to a common month, which would

make a year of 360 days ? or whether that

division must not be made in proportion to a

shorter or longer common month, consisting

of some hours less or more than 30 days; in

both which cafes, especially the latter, the

year retains it's natural length of full 365

days ? The answer is : the months of 30

<lays had been long before disused; andshort

er months had indeed been in common use,

especially • among the Jews : but in Asia in

St. John's time, longer months were in use4

and had been for a long time, as Archbishop

Usher proves at large in his TraSl, de Maced.

:& Afianorum Anno Solari. And since in C.

xi. 2, (as will appear in the Exposition) we

•meet with this longer fort of months and no

other (and so, it is all one here whether they

be common or prophetical months); we

adhere to a conformity with them. A month

of 30 days, or even a siiorter, would not in
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^eed lead us into any wide mistakes : but

after much labour things will not come out

quite right, as experience has taught me;

and 42 continued months of 30 days each,

without intercalation of the days requisite

for 3 4- years, are no where to be met with.

Jiven the Chaldeans long before Daniel's

time reckoned, not 360 but 365 days to a

year. So a longer month, which is an ali

quot part of a year, C. ix. 1 5. and indeed a

twelfth part (compare C. xxii. 2) and so

consists of not less, nay more than 30 days,

is quite commodious and easy. Now 42

such months come to 3 f years j yet it is

proper that that space of time mould be

called 42 months, and not 3 ~ years ; for

the word Tear was to be understood soon af

ter in the number of the Beast ; so it would

not have been convenient to be used here

too; and besides, this number is more easily

divided by 42, the number of the months.

Hereby also the third wo gains a more ma

nifest resemblance to the two preceeding

ones, of which the second, besides it's hour

and day and. year, has it's month too, and

the first has months only, and these not
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amounting all together to half a year. And

the 42 months are capable of being variously

divided (not only from the nature of the

Number, but also in comparison with the

number 666) into several periods, which co

incide with historical facts.

It may be asked, II. Whether the 1260

days of the Woman are natural or propheti

cal days? I answer, They are prophetical;

For ( 1 ) a considerable part of them passes

before the times of the Beast, before the

End of which the times are all figuratively

expressed. (2) -1260 common days would

bear no proportion to the 3 \ times in which;

it is said soon after, the Woman was to be

maintained in the wilderness,- and which are

of a considerable length; (3) the things

which come to pass in these 1 260 days re

quire a longer time. However, this pe

riod of 1260 days is shorter than the 3 f

times : for the 3 4- times are longer than the

number of the Beast, and consequently

longer than the 42 months of the Beast, and

these amount to full 1278 prophetical days.

The 3 \ times come to more, and the 1260

days to less than 666 * years. The longefi
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os these periods is expressed in Kairoi or

Time's, the middle one in Months and the

Jhortejl irt flays.

Blessed be the name of God for ever and

ever : for wisdom and might are his. And

He• changeth the times and the seasons, He

removeth kings, andsetteth up kings, He giv-

eth the wife their wisdom, and to men ofunder-

sanding their knowledge, He revealeth the

things that are deep and secret, He knoweth

what lieth in Darkness ; and Li'GstT dwelleth

Him, Daft, ik 20—22.

XLIX.

fr is universallyunderstood that 12 months

make a year. Now a year consists of

* 305 days. A day, in contradistinc

tion to night, contains 1 2 hours, particularly

aT tile Equinoxes but where it is put in

Contradistinction to the year, to the month,

and so the nour itself, C. ix. 15, it is divided

into 24 hours. And in this proportion

comes out die proper length of the far often

mentioned' prophetical periods, without far-

met trouble.

Cc

■ Or, in Decimals, 365. 2425 days.
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Forty-two months in the common or

prophetical sense are equally 3 -j years, or

1278 days: and the 42 months in the

third wo are 666 } common years, or

243495 common days; and consequently

prophetical natural days

the 1260 days of the woman, are 240000

precisely, or 657

years and 46 days.

the hour, day, month,

and year in the 2nd

wo, - - are 75565 [/. e. 10795;

weeks] and not full

22 hours; or 207

years abating 40

days.

the 5 months in the

Ist wo, - - are 28987 I [i. e. 4141

weeks and 12 hours]

or 79f years full.

L.

All these periods are composed of several

months, of several days, of an hour and a

day and a month and a year i yet in the

now mentioned natural days into which they
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are resolved there appears plainly either a

round or the septenary number; for which

reason we have been more exact in reckon

ing these Days than would otherwise have

been necessary. In the first and second wo

there are some odd hours over the weeks.

The 1260 days of the Woman are 180

prophetical weeks, and the number of the

natural days is visibly a round one.

LI.

By means of this resolution of times,

that which we touch'd upon out of history

in §. xxxri. is more exactly limited and

determined : but the producing historical

particulars belongs to the Exposition ofthe

text; and thereby will this our Resolution

of Times, (like a skeleton covered with

flesh and skin) acquire the proper form of

an animated body.

LII.

Thus have we determined the periods

which we find in the text, without ever

once concerning ourselves what might be

the proper length of one Jingle prophetical

day, or month, or hour, or year itself.

And indeed such an enquiry is no way ne-

1
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cessary for our : purposes as no one of these

single times stand alone in the text.

In §. xliii. we have thus far discovered

the prophetical Month and J)ay, that the

former is between 15 and 16 common years,

and the latter about half a common year.

Before I had observed that important pro

portion of the number 666 to the iqpo years,

the length of that half-year which answers

to a prophetical day could not be precisely

determined. Hence it was that the 1 Plan,

p. 26,—45, has adjusted matters no others

wise than upon the footing of a half of a

common year; but yet even in that way (by

virtue of what is mentioned in the Plan it

self §. xxii, and now in this Introduction

§. xxxviii—xlii) no very wide mistake

could be made. Now therefore it is to be

hoped that this yet nearer determination of

the prophetical day and of what depends

upon it will be yet more welcome : especially

as it is now fully settled, and here it mall

rest. A Half-year, Semejtre, or v Six*

1 See Preface iv.

b A Six*montb will not seem a very strange Expression to

any one thfttipÆects on our CQmmon usage of calling, a Year %

Twl<ve-montb, and laying a couple of Twelve-months, &C.
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month, exactly or nearly, is, in some mea

sure, an entire or whole, and indeed no in

considerable period .tf time ; not indeed in

every language, but however in that of A-

ftronomy, the civil Law, and even in com

mon Life, and also among the Hebrews

whqse new year began in the autumn, but

their first month was in the spring, &c.

Theodorit in his Commentary on Dan. iv.

13, interprets the seven Times of so many

Winters or Summers, that -is seven Semeftria

or seven Six-months and refers to other in

terpreters. Thomas Parker in Comment.

Dan. expounds the 2300 days (or evening-

mornings), C. viii. ?4, °f *° many half, or

1 150 whole years. In a word, several na

tions in Asia, Europe and Africa, near to

and in the midst of whom Patmos lies, an-

tiently reckoned every Six-month a Tear.

These things however are adduced here,

cnfy to Æew that it is no such absurd thing

or remote from the common notions of men

to reckon half a year, nearly, to be the pro

phetical day : which therefore may still very

aptly be called a Semejlre qv Six-months tho'

it is not precisely six months : for the num
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ber of the days in the two six-month years

of the Hebrews, and even those of the hea

vens from one equinox to the other, are not

equal, it is enough that the prophetical day,

is not a common day, nor a whole year, nay

neither 5 nor 7 but 6 months. Whosoever

can think of a more commodious name, is

at liberty to use it.

However, now at last, after the resolving

of the entire periods is is very easy to find the

Jingle times : but whatever appearance they

may make as to round or odd, &c. numbers,

we need not to take offence or make that

any objection ; since, as was before observed,

no one of them stands alone in the text.

prophetical: common 'Times.

1 Hour - is 7 11 days.

1 Day - is i year and near 8 days; or

190 sr days.

1 Month- is 15 If years; or 5797 idays.

1 Year - is 190 ff years; or 69570

days precisely.

Here there appears no septenary number

in the common days in a prophetical hour,

day, month, or year ; but rather fractions.

But then it is so much the more worthy of

v
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our notice that in the progression as soon as

the prophetical times arise to the half or the

whole of the Septenaries, the common times

(both these we meet with in the text, and

in higher steps of the progression) coincide

with them in round numbers.

Common Prophetical

Hours, Days, Months or ) , C Hours, Days, Months or
Years 1 - - - J make \ Years.

190 *T I.

380 n 2.

571 a f 3-

666 |
3

J333 r
7-

2666 £ 14.

4000 precisely 21.

and so on.

Particularly the fractional number

666 I falls once more in our way; and

therefore we will here bring together all the

places in which it has hitherto occurred to us.

A half of a prophetical week, whether

3 i years, months, days, &c. makes always

666 t common years, months, days, &c;

by this §. lii.
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TifREE Kairoi, or 6half-kairoi, or 42 pro

phetical months, make also 3' f propheticaf

years or 666 \ common years•; §. xLvit.

Frv.E cycles Of 1*33 }, which contain

<Jach a precise number of natural days, make•

also 666 1 common years: - §-. xxv. ff°- ±v.

Below, on C. xxi. 17, we shall. see that

8 Catami of angelic -human- rSedt make

666 , common furlongs.' So, there the

number of the Beast happens to fait in with

the measure of the new Jerusalem; tho'

by very different steps of the progressions.

On this occasion one may also consider that

fraction which' is mentioned in the last note

on C. xiii. 18.

liii.

This middle way of reckoning of time

several people cry, is very strange indeed ;

and' the decisions founded' upon it are too

variegated, interwoven' and intartgled in OrteT

another: This is indeed4 6hiy conlfaditfing

not cfyeSling. He that has. norhing' but this

ti> alledge' denies the conclusion; but does

nos argue against it. Ivfanything's tftaf look:

plausible to us are not, for thatreason, t'rue;

and many things are really true that yet are

•■
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not so plausible. Thus we often find it in

natural things; how much more may we

expect it in those things that depend wholly

on divine Revelation and Testimony! There

we should hearken, not to our own under

standing but to the word of God. Let

them mew wherein the proofs are deficient

on which this so paradoxical resolution of

the times is established. We will here sum

marily repeat the principal points for that

purpose.

In the three woes a common day is much

too Jhort for a prophetical day; and a whole

year much too long. But what may be the

proper length, between these two extremes,

of a prophetical day, and that particularly

with regard to the 42 months of the Beast,

cannot possibly be discovered any other way

than by that calculation, enjoined us on oc

casion ofthe number ofthe Beast; and again

this calculation must indispensably be per

forms by taking to us the assistance of the

42 months of the fame Beast. We follow

the direction in the text, we calculate, we

find, without the least wresting or straining,
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the prophetical times proceeding on regularly

in the middle-way between the afore-men

tioned extremes; and as the number of the

Beast comes out entirely equal to the 42,

months of the fame Beast, so it is in propor

tion to the following 1000 years as 2 to 3.

Besides all this, there present themselves

to our view the most beautiful proportions

both as to the septenary number and in other

respects. Lastly, in the completion of the

prophecy the historical facts agree with our

scheme satisfactorily. This is the whole

of the matter: the will or wit of man makes

it neither more or less. If any man looks

mistrustfully on this fame elegancy of pro

portions, and on the other hand, can fee

nothing of a demonstration; let him think

again whether the fault may not lie in his

own eyes. No other calculation can be so

natural and unconstrained ; only we are not

yet enough accustomed to this middle way ;

tho' several both antient and modern exposi

tors have searched after such a way, some in

respect of this, some of that point; for the

natural times are to the prophetical of the

fame denomination
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as 1 to 1 to those that take all the words

signifyingtimes in the common

acceptation,

as 1 to 365 4 to the maintainers of the year-

day.

They are also reckoned

as 1 to 7 by Joh. Woltherus in his

Golden Ark, p. 124, 125;

where he takes 1260 days of

the Witnesses for so many

• * weeks, &c.

as 1 to 12 in the treatise called 0 Glaube

and Gedult, p. 1 56 j where

the 5 and the 42 months of

the Locusts and of the Beast

are proposed as so .manyyears.

as 1 to 30 by Lud. ab Alcasar who is

inclined to expound the 3 ~

days of the Witnesses by so

many months.

as 1 to 33 4. with regard to the time of our

Saviour'sconversationon earth,

by Joh. Dcelingius de Antichr.

prof. C. u.

as 1 to 50 by Chunmannus Flinspachius.

c i. e. Faith and Patience.
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as i to 84 by John Fox, who holds . 1

month for seven years, and so

42 months for 294 years.

as I to 100 by Justin Martyr, taking the

3 \ times for 350 years, &c.

as 1 to 1 20 by L. F. Gans, the noble Lord

ofPutlit;?. •

*
'

* $

as 1 to 235 by John Hufs, Paul Afphe,

and again by Dœlingiusj who

take a month to be a cycle of

1 9 years.

Our Exposition "comes in the middle

(viz. at the place mark'd with astericks) of

these opinions, each of them the result of a

search after a middle way6, and that in such

* From these different Opinions it appears that thinking

men in all ages have seen the necessity of finding out a middle

length of a prophetical day between a common day and a year ;

but have only guejfed at it from an imagined equality between

it and some period of common time, as a week, a month, &c.

or some other remarkable period, as that of our Saviour's life

time. Whence we may learn the value of our Author's dis

covery, who has settled the proper length of it on sure grounds

found in the text itself, so that history coincides surprisingly

with his Exposition, of which the knowledge of the true length

tf the propheticalperiods is amain pillar and support
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I

a manner that it carries on all the propheti

cal periods in one connected demonstration.

Here the proportion of the hour, the day,

the month, and the year ought in reason to

make every thing easy and smooth to us.

The Romans divided their As into 1 2 parts ;

and according to that proportion used the

denominations of Semijfes, Dodrantes, &c.

in their taxes, in their inheritances, &c. In

Hebrew, the analogy or proportion makes

iomzAccents be calledEmperors, some Kings,

Dukes, &c. In the great Image, Dan. ii.

all the parts from the head to the toes on the

- feet, come out by virtue of the proportion.

And so it is also as to the hours of the day

and the watches of the night in the para

bles in Matt. xx. 1, &c. Mark xiii. 35.

Neither is it necessary that the prophetical

• day should, according to the course of the

heavens, yield on division exactly a round

period of 24 natural hours, or by multipli

cation, 365 days full ; when fan-months and

hours, without regard to the course of the

heavens, are so commonly used and under-

• stood. Therefore all times that are in pro
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portion to one another as i to »V, 30, 365 •

&c. may be called a day, an hour, a month,

and a year; let the prophetical day (which

is the monad, unit or root) be a common

year, or a quarter, or any thing whatsoever.

But how commodious the day of nearJy half

a year is, is shewn above ; and why .should

not this be allowed, when the word Calamas

or Reed, C. xxi. 15. is used in so uncommon

a signification? but let him who still does

not know what to make ofsiich a prophetical

day, either answer the arguments for it in

§. xxxviii, or §. xl; or else let him content

himself with making the most profitable ufe

he can of the other parts of our meditations.

But besides, let this be ever so variously in

terwoven or ravel'd a computation; yet it

simply follows the text, which is itself so va

riously interwoven. And how comes there

e /. e. In round numbers or in the common way ofreckon

ing : which is sufficient to illustrate, by an example, what is

here said of proportion: for in calculating the prophetical times

and reducing them to common times the author reckons to a

month the precise 1 2'* part of a year, viz. 30 days and almost

• i ; his day is the 365 part of a year, which is the fame

as a natural day ; and his hour is the 24th part of this natural

and tommon day.
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to be something so multifarious and so fine

spun in astronomical calculations of the revo

lutions of the planets? why does a day consist

of t'Att? of a year ? and why must the

year come round 400 times before it and the

day end at the same time? would not we, if

such a work was left to our direction, order

it otherwise? nevertheless the hand of the

great Creator has made it thus. How is it

that the description of the tabernacle, and

of the Temple of Solomon, and of the divine

service in them, is so surprisingly blended

together? We are not to lead; but to

follow. After all, there appears more

difficulty at the first view than is afterwards

found in comprehending the whole of the

matter. If any one cannot calculate and so

comply with the direction in the text, he

may be quiet and let it alone : otherwise he

may violate the truth by a rash decision.

Without arithmetic one cannot conceive these

admirable proportions, which are like those

of the sweetest music. But arithmetic is not

all: and as skill in that ahd ipiritual discern

ment are not often found together j the truth,

as to this part of it, is so much the longer
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in finding admission. It is not however fit- '

cessary that all that would reap benefit from

the Revelation of Jesus Christ, should be

compleat mathematicians, or but arithmeti

cians. It is with these wholesome enquiries

as with the ecclesiastical computations and

the kalendar ; of which every man may

make several profitable uses, without abuse

or superstition ; yet every man need not on

that account, be skilful in making them,

or give himself any trouble about it j for

when there are but afew men in the world

at any one time to take care of it, the busi

ness will be sufficiently well done. A com

pass is what a ship cannot be without : yet

the passengers may come safely over the seas

without their looking on it. In all things

there are different gifts, offices and abilities ;

yet they turn to the benefit of the public, if

they are not render'd ineffectual by a spirit of

opposition.

We have taken the iooo years for com

mon years, and yet reckon the 42 months,

for example, of the Beast for prophetical

months. Should not rather, some will fay.
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those periods be taken either all in a prophe

tical sense or all in the common meaning.

This ObjeBion is plausible ; and those

who stand up for the year-day, and all that

do not take to their assistance the number of

the Beast as a period of time, will find it

hard to evade the force of it. Hence some

of them have had a thought come into their

mind, whether the 1000 years too might not

be resolved into days, and every such day to

be taken for a year ? Which fancy is very

justly rejected; and would still deserve so to

be, if we were to take each of those days in

the middle way. For the 1000 years are

over before the end of the world, nay before

Gog and Magog: and certainly at the passion

of Christ the world was not in the beginning,

but plainly past the middle of it's age; so far

is it from having more than 360, or even

180, thousand years to last yet. The pro

phetical year, indeed, is called by one name

(mxvlos) Eniautos, C. ix. 15, and the com

mon year by another Etos, C. xx. 2.

(for which reason also this latter word Eiosf

is to be understood with the number 666,

E e
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i^aicea.i* tfcnxoita j£, fell, Cn.) But this w€ d<>

do not offer as a full proof that some of the

times are prophetical and some common:

since hemera, a day, and men,

a month, are used both in the prophetical

and in the common signification. Yet we

should not entirely lose sight of this distinc

tion of names of the year ; since two forts of

years necessarily infer also two forts of months

and days proportionate to them. But here

comes something much more worthy of our

observation-, the number of the Beast not

only consists of human years, nearly as the

1000 years do j but it is also the Boundary

between the figurative and the common times>

and as it were a bridge over which we pass

from the former to the latter j and therefore

it is With great propriety that the 42 months

of the Beast are mentioned in the text before

the number 666. We are not to expound

die times sometimes in the prophetical, some

times in the common meaning according to

our fancy; but before the number ofthe Beast

is expired the Times areprophetical and enig

matical: the number 666 itself is partly enig

matical by leaving out the word year; and
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partly common^ since this very word, when

we have once found the way to discover it,

signifies human years : and when this num

ber is expired., after a while come the yet

remaining times, particularly the 1000 years

so often mentioned in the text, in the com

mon acceptation.

So here is a Gradation again, with the

trumpets ofthe first, second, third and fourth

angel, there is no indication of time. At

the trumpet of the fifth angel begin the pro

phetical months and other times of the three

woes. Under the trumpet of the seventh

angel, after the expiration of the number of

the Beast, come (as before-mentioned) the

times that belong to the finishing of the

Mystery of God, as C. xi. and xx, in the

common meaning. Just so, the expressions

in the Prophecy from the iv'* Chapter on

ward are very figurative ; but afterward,

when the angel gives John the open book,

ore much dearer. Several tilings under the

trumpets are to be understood more figu

ratively, and under the vials more properly

or literally, tho' exprefled in die fame terms.

And when the vials are all poured out, the
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speech is yet plainer. For this reason the

number of the Beast, C. xiii. 1 8, is excepted

from the figurative way of expression that

prevails in the middle chapters, as being a

human number, or in use among men : and

so is also the human-angelic measure after

ward, C. xxi. 17, excepted from the com

mon way of expression that prevails in the

latter chapters. • Both these exceptions indi

cate that the other expressions before are to

be taken figuratively, and those that come

after, properly. See also what is said here

after, in the Exposition, on C. xi. 8, and

C. xvii. 5^ concerning spiritual and mystical

Denominations. After this manner does

this Prophecy always shed the light of its

clearness and perspicuity backward from the

latter to the former both Things and Times.

The Wisdom comes at the expiration of

the number of the Beast (not that wisdom

which men acquire to themselves by ever so

ingenious devices of an acute understand

ing, but that which God bestows on us in

the Word of Truth) and from thence for

ward the Wisdom will be continually more

and more discovered j and oh! what an adT
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mirably beautiful and immense sum must

that come to at last! Then also will the

times described by the prophet Daniel be

laid open : mean time we need not be dis

turbed whatever may be the proper length

of the days, in his prophecy which belong

to the New Testament j §. 1. God has no

tified days and years in divers manners ac

cording to. his free and holy Will, as Gen.

xl. 12, 18. xli. 26, 27. Isai. xxxviii. 5, 8 :

and so the Revelation may very well be dif

ferent from Daniel in the length of the times,

as it is from Ezekiel in the length of the

measuring rod, in §. xli 11. N°. xxvin.

Some may fay, byway of a general Ore

jection, you dwell too long upon this business

of Chronology : I would rather have some

thingsavoury and edifying.

I answer : when heretofore in my Plan, f

I laid down a Summary of the Chronology of

the Apocalypse, it was thought too little;

now when I draw it out at large and distinct

ly, it is too much. How then shall this

matter be adjusted ? We ought to receive

thankfully whatever God gives us, or re-

! See Preface 5. iv.
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veals to us. He who has already edified

himself as he ought, in Faith, in Love, and

in Hope by help of the fundamental Truths

of Christianity, will find by respectful at

tention, a most gracious nourishment of the

spiritual life in any Disquisition concerning

the holy Scriptures, be it ever so specula

tive : for instance, in meditating upon Da

niel, as well as on Isaiah. He. who is out

in the Sunshine will get wasm, whatever he

may be employed in besides. Whoever

considers and receives every thing in a man

ner suitable to the Designs of God, will in

every thing not be long .enquiring after edi

fication, but will actually be edified himself

especially by praising God in all his Words,

his Judgments, his Ways and his Works.

But whosoever flights now one thing, then

another thing, under pretence of its not be

ing edifying enough, has not jet taken due

care to get edification even by what he reck

ons to be very edifying. Let a man be onfy

light an fundamentals j and it wiH be found

how rich a Kernd is contained in the jlxll

•of cbrovskgical disquisitions* ...
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, In a' word, if any person; is puzzled with

these things, and cannot see the reason of

his perplexity, the truth of the matter is,

either he goes upon other Principle*, or else

has no tast for this Way. It is to no pur

pose to begin to deal with such a man, till

haply he meet with the truth, upon- which he

now looks so shy, from some other quarter.

The Truth will prevail in due time: and

though the Fire at first lighting raises a thick

fmoak, yet the Flame will break out strong

and clear.

LIV.

Tflfe other periods of time, collected in

§. xxxv. and not yet discuss'd shall be treat

ed of in the Exposition, and it shall be

fliewn in each place whether they axe pro

phetical or common times. And those pe

riods which are not ib exactly limited but fall

jn between others that are, for example,

the intervals between the three woes, shall

be inquired into: and lastly those things

which stand in the text without any cha

racter of time shall be laid open : at the

fame time the Reader must be referred back
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to this Introduction whenever there is

occasion for it.

LV.

In the mean time we have here a new

confirmation of what was remarked in §.

xiv, concerning the four Spheres or Cir

cles. For

In the seven Epistles there is no other

time indicated but only the ten days tribu

lation at Smyrna, C. ii. 10, From whence

it is evident that these seven epistles do not

mean nor point out seven periods of time

that should extend, one after another, thro'

many ages j but have a view severally, to

the then seven churches in Asia, and all to

gether to the whole Church of Christ

without distinction of place or time. Thus

this mark of time? by its being the only

one belonging to the seven epistles, shews

us, as by a glance, what they relate to,

It is just so with the Seals. For with

the seven seals there is no other Note ofTime

(excepting that of about half an hour, which

is a different cafe, as we shall see on C.

viii. 1,) but the Chronos under the fifth seal.

Whence it will appear that even this seal
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by itself extends Bfrom the first persecution

of the Christians to the war of the Beast

with the Saints, yea quite on to the Judge

ment of the great Whose ; and so the other

seals (which comprehend ail things visible

and invisible and the Sovereignty of the

Lamb over both), run on parallel with the

fifth.

Whosoever looks for such periods of

time under the seven Trumpets as imme

diately follow one another, must make six

teen such at least, by virtue of §. xm. Yet

it is evident from the widely extended peri

ods expreily mentioned from C. ix. to C. xx.

that the seven Trumpets, which are chiefly

against the Kingdom of the World, extend

through the Whole space from the date of

the prophecy to the end of all things, yea

even into eternity.

Ff'

E Viz. the virtue or efftil of it ; for the opening of the se

ven Seals by the Lamb being an emblematical representation

of Jesus Christ the Mediator's receiving all Power in Hea

ven and Earth, i. e. of the solemn Inauguration of Christ

into his mediatorial Kingdom; the EffeA of it namely, the

Possession and Exercise of that Ponver ; must continue till h«

deliver up the Kingdom to the Father,
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The seven Vials by which the disorderly

power of the Beast is defeated, pass quickly.

over : and therefore there is no time men

tioned in the whole xvi"1 Chapter. They

begin the last, and are the first over.

The Vials, the Trumpets, the Seals, and.

the Epistles axe. beautifully interwoven ; an4

like the pipes and stops of an Organ, . at

times some of them are silent, at others a-

gain all of them found aloud together.

LVL

Hence it appears that the Opinion men

tioned in the Preface, §. yi, viz, that almost

every thing even from the first Seal to the

binding of Satan, is yes to come,, is utterly

groundless. Whoever would not be too

hasty in his decisions in so important an af

fair, let him maturely consider the admoni

tions which will be given in their proper

places. • "" :'V.,J

LVIL

Thus much is enough by way of Intro-

thiftion: the rest follows in the Exposition;

in perusing of which the reader is desired

ever to cast an eye backward and think ot

^is.InT^QyQTiON.
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T H . , . •;

CONCLUSION

O F T H T. • ' '• *

Exposition of the Revelation,

)$QyO!(HUS we have finished the Expo-

^ T ^ sition of the Revelation in the or-

)£3t der of the text ; but there remain

yet a few things to he treated of, which

could not be so fitly brought in on occasion

of any particular text. These relate either

to the Exposition in general, or to the nearer

determination of some 'Times. Here there

fore we shall exhibit

I. A brief chronological table of the' prin

cipal points of the prophecy and of the

completion of it.

II. A modest attempt ofa more precise

determination of the times of the Beajl.

III. T#e marks or characters of a true ex

position of the revelation.
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IV. A detail of the expectations of

men from time to time: or, an historical

account of the expositions of this prophecy thro'

all ages. — - r -

V. An account of the influence which the

exposition of the prophecies has had on hu

man affairs.

VI. An examination of some modern pro- .

phecies that are handed about in several places.

VII. Some wholesome admonitions.''1

1 The Reader is desired before he proceeds farther to read

i•ver again the xith paragraph of the preface attentively.

«^^^»^<=>««««^

PART \

An Ejsayofa. Chronological Table

of the Apocalypse.

I" Sketch, according to the Text.

. ^4'. M. 3940. Jesus Christ born.

3943. The Ist year of the Dionyjiaa

Æra, or our usual way of

reckoning the year of our

Lord j which begins three

years too late.
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A. <4\ Dom. 30. Jesus Christ suffers, dies,

. rises from the dead, gives

some hints of his revelation

(John xxi. 22, 23, Acts i.

.7.) and ascends to heaven.

96. The Revelation is written by

St. John — Ch. i.

The coming of the Lord

is declared to the seven

Churches in Asia and their

Angels — ii, iii.

P# 97, 98. The seven S eals are 0-

pened, and on the opening

of the fifth the Chronos is

notified — iv, v, vi.

The seven Trumpets are

given to the seven angels

— — vii, viii.

C. The Lord cometh. John

is to tarry (Jo. xxi. 22) no

• ' longer.

D. 1 1 *' ind* ivth ' The Trumpets of the Ist' n''

v'h Centuries. IIId' and IVth angels — viii.

E. 510—589. The first Wo, under the

trumpet ofthefifth angel-ix.

F. 589—634. The Interval between the

. first and second, wo.
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C. 634—840. The second Wo, under the

trumpet of the sixth angel

C. ix,

H. 800—1836. The Non-cbronos and the

many Kings — x, xi.

L 840—947. The Interval between the

second and third wo - xi. 14.

K. 864—1 52L The I260 days of the Wo

man in the wilderness after

Ihe had brought forth the

Man-child, or rather, man

ly Son — xii. 6.

L. 947— 1836. The third Wo, under the

trumpet of theseventh angel

xii. 12.

M. 1o 5S—1836. TheTime andTimes and half

aTime oftheWoman xii. 14.

3ST. h Within the limit, q"jmes 0f the Beast in

»ftl* I? met; ^ faxtt parts of his dura

tion — xiii. 5.

0. 1208 & 1209. War icith the Saints. End

of xhzChronos mention'dun-

. <ier the letter B. ~ xiii. 7.

* Within the limits, fifir.] a more particular determination

of the time of this article, as. near as it can be settled, is the

•subject of the n* part 9s this conclusion.
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p. 161J.. The Angel with the everlast

ing gospel or glad tidings for

an Aion or Ævum to come

C. xiv. 6.

1 836. The end of the Nonl

chronos and the many

Kings.

The fulfilling of the

Words of God, and

finishing of theMystery

of Gop,

The Repentance of the

Survivors in the great xix, xx.

City,

The end of the Jhort

Time and of the 3 \

Times.

The destruction of the

Beast.

Theiooofftfrjofthe

binding of'Satanbegm.,

R. afterward, The hosing ofSatan for

a liftle Season.

V* XX, 3.4.

The 1000 Tears in

which thdSaints reign
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S. The End of the little Season

C. xx. 7.

T. ' The Etid of the World xx. ii.

V. All Things new xxi. xxii.

This.Table may he look'd upon perhaps

as useful, perhaps as superfluous ; it will

however be of service to those who make a

proper and discreet use of it. I call it but

an Essay ; and most earnestly protest and

enter this Caution., that I by no means pre

tend to have adapted the years to every ar

ticle with equal certainty. I only do as Geo

graphers, who often in their Maps fill up

the distances between well known parts of

Boundaries and Coasts, as near the truth as

they can, on account of necessary connexion.

But it is, at the least, adapted to (hew in what

Order the periods begin and end one after

another: and even when a clearer light mall

break out, there will be found but little oc

casion for alteration in the years, and much

lest in the length, rank, connexion and distances.

of the periods. And farther, this rough

Draught will be of service to enable the men

of those times to rectify what is notso exactly

adjusted; which draught (N. B.) is here laid

down so particularly, onlyfor that end.
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IF. Sketch, according to History.

1 • ■ 1 • rwwwi , , »

If we take the principal histories of 1 6

centuries from St. John's days to our own,

adding the epithets which historians give to

several of these ages ; we sliall find that the

Prophecy and the History of the Completion,

proceed together in order.

Cenf. it.. The Dispersion of the Jews by

Adrian -r- C. viii. 7.

H1. The Irruption of the Goths and

• other foreign nations — 8.

if. The Age of Arianism [Secu!um>

Arianum] —*• 10.

- v. The Extinction of the RomanEm

pire under Augustulus viii. 12.

mt. The Distresses of the Jews in

Persia — -— ix. i*

vii. Mahomet and the Saracens [with

their Cavalry] — 13.

viii. The Contention about Image*

Worship — —• 20.

IK. The Age ofPhotius: and also the

Ruler of the Nations born x, 1 1.

G g
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Cent\ x. Seculum infelix [in which the third

wo began] — C. xii. 12.

xi. Seculum Hildebrandinum [the Beast

out of the Sea] — xiii. 1 .

xii. The papal Power begins — 5.

xiii< Crusade against the Waldenses [or

Vaudois] — — 7.

xiv. The Age of Wickliff. The middle

of the third wo. — 7.

xv. The Age of Councils [viz, at Con

stance, Basil and Florence] the

middle and height of the papal

power —- — 8.

xvi. The Reformation — 9.

xvii. The everlasting or æviternal gospel

xiv. 6. 8.

xvi 1 1. The Adoration of the Beast and

his Image — 9.

The other intercurrent. Points every man

may add [to this Table] out ofth<z,Exposttion,

according to his liking. And whoever com

pares these two sketches together will per

ceive the agreement of the Prophecy and the

completion from beginning to end.
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In which the Duration of the Beast, and

how near the End of it may be, is con-

jefiurally assigned ; and thereby the chro

nological Table of Part Is" compleated.

Among all the periods that are now in

course, that of the "times of the Beast chiefly

engages the attention of men, on account

of its end being expected somewhat sooner

than that of the rest. So if an expositor does

not proceed very cautiously with regard to

them, many may take offence and be dis

posed to slight the Exposition not only of the

"times of the Beast, but also of the Beast it

self, and even that of the other Periods too,;

nay of the whole prophecy. To prevent

this evil and injustice, I judged it proper not

to touch upon this point [of the End of the

Months and Number of the Beast] either in

the Introduction or the Exposition, or even

in the chronological Table in the first part

of this conclusion ; but to delay bringing it
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on the carpet to this place, and set it entirely

by itself, since it is not proper that it should

be wholly passed over in silence*

Now with truth and justice I aver, that

tho' the event should vary ever so much from

[what will be laid down in] this second part

(which however will not be found egregioujly

wrong) that will aftect this part only. For

the connexion of this with the rest is not

like that of a stone with others in a wall,

which if it falls out several more must foL

low ; but like that of a square of glass,

which may be crack'd or broken without

any damage to the rest of the window. Let

us fee then what useful truth we may meet

with.

II. Whatever God proposeth to us in

his word is a proper object of our belief, in

great or small matters, spiritual or temporal,

whether it be concerning things themselves,

or their circumstances of place, time, man-,

ner, &c. Infidelity is a conceited, ca

pricious quality : it chuses what it likes, and

rejecls the rest, and sometimes under plausible

pretences. But Faith does honour to God

in every thing, When Sarah was pro
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mised a Son within aJhort time; it would not

have been right in her to have believed only

the promise concerning the Son, and not the

circumstance of Time too. When God

told Hezekiah that he would prolong his

life ; if he had pleased to conceal from him

the fifteen years, it would not have become

Hezekiah to enquire how long. On the o-

ther hand Hezekiah's gratitude would have

been deficient, if he had acknowledged only

the lengtbning of his life, but not regarded

the notice given him of thefifteen years, un

der the pretence of modesty. Had the

Ninevites believed only the threatned destruc-

tion of their city, but not that it would come

to pass in forty days; without doubt their

repentance would not have been so earnest.

The Samaritan Lord would not believe that

infour-and-twenty hours there should be great

plenty; and it cost him his life. If the

Israelites at Babylon had disregarded the

seventy years, they would either not have

suited themselves to that stated time, or they

would have been so accustomed to Babylon

that they would have longed no more for

their own country. And (to give an in-
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stance as to the circumstance of place) jt

was great stubbornness in the Jews that they

would not believe Jeremiah when he forbad

fheir flight into Egypt. The more particu

lar the divine declaration is, the beliefof it is

the more difficult and the more uncommon,

but at the fame time the more generous,

and therefore the more acceptable to God. ..

Will you say? yea, if St. John was now

living and would shew us that part of the

Revelation which belongs to us, and the

determination of the times and other circum

stances ; then / would believe. I answer,

if St. John was now alive and Æew'd aJi

that, but was not known to be St. John:

people would reject him in person just as they

do the book he has written. Does it make

any difference as to the thing, whether God

gives it to his Church once for all or by lit

tle and little? But in the former of those

ways our faith is much more generous, and

more suitable to the maturity os faith under

the New Testament. Therefore the 'Times

of the horrible Beajl, so grandly described in

the Prophecy, must not be a matter ofindif~

ference to us.
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III. That the Beast is the '^Hildebrandine

Papacy we have clearly proved in the Expo

sition, viz, on C. xiii. 1 . from the agreement

of the prophecy with the completion as re

corded in history j which proof alone may

fully satisfy plain and unlearned persons.

But to this we have added the symmetry of

the whole series of the prophecy in the ful

filling of one point after another. Both

these proofs can be comprehended by any

one, tho' he has no regard to Chronology

either the true or the false. But the calcu

lation of the number of the Beast confirms

all, in a manner that nothing else can, and

still the more exactly we proceed in it the

stronger is that confirmation.

IV. The whole duration of the Beast (in

its three partitions, of which we have taken

a view in the exposition of C. xvii. 8.) falls

certainly within the limits ofthe 'Time and Times

and half Time of the Woman (which we have

considered in explaining C. xii. 14) : and

1 i. e. The Power usurped by the Popes for more than

600 years past, which was first claimed and violently seized

by Hildebratid, a cunning and resolute man. When he was

chosen Pope, A. D. 1073, he took the name of Gregory

the VU>.
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very probably it goes on in the manner set

forth in the Table which we shall give a

little below.

V, The times of the Beast being includ

ed in the 3 i times of the Woman, and

these latter reaching but to A9. 1836 at

farthest : the former cannot run out beyond

that year. So that a Table adjusted to that

term cannot befar from the truth.

VI. Ever since I discover'd the solution

of the prophetical time6, I have always plac'd

the duration of the Beajl between the year

1076 and 1836 ; and do still. But as thi6

duration is considerablyJhorter than the /pace

between these two years, various considera

tions and reflexions on history kept me long-

in suspence concerning the proper term of

the beginning and end of it. In this case I

had in my view chiefly the prophecy itself;

and when afterward I not only found a fuller

solution of the prophecy, but also by means

of that discovered the true siim of the years

of the World notified in the Scriptures ; from

thence I came at last to this determination

of the point, viz, let us reckon the first rising

ofthe Beast out of the Sea to be the triumph
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Gregory over the Emperor, at Canose,

A* 1077 ; and thepotter given to the Beast to

-be the elevation ofCeiestine IF to the Papacy*

and begin the number 666, to which the 42

months are equal, in tLsecondary course, at

the rising out of thesed% but, in the primary

course of it at the commencement of that

Power. And here we may well rest the

matter, as there is no appearance of any

third Epoch to arise instead of these two.

0t>t>«ttfemetm

Since the Author has, in his Gnomon, puhli/hed

tVao years after this,. en a closer attention to the Jub-

jee?, reduced the tiuo tables in this part to one, and

made some improvements on them : instead ofthose

and the refieSions on them in this nd part, IJhall

give the Table in the Gnomon morefully expressed

nuith the principal Observations there made on it:

as followst '• •

In my Exposition of the Revelation (Part

lia of the Conclusion) there is an esiay to di

gest in a table the times ofthe Woman aster

the wings were given her, and ofthe Beast j

which are now more fully explained and the

parts of them more exactly fitted together,

by comparing. them in several places with the

prophecies of Daniel.——And here let the

. H h
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reader remember what I have often protested^

of modesty and sobriety on this head, 'till the

event afford us a clear Explanation concern

ing future things.

THE T A B L E.

THE TERMS.

* A0 1058, Sept. 2d Wed. The two wings of

the great Eagle

given to the Wo-

- --"•^ „ -
. man.

b 1077, Sept. i"Frid. The rising of the

beastoutofthe sea,

in the person of

s> Gregory VII,

1 143, Sept. 25, Sat. The beginning of

the 42 months of

. - ; -' the power of the

- '•- ; beast, in Celes-

-- tine II. - ;

91 1810, May 2 1 , 1 Sat. \The end ofthe42

June 1,* N. S. jmonths, andofthe

number of the

k All the dates after this are according to the New-Stile ;

which was first introduced A0- 158Z, aad received lately iu

Britain, A0- 1752.
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:^ beast. Soon af

ter, when the vials

are poured out,

the beast is not,

butBabylonreigns

. ,» 1 - as Queen.

e .1832, Oct. 14, Mon. The rising of the

beast out of the

T . . , Abyss. After

one hour, viz,

r 1832, Oct. 22, Tuefd. The 10 kings give

.:• •»--- . . S' their royal power

to the beast.

6 .1836, June 1 8, Sund. Thedestruction of

the beast. The

• •„'- «• end of the 3 f

times, &c.

The Intervals.

The letters •, b, c, &c, mark the term at which each Inter

val begins, which is understood to end at the next letter : as

the Interval ■ means that from * to 19 years.

Days and Houfsi Weeks and Days.

6938, 12 or 991, I f.

* 24130,. 3 m or 3447, 1 fully.

243495, 0 or 3478S» °-



Conclusion.

« 8170, 2Z y'yy OT 1 1 67, 2.

7, 22 or 1, 1 almoit.

284077s 00 or 40582 f in all.

They are also 5797 i square weeks; they

are 777 -£ years; they are precisely 686 of

Daniel's units, of which by and by: lastly

they arc -iVh part of the age of the world.

We will first illustrate the Inter

vals; and then the Terms.

The Illustration of the Intervals.

: Years.

* contains 19 bating one day.

' !' .• b contains 66 -—- precisely.

'- 1 - j * contains 666 4|4 precisely.

* contains 22 fir fully.

' contains o very nearly,

f contains 3 ttt fully.

•» *' ', {- together 45 precisely,

v VV '* together ' in- f precisely.

*, », <, <, «, f, together 777 f precisely.

Daniel's 70 weeks consist of 70 times 7,

that is, 490 units or parts; which altogether

are equal to 5 5 5 -f- years ; as we have shewn

in C. x. of Ordo Temporum, It is very re
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markable now how exactly these Intervals

may be reduced to the Units ofDaniel. For,

The Interval c contains precisely 588 such

Units which make 1 2 square weeks, 1. e. 7

tjrnes 7 (or. 49) multiplied by 12..

f The Intervals b and / together, are 7S

Units and not a Day over. .-j

The Intervals b' c and d together are 666

units, or 275795 VT days, which do not ex

ceed the appendices of the days in these In

tervals full 17 hours. A surprising agree

ment! for the number ofthe Beast is in such

terms of expression said to be 666, that it

may be fb in several ways. (See the Exposi

tion on C. xiiii 1 8.) Thus the number?666,

viz. in. Daniel's Units Contains. thefirst andse

cond portions of the duration of the Beast,

whereas in Tears it contains the second only.

The Intervals •» { together are 20 units

exactly.

The Intervals * b, *> e> . ' are 98 units,

which are two square weeks.

The Intervals c, *' *, f together 777 f

years are 686 units precisely ; or two cubical

weeks, that is 7 times 7 times 7, multiplied
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The numbers (and the periods, which"

are equal, tho' enigmatically expressed by•

different numbers) in Daniel and in the Re

velation, are most exactly and easily reduced

and changed into one another; which is sic

flight proof of the truth of our resolution of

them.

The Illustration of the Terms.

The wings given to the woman. This ,

is also the beginning of her 3 4- times. See

the Exposition on C. xii. 14, 4 -where Jhe is

nouriflxd a time &c.']}•'• --"• r....^

-Concerning the rising of the beast out

of the sea, and the day of it, Sept. j", we

have treated on C. xiii. 1 . especially in the

nmth thesis, &c. '.j;:.', '' ..•i• ' .: *

e Of the power given to the Beast for 42'

months, and of the beginning ofthese months

we have treated on C. xiii. 18, §. xii. This

space iyequal to the number ofthe Beast 666.

* Wh e n the 42 months of power are

out, we must not conclude that immediately

the Beast is not,; for he was even before these

months. But, on. pouring out the vial of

the fifth angel, his kingdom becomes so
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darkened that it is weaker now than before

the beginning of the 42 months. Therefore

it must be observed, at the proper time,

whether that angel shall pour out his vial up

on the feat or throne of the Beast at the end

of the 42 months j and whether the Beast is

immediately to carry Babylon, while he him

self is not. This Interval in which the Beast

is not, is nearly the fame as the Semitempus-

culum1 in Ord. Temp. p. 318.

0 We .take the one hour during which

the ten horns receive power as kings with the

beast, in the prophetical length; because it

comes before the thousand years, which are

to be understood in the common meaning.

See theIntroduction §. liii, about the middle.

f The Beast with the ten kings (who had

just before given up all their power to him)

shall make the Whore desolate.

Rome was founded in the 3961st year of

the Julian period, the 2Qth.of October (as

Des Vtgnoles proves towards the end of his

Chronology) on a Thursday. From that

time to A. D. 1832, the 6545th of the Ju

lian period, the 22d of October, Tuesday,

1 The Space of 22 f Years,
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(which is the day mentioned in our table)

there are after subtracting the excess of the

Julian year, precisely 2584 years, or 126186

weeks and almost 5 days, from that Thurs

day to this Tuesday. What will befall

Rome, 76 years mhence, on her Birth-day,

will be worth the observation of those Who

mall live at that time. "• •'"• . •••*••

These two Intervals e and r are most in

timately connected, i • . ; ThesaintsJhall be

gfoen into the hand or power of that remark

able Horn until a time and times and

half A TIME, Dan. vii. 25. 'The other

King when he comes, mufi continue a short

space, Rev. xvii. 10. On both these

passages there are many conjectures in the

Exposition on this latter place: but a third

passage helps us out, viz. The ten horns receive

power as kings with the Eeaft one Hour,

ver. 12.

Now, the fiortspace is the Interval e and f

taken together; for it contains the whole

time of the continuance of the other king in

the third part of the duration of the Beast:

c is the one hour : and f is the remainder of

m From October, 1756.
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all the pfeceeding Intervals and contains 1335

' common days. Presently after these follow

the 1335 prophetical days (viz. of the length

used in Daniel's n prophecies, and which we

have shewed, in Ord. Temp. p. 379, to be

equal altogether, to 1000 years) promised

in Dan. xii. 12 : so that the miserable common

days of expectation and suffering, are implied,

and the 1335 happy prophetical days, to be

come to, or arrived at, are expressed.

The time andtimes and halfa time in Dan.

vii. 25, fall within this Interval f; but do

not compleatly fill it : and I agree with the

Rev. Langius that they are 3 ~ years, but

consisting of 1278 days (agreeably to the

length of the natural year) not of 1260, as

he takes it, nor of 1333 f, which one

might think of.

But how shall even these 1278 days

be reconciled with the 1335? I mall not an

swer, that either number is 3 years and a

piece or half, and not 4 years; as the Inter

val {, either with or without the addition of

Ii

n This is different from the length of flie Apocalyptical

Day, .
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the Interval ', agrees with the antient tradi

tion, that Antichrist is to rage 3 ~ years :—

kit rather this, that Daniel seems to have

in view what the Beast risen out of the abyss

is to do in the land of Israel; whereas in the

Revelation the Beast has fomething to do

elsewhere, before he comes thither: as the

destroying of Rome, &C

Our Table may be looked upon as un

certain in some particular articles ; but the

whole of it, as far as it extends, is strongly

supported both by historical and exegetical

proofs. Those of the six Intervals of

this period which are less precisely deter

mined in the Revelation, are determined out

of Daniel j as, the existence of the Beast

before the 42 months, his non-existence,

and the short space of the other kings and

the 3 f times, which Daniel had expressed

in the proper terms, are in the Revelation in

cluded in theshort.space: Again the time

which Daniel had expressed enigmatically by

1335 days the Apocalypse explains, by the

proper terms of 1000 years. Surely

these things are not accidental.! .. We do

not indeed assert every part with equal assur
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ance : but we propose them all, that posterity

may have notice of what they are to observe,

and may partly correct, partly confirm them,

according to the event.

\Tbus far the Gnomon.]

We are notfondly desirous of assigning the

ends or terms of the Periods : but when any

period (for example, the times of the Beast)

appears from the text, to be such or such a

length, .and is found in history to have begun

at such or such a time; the beginning and

length of it cannot be discovered and at the

lame time the endbe concealed ; which is in

deed the principal, or even almost the only

thing, some persons use to enquire after. A

modest Expositor does not busy himself much

aboutsuch terms before the time ; but rather

makes the most profitable use he can of the

subject-matter. On the contrary those pitch

upon the term only, which could not be con

cealed from them, and at first make too

much of it, and soon after too little; and

besides, flight the salutary important truth

itself, of which that was but a circumstance.

Were it only the stupid or intoxicated chil

dren of this world that did thus j it would
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be nothing strange. But that men fearing

God and therefore searching after the dis

coveries made in the prophecies, should ber•

have in this manner is a shrewd token that

the word of God is as a strange language to

us and that we are far from the true skill of

suiting ourselves to the time, and therefore

are in the greater danger. How will

the watchman warn the people, when he

himself will not believe that the enemy is

drawing together his forces and approach

ing? which of the two is the more rash and

inconsiderate? the man who brings certain

intelligence of the enemy's coming, and be

sides mentions the time when he conjectures he

may come; or the watchman who flights the

whole. Those are in a yet worse con

dition, who not only give over all watching,

but reject, with the Exposition, all Prophe

cy and the whole Scripture at once, making

no more account of the one than the other.

Those well deserve that they should Jlumbk

at the Scripture and at both right and wrong

Expositions of it, and fall, Isaiah viii. 1 5.

This is the way of the Jews, and of the In

fidels too; an easy and commodious, but an

*• •
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qnhallow'd method. They quickly catch at

any thing in the New Testament, or in any

part of the Scriptures, that seems to give of

fence, rejoice over it, turn aside from the

truth and are cajl away. t He too who

$nakes ibis Conclusion; There is no appearance

yet that it Jhotdd come to pass this or that

year, therefore it will never happen;—or this.

It has not come to pass this or that year, there

fore, neither will it in these following years j

therefore, an Expositor must not be allowed

to mend his term, or prolong it a little : He

too, I fay, not only deals very unfairly with

an Expositor, especially when he ascribes to

him any opinion that is none of his, nor ever

was, but also greatly offends even against

the word of God. The subject-matter,

suppose is certain, and the length of the pe

riod rightly determined : yet when the be

ginning of the period really has a latitude in

history (ofhuman composition, which is of

ten not over clearly written, nor the several

steps of its progress distinctly remarked) the

end also must needs appear to us to have a la

titude : nevertheless we determine this end

conjeffurally, when either the length of the
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period and its conjectural beginning point It

out to us without farther search ; or when

we cannot attain, otherwise than by a con

jectural to the true andprecise determination}

which the event at last discovers. Let us

take for example some past transaction ; th*

second <wo began in the VIP11 Century, as

many Expositors have rightly observed with-!

out any assistance from the supputation of

the apocalyptical times. Now it may have

begun A0 622, at Mahomet's flight; or A*

63 2 j at his death; or A" 634, when the

Saracens conquered Arabia and Syria ; or

A° 637, when they subdued the kingdom

of Persia. From one or other of these be

ginnings, 207 years (nearly the duration of•

that wo) reach to A° 829, or 839, or 840,

or 844, &c. A man that does not know or

remember the history of those years is here iri

the same situation as to the choice of one or

other of the years, as if he was to determine

the precise time ofsomething yet to come : soS

the event must turn the scales. Suppose he

finds nothing considerable in the year 829,

it is much the same case as if he should set

the term of a period that is not yet run out,
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too early. But he is not quite mistaken sou

all that : for no man can deny that soon after

that time the power of the Saracens was re

duced, tho' perhaps no man-to this day may

have enquired into the precife year. Ap

ply this to the. times oftheBeaft^ which are

now in their course. Had they .begun for

example A0 107.3 they must have ended A°

1739. And now that this term, is past with

out any great revolution, it cannot for that

be said to be all over; only we are to advance

one step or more, from the year 1073 to

spme following year, or years, when the be

ginning of those times may most probably

be fixed according to the best accounts his

tory furnisheth us. The more circum

stantially the conjectures are expressed, the

more easily can the sequel be observed and

the failure corrected. On such an occasion

the number of the years may undergo a little

alteration, yet without any change of the

words. On the other hand where the event

agrees with the conjectural determination, it

amounts to a strong confirmation ofthewhole

matter, and is of such consequence with re

gard to the truth of the Gospel, that even
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those that were formerly shy and diffident,

and lookt on at a distance, will after the

victory put in for a share in the booty.

If an Expositor settles the terms too positive-

fyi a failure in any small point lays him open

to the censure of rashness and presumption.

But if having made only a conjeclural deter

mination ofthe precise time the event does not

answer; he is not ashamed (much less can

he be said to be altogether wrong) but bears

undeserved reproach with patience, and only

waits (if men will but let him alone) a little

longer, as Noah did in the Ark. Now,

what has any man, either enlightenedwith the

knowledge of the truth, orsceptic, or/corner,

to object to this ? And here I once more re

fer my reader to §. xi, of the Preface.

PART III.

The Marks and Characters of a true

Exposition of the Apocalypse.

Qur Exposition is all along accompanied

with its proofs and evidences wherever they

are required. Yet it will be of use to rs
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capitulate the principal and plainest Cha

racters of the truth of it (each of them esta

blished as such in the proper places) and to

bring them into one view, with some addition.

I. The true Exposition of the

Ap ocalypse (in whatever it may consist)

must be agreeable to the original text or an

accurate translation of it ; and in these pas

sages on which the arguments against the

Roman-catholics are grounded, it must agree

with the most approv'd copies, and especially

with the Complutensian0 edition (which by

the providence of Goo, was printed in the

heart of Spain, before the Reformation) as

also with the very antient Vulgate.

H. It must adhere to the very turn and

emphasis ofthe prophetical words and phrases,

which are sometimes figurative, sometimes

proper.

III. It milst begin with such obvious re

marks as have an evident ground in the text,

K k

° Complutum, now called Acala de Henarcz, is an Univer

sity in New Castile, about 20 miles from Madrid, erected by

Cardinal Ximenes ; where he finished, A0. 15 15, that splendid

edition (the first of all the Polyglotts) in six Volumes in Fol.

The Greek New Testament had never been printed before.
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and are not liable to any reasonable doubt ;

and -from tbese the rest must be deduced by

just consequences.

IV. It must shew the agreement of the

order of the completion with the order of the

prophecy from one point to another.

V. It must fix the beginning of the com

pletion at St. Jofai's days.

VI. It must extend the conclusion to the

aid of all things.

VII. It must go on through all the ages

of the world between these two boundaries, in

one continued course, without leaving any

chasms between.

VIII. The Intervals themselves of the

three Woes are parts of this course, as rests

are of a piece of music.

IX. At both' these Intervals, as well as

at the Eagle's crying wo, wo, wo, it must

shew from history the prelude to the ensu

ing woes.

X. It must make neither too great, nor

on the other hand too little account of any

point in history, for example, the reforma

tion, the actions of a King of Sweden (how

ever great a man he was) the persecution in
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France? the Saltzburg emigration, or any

thing else that may strike us strongly because

of its nearness : but take in the Substance

both of civil and ecclesiastical history ; and

have a regard not so much to the single parts

as to the whole, in the principal points, prin

cipal times, and principal places, such as

Rome and Jerusalem.

XI. It must assign a reason why the

sevenfold Song of Praise in C. v. 1 2, has the

particle, the power, &c. only once j but in

that in C. vii. 12, seven times.

XII. It must let every thing pass quickly

which is not included in limited times.

XIII. It must dispose of the greatest part

of the times of the New Testament in .those

periods that are determined.

XIV. It must clearly shew whether, and

why, this or that period is to be understood

in the prophetical, or in the common meaning.

XV. It must discover theseptenary num

ber (of which the book is so full in other

things) in the times also.

* It is so in the original j tho' our Translators have over-

look'd it in both places.
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XVI. It must not disregard as useless any

handle the text offers for the resolution of it

self: and on the other hand must discover

what is sufficient for that purpose, in all the

data therein to be found, taking them all

together : for example, it must be able to

give a reason why the five months of the

locusts are set down twice.

XVII. In like manner, why we find so

many periods of time along with the trum

pets alone ; but with the churches only one

of ten days, and with the seals but one, a

Chronos.

XVIII. And why it is said, the trumpet

of the sixth, of the seventh angel, and not

more briefly the sixth, the seventhtrumpetSee ?

XIX. Also what kind of thirdpart is to be

found under the trumpet of the fifth angel,

as we find a third part ofthe earth, &c, un

der the trumpets of all thefix other angels.

XX. And what kind of Chronoi these are,

in contradistinction to which the angel swore

it should not be a Chronos more to the fulfil

ling of the mystery of GoD.

XXI. It must discern and acknowledge

two intervals between the three woes.
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XXII. It must shew a cause, why, in

C. xii. 10, it is said, the power\ not the

kingdom; of his Christ.

XXIII. And why the half time, tho' con

siderably more than a Century or hundred

years, is called only half a time.

XXIV. Likewise, why in C. xii, it is

said only in the 14th Verse, but not also in

the 6 th' before theface of theserpent.

XXV. Furthermore, why the beast

with two horns is called a beast, only in the

xiii chapter, and always afterward the false

prophet.

XXVI. In like manner, why the word

year is left out in C. xiii. 18.

XXVII. And why at the number of the

beast we find, q the wisdom, (n with

the article.)

XXVIII. It must so follow and agree

with the pattern given in the phrases or turns

of expreflion (for example, a immber of a

man, a measure of a man, that is ofan angel)

that these phrases, which have a reference

to one another, may be of service in the

exposition.

J Omitted by our Translators, '
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XXIX. It must point out to us such times

as are near ; from which it must draw in

ferences, of great use now, tho' not so ne

cessary for former ages : for this book of the

cross was not given us for idle speculation.

XXX. It must not extend the times of

the New Testament too far: but agree with

the points settled in §. xxxi and xxxii. of

the Introduction.

XXXI. Yet neither must it set the end

of the world too near after the time of the

flying of the angel with the everlasting gos

pel or ' æviternal good tidings.

XXXII. It must not search the prophet

ical numbers with a view to support any

proportions or symmetries of it's' own devising ;

but attentively observe those that are evident

in the text.

XXXIII. It must give a reason, why

there are no times expressed with the vials.

XXXIV. Likewise why the word angels

is not expresly mentioned at each vial, as it

is at each trumpet.

' Æviltmal is what lasts an Æ.vum or Ahrt, viz. 2222*

Years.
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XXXV. It must compare the passages in

one of which patience, in another wisdom,

&c, is required, with one another, and

shew thesuitableness of them.

XXXVI. It must not overlook the mani

fest difference there is between the Beast and

the Whore, nor their near relation to one

another.

XXXVII. It must give a reason why the

two last of the seven heads of the Beast are

called, not the sixth and seventh, but the

one and the other King.

XXXVIII. It must not make any times

run parallel to one another that cannot con

sistently do so. For example, the Devil is

bound at the beginning of the 1000 years :

therefore his casting some at Smyrna into

prison must be before the 1000 years. The

abyss is open when the locusts come out of

it, and the angel of the abyss is their leader :

so likewise it is to be when the Beast arises

out of it: therefore these same Siooo years

cannot begin 'till after this arising.

XXXIX. It must also be a Key to open the

times, that were seal'd in the prophet Daniel.

• Viz. of Satan's being bound and the abyss shut upon him.
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One may observe more such marks in the

Exposition itself. Among those which

\ve have repeated there are several that may

be look'd upon as somewhat too particular

•which yet in their consequences influence

the whole disquisition. No Exposition

that differs widely from ours can have all

the now mentioned marks together. But I

neither can, nor do I desire, to prejudice

any man in my favour : I only propose the

truth according to my abilities. These

marks may be useful to the inquirers after

truth in several ways, for when One takes,

for example, the forty-two months of the

Beast too long or too Jhort, and sets the be

ginning or end of them so much the higher

or lower in history ; yet he may hit the mark

accidentally : and on the contrary, when

one has got the right length of these periods-

but sets the beginning of them too far back

or two low down in history ; he may miss

his mark insome measure. Yet we must not

for that leave the determination wholly to

the event ; but collect together from the

periods and from the marks or characters of

the truth, what may amount to a clear
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proof. By these marks then our and

every Exposition besides may artd ought to

be JlriBly examined. And whoever can so

improve this present Exposition that it may

agree yet more nicely with these marks, will

deserve thanks for his pains. But let every

one that has a mind to make any alteration

in it take care that, while he strives to make

it agree more exactly with some one mark

he do not make it run counter as much to

othere*

But besides all these marks; when we

consider the foregoing Exposition, and in

particular the Table we have given in the

first part of this Conclusion; there present

themselves to our view some other circum

stances which may be regarded not indeed

as necessary requisites, but however as very

suitable properties, and consequently as an

Appendix to the marks already given. We

will go on then in the list of them*

. XL. In the first part of this Conclusion

the Table, which is compleated in the se

cond, ranks its several points or articles in

the same order one after another as they fol

L 1
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low one another in the texts cited over a-

gainst them. And if one was to dam out of

it all the .numbers oi the years, yet the seve

ral articles will stand unalterably in their

places. • Neither the beginning or end of

any one period can be set higher or lower

than the beginning or end of any other pe

riod as they now stand: and on the ether

hand, this unalterable order of the Things

themselves is a proof that there cannot be

any great failure in the determining of the

Tears past or to come. Let us constder the

articles a li,ttle more closely.

In the Table every period has its proper

length assigned according to one way of reck

oning either of prophetical or common days,

months,. &c, or which is equal and thefame

throughout the whole prophecy. The be

ginning of each period has a distinguished

importance in hislory, as those that are skil

ful in it may discern without any view to

the prophecy. And in the progress the pe

riods fit into one another in a manner that

is worthy of our notice : thus.- From the

letter B in the Table to O, it is precisely a

Chronos or 1 1 1 1 ~ years : on the other hand
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'tis not a Chronos (or is a Non-chronos) from

H to Q, but nearly a Chronos, i. e. lets

than 1 1 us and more than 1000 years, be

tween which two there is no Other step in

the Scala Seculorum, or Scale of ' Ages : a-

gain from G to Qjhere is, by virtue of the

Antithesis considerably more than a Chronos.

The very middle of each of the calamitous

periods H, L, M,' N, happen one after a-

nother before the blessed reformation :

y'v:, -A°. 800—13 18—1836

: 947— * 392— 1 836

1058—1447— 1hpr

In this middle time fell that horrible dark

ness and gross ignorance both in the east and

west, in the xivth and. xyth Centuries. Now,

when this midnight'was over, and by means

of the reformation it began to dawn, at the.

fame time the period K ended. Hereafter

there may be an Eclipse yet, but no, more

any rath long-lasting' Night, and - though

these four periods were far distant in their be

ginning, yet they end all together in onegreat

and most desirable point, in the year 1836.

I Viz, the antient Ages, of i n £ years each.
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Thus by the whole Table every article of

it, and by all the single articles and links of

it the whole compages and coherent chain is

strengthened. It is needless to give the proof

of each several article at large : if one was

to compare every period with every other, it

would only serve to make the demonstra

tion the more perplexing and difficult by the

multitude of deductions and conclusions, A

glance of the eye on the Table will do much

better. It is here as in the deciphering

of a writing in a secret character; where

there is no need of any other proof of your

having found the true key, than that by it

you can open and explain the whole,

But if any Person can after all take this

to be a mere invention of human specula

tion; such a sceptical deposition will for

ever keep him from receiving any other Ex

position, however true; if another such can

be. Such a person ought to consider that

God has great patience with him, and for

that reason to have patience with other men

who, he may think, come far short of him

in the knowledge of the truth.
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• XLI. We will also bring under examin

ation the whole Sum of the apocalyptical

Chronology, from the beginning of the New

Testament to the finishing of the mystery

of God.

Our Lord before his Ascension said to

all the Apostles together. It is notfor you to

hiow the Times or the Seasons (x?01/S!« *>

the Chronoi or Kairoi) which the Father has

put in his own power. Even here our Saviour

does not absolutely rejeSi, but in fact gives

an answer to the question proposed by his

Apostles. He does not fay, you must not ajk;

but, it doth not belong to you, in quality of

Apostles, to know these times : and what

did belong to them assuch he tells them im

mediately after, ye shall be my Witnesses.

Many of the Apostles or almost all of them

hadfinished this their testimony, before these

Times or Seasons were revealed to St. John,

not as to an Apostle or one sent to declare

the first, but as to a Herald extraordinary

chosen to proclaim the second coming of

Christ. Till then the Father had kept

them in his own power ; but at that time

let them be known to his Servants. The
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Disciples had in a body asked, Lord tviltthou

at this time (jc?*"*) restore the kingdom to Israel?

taking the word time or Ghronos in the com

mon meaning. : but the Times or Seasons,

(the Chronoi or Kairoi) which the Lord in

his answer puts together, with an empfiati-

cal; distinction of die words Chronos and

Kairos, enigmatically import their proper

length. • From the time when the A-

postles had borne the testimony of Christ

in allthe world, and particularly in the capital

City, Rome, to the finishing of the mystery

after which .they are here, inquiring, there

is one Chronos and over and above, three

Kairoi or 1 777^ years near .about, from the

year 58 to 18365; which h a Chronos and

some Kairoi. This joining of die singular

and plural together would have look'd odd

ly; .;dierefore the expression is . altered ; and

as in i Sam. xxvii, 7, xxix. instead of one

year and four months it is said these days or

these years, Ib here £cr: a. Ghrvnps and some

Kairoi, it is said, Chronpi or Kairoi.

XLII. O U-r. supputation of' Time be

gins; with, only refuting the most prevailing

errofs, and then exhibits a prophetical month,
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year, day and hour not very plausible, but

from whence nevertheless, as we go on there

ariseth, as to the periods actually mentioned

in the text, sometimes a neat rotundity of

numbers, sometimes a septenary, and on

comparing the periods one with another*

an admirable proportion. .. • . '. < .

XLIII. ..The true Exposition goes in the

?niddle-wayt not only, with. regard to the

computation of the times, but also as to the

sub)eft-matter. Ps others interpret too much

or too little of the text of inmjibk. or vifihle

ofpast or offuture things; this takes in each

of them in its• proper piace. It avoids the

difficulties and rubs, those Opinions are liable

to, which run out too far on-either hand; and

has the benefit of all the advantages either

fide has over the 'other. All that Bossuet

objects to or proves against Jurieu, and on

the other fide Abbadie against Bossuet, and

whatever else. pafies between such Interpre

ters in the way of controversy, it can lay

hold of and make to serve as so many argu

ments for its confirmation and firmer support.

XLIV. In the true Exposition the three,

woes go from east to west in one direct track.
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XLV. In general it is adjusted to the

horizon of the Island of Pattnos all around.

XLVI. It contains in it the marrow and

fubjiance of all that holy men in all ages have

learned out of this Prophecy (as far as they

went upon solid grounds) amidst such a va

riety of Interpretations. But of this last

point we have something farther to say™.

■ Viz, what immediately follows in the ivth part: where,

in §. xi.ii, N°. ii, there is shewed a short method of discover

ing the general plan of any Exposition of the Revelation.

PART IV.

AN historical account of the variou*

Expositions of the Revelation:

mewing how in all ages of the New

Testament the expectations of all, but

especially of holy men, have been

framed mainly with regard to the

Revelation of Jesus Christ.

I. All the prophecies of the Old Testa

ment pointed at Jesus Christ either at a

distance or nearer at hand.
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II. By his coming in the flesh the promises

thereto relating were fulfilled, and at the fame

time the longing desires of the Old-Testament

Christians satisfied.

III. In this Completion is immediately

intermingled, in an admirable manner, the

further discovery of things yet to come under

the New Testament. Luke i. 32, 33. ii. 34.

iii. 17. ''

IV. When our Lord Jesus Christ had

brought his first followers and disciples, and

especially his twelve apostles, so far on in

their knowledgeos himselfmat theyconfess'd

him to be the Son of God and the true

Messiah; he immediately began to build

the rest of his doctrines on this foundation,

and fliew'd tfeem, now that he had at last

appeared to save the world, what was farther

to befall him, and therefore talk'd with them

concerning his fofJefings, his crois and death,

his resurrection, ascension, and coming in

Glory. •

V. But a few days before his passion, he

also foretold to them the destruction of the

temple and city of Jerusalem j referring, on

. » M m
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that occasion* to the prophet Daniel. The

Disciples, and without doubt the Jews in

general, were of opinion that the temple, the

city and the world would all come to an end to-r

gethcr, Matt. xxiv. 3. But our Saviour in

formed the disciples that the temple and the

city were to be destroyed in the days of that

present generation of men; but that the

world was not to end at the fame time : . and

on this occasion he instructed the believers

how they were to deport, themselves, even

with regard to outward circumstances, in the

distresses that were coming. Matt. xxiv. 6, x 6.

VI. Between his resurrection and ascen

sion he gave yet plainer specimens of his

Revelation : as we have before observed on

Rev. i. I.;and in §. xli. of the preceeding

Part IIL \T

VII. After his ascension, the twp men

in white apparel testified, to the Apostles up

on the spot, that Jesus Jhould come in like

manner as they had seen him ascend.

Indeed among so many momentuous things

as intervene between his ascension to heaven

and his coming, there is no one of equal mo

ment with either of these: nay they are all
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But lo many preparatory steps for his Com-

iN&'s and from the Revelation they bear to

that znfefa their impdriance..- •

J^HIV AccoRDrWGlUr from thlat'time for-"'A

\va?dih6'e'Xpec7ations of the'srst christians un

der the directiorf vdf die' ^MeisV that

Coming for its great object. ' - ' iJ Yet these, "

contrary to the mind- 'of Christ and his

Apostl£s, reckoned that coming much too

early; which mistake, tho' of no such evil

tendency as the faffing of the' men of the

world, yet proved a hindrance to the truth.

IX. Now,' as our dear Saviour had inter

posed the destruction 'iffJerusalem between his

ascenston and his' glorious coming : So the

Apostle St. Paul did not look with unconcern

on the mistake of the Ishenalonians, that

the day of Christ was at hand and to come

even' before the destruction of Jerusalem ;

but postponed it ^bjTan express'' declaration

concerning theApostacy thatwas to come first,

concerning the Man ofSin, and him who was

to withold him or keep him ojf: And after

the destruction of Jerusalem, the thousand

yean and many things besides were' interposed

.by St. John in the Revelation.
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X* By these means was the church of the

New Testament provided with the needful

testimony concerning future things, from,

the times of the Apostles to the glorious

coming of ChrisTi • . But the variety

of interpretations, we fee, began even in

those early days. -V.N - • .

With regard to future things, /^were

the three main point's one after another, viz*

Antichrist, the thousand Years, the

End of the World. .

On these three points and on the ranking of

the twofirst (for it is evident the third of

them must needs be the last) the reader is

desired to keep an attentive eye in the re

maining part of this discourse.

By the word Antichrist, which in St.

'Johns epistles has a more extensive significa

tion, we mean here, in conformity to the

style of the Fathers, the great Adversary, or

the Beast, who is described in 2 Thessal. ii.

and in Revel, xiii, &c.

XII. Men continued to expect the End

soon, and all that was to come to pass before

•
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it, was of course, contrasted within as nar

row limits as they thought possible.

XIII. We find an instance of this con

traction in what is called the v fourth book

of Ezra* This book (too highly valued by

some, but by most men too much despised)

as we have it at this day (fee Scalig. Exereit.

3 08 . and J . Gregories Observ. G. vxviii;) is

acknowledged by the learned to have been

written in the beginning of the second Cen

tury, and consequently soon after the Reve

lation ; so that the 30th year after the ruin of

the City, C. Ui, j, must be meant of the de

struction of Jerusalem by the Romans,

which is A. D. 100 and the 3860th year of

the Jewish Æra of the World. '. Now

when it is said G. xivi. u,> 12, that the du

ration of the world is divided into 12 partst

of which 9 i are past and 2 f to come ;

the author added the Jewish Æra of his

own time and the apocalyptical 1000 years

into one sum 4860, of which 9 i twelfth

parts are 3847 i , and the 2 ~ twelfth

parts are 1012 \ years; so ,that 3860 is. to

* This is called the 2s hoo]f. of JSsdras, in the Apocrypha,

in our English Translation, . , ...
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iooo, nearly as 9 £ to 2 ~. ~- ~l{On the'

like ground some7 among vthe Greeks hive'

re'ckbned;the age'of the5 world tx/be about

6500 years,' viz',' adding the 1000 y^ars toJ

their Æra from.the 'Creation to* the birth1 of

C«*W.55-o*.- • 5 ' •' -fn^

' XIV. THE-iir^Chrihia^s unanimously'set

Ank'cMstfrst^^xA the thousand'yearsnext.

Hence it was*tfrat'when any 'adv^etsiry or any

scandal arofe,^people said prejserkly this was"

AntichrrH:, "of a5 frelude - toy or the begin-,

ning, or the;iforefiinner &c; J'ofnim. tie

{Kit Xvrth-heia^^e^Tnystery of Iniquity wa?

the Roman^^perorj ' 2 TÆe&uV ii. 8. /i?

stood equally0 in the way oPJudaism arief

Chriftianity akd-Ahtichristia'nlmi : ' for this'

last they mrftoofc for a branch ^Christianity,'

and that fof av;fect of JadsfSSn:"' Some of

them might' understand this personally of

fh'e Emperor Claudius' (see Lightfoot's Chro-

Bthri, p; x'ol) Itt whose reign St Paul wrote

to the Thcssaloniahs; When Nerd succeeded

Claudius and ^behaved so wickedly and

cruelly, they went on in the same way and

held him to be that Adversary. The like

thoughts were afterward entertained of L>o-
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mitian, Aurelius, Severus, Decius, Gallus,

Volusianus and Gallienus, by the christians

whom they greatly distressed. Long after

Nero's death a notion prevailed that he would

come to life again and prove to be the very

Antichrist. • r..., : . • ... ...f ;..,.s

•1TV. Thus not only the Heretics; but the

Orthodox aHo. in general, set the thousand

years after Antichristj and consequently

far into the latter days; as' k is expressly al

lowed by the learned, even those who them

selves think otherwise. Rivetus de Patrum

AucJoritate, C. vi. . observes that the Fathers

in Asia, in Gaul, in Africa, atRome, and in

other places taught this; and as most ofthem

lived very near the days of the apostles, they

recommended' this too as an apostolical tra

dition. Dallæus de vero Ufa Patrum L. 11.

C. iv. 'fays of this error, as he calls it, that

it is a very antient one, and that in former

times the christians in general embraced it;

and brings this for a proof of it, that the

whole Greek Church maintains it to this day,

and of all the great number of those who in

their doctrines have a regard to the writings

of the fathers, the Latins^alonehzve departed
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from it, and that these did not avowedly

establish the contrary opinion 'till A". 1439

in the council at Florence. ' Heidegger

avers that in Justin Martyr's days the whole

Christian Church owned it. Dislert. Tom. r.

p. 653, &c. and p. 649 : and indeed Justin

himselfhas assured us of it as to all the Or

thodox in his time in general. See also

Vitringa in Apocal. p. 845 &c : and Poireti

Pojlbuma. p. 643 : where they both without

ceremony, appeal to the antient Jewijb

Church: and likewiseJoach. Langius's Ghria

Chrijti, Tom. I. fbl. 270. ,'v . So then it

does not depend on Papias alone; whom

people generally decry, without regarding

what the antients fay to his praise.

XVI. Under these cmssts the faithful

comforted themselves with hope in the great

promises. It may be that something hetero

dox and carnal was superadded to them.

Yet we find no controversy or dispute on that

head 'till the middle of the third century $

and then, on account of these bad additions

there arose gradually an indiscreet aversion to

the thing itself, nay even to the whole Pro

phecy.
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XVII. Some however persever'd in the

study of this prophetical word; but even

these very early lost sight of the proper

length of the thousand years. And then

several prejudicate opinions concurred to

mislead them : I. In conformity to the

septuagint translation they greatly enlarged

the times of the Old Testament. 2. They

received the jewish tradition which contrasts

the whole duration of the world to 6000

years. 3 . They had also a notion that the

6000 years, though already near run out,

should yet be shortened toward the end.

4. They took the small part, as they rec

koned, that yet remained of the sixth Mil

lenary for the whole Millenium or 1000

years, by synecdoche. 5. They took the

whole time of the New Testament to consist

of no more than 365 years, being as it were

the days of that year of grace or acceptance,

Isaiah lxi. 2. 6. They began the 1000

years from the veryfirst times of the New

Testament. Such opinions brought did

Iflst day much nearer than was agreeable to

truth: which Joh. Melchioris, with good

•*• Nn
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reason, looks upon as one cause why many.

omitted to record the church-history of those

times.

XVIII.

Wh e n, through Constantine the Great,

Christianity got the upper-hand in the world,

the hope of future things decayed greatly

by their being satisfied with the present. At

the council of Nice, however, there were

yet many remaining who had gone through

great sufferings for the name of Christ,

and what notion that great assembly held

concerning the kingdom of the saints of the

mojl High, may be seen in Gelas. Cizicen.

Act. Cone. Nic. c. 30. Yet the dread ofAn

tichrist, tho' men were every now and then

put in mind of him by the Arian calamities,

went off by degrees, and the thousandyears

were by little and little given up ; paulatim,

fays Estius; by which expression he indirect

ly contradicts those who say that in the synod

at Rome under Damasus against Apollinarh

the noisy heresy of the Chiliasts (as Baronius

exultingly fays) had its mouth stopp'd. A-

greeable to this is what we mentioned on

C. xi. 2, viz, That Jerusalem which had
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been trodden under foot by the Gentiles,

made so splendid an appearance under Con-

stantine that Eusebius was ready to take it

for the new Jerusalem. At Constantinople"

particularly the Revelation was very little

regarded : for among many Fathers who

lived in that neighbourhood there is not to

be found so much as one citation from that

book. .

XIX. Some began the 1000 years(whether

precisely that number or more or less) at the

birth of Christ : others at his passion.

Cafljodorus, in Complexionibus expresses this

plainly : Alligavitque eum &c.y /. e. ' And

f bound him a thousand years, Rev. xx.. 2.

f (This, .fays he, is a Synecdoche by which

* the whole is put for the part : for the end

* of them is entirely unknown to us, but the

1 beginning of them is by common consent of

' thefathers placed at the birth ofour Lord) ;

* Which was then the feat of the Emperors, and the scene

of worldly ease, pleasure and prosperity.

y Alligavitque eum mills annis (quod per fi^uram synec

doche a parte totum dicitur, quando ejus finis omnimodis ha-

betur incognitus, qui tamen confenfu fati um a nati-vitate do.

mini computanturJ ne creditaras gentes libera potestate confun-

deret. In fine verb seculi dicit eum esse folvendum, quando

multi martyjes & confessores vcniente antichrif.o germinabunt.
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* that he might not, if he had had the free

* use of his power, confound the Gentiles

c that were to receive the gospel. But he

' tells us that toward the end ofthe world'he

1 sliall be loosed, and then there shall spring

' up many martyrs and confessors on the com-

* *ni °fAntichrist' The fame doctrine was

taught by St. Augustine (whose credit was

sufficient to draw in all the middle ages into

this opinion) > by Primasius (who also rec

koned the 3 \ times as going on along with

the 1000 years, from the beginning of the

New Testament to the end of the world)

and among the Greeks by Andreas Cæfarien^

sis, who on this occasion lays more stress on

the date of the passion of Christ. Scipio

Maffei makes the following remark on the

above cited words of Caffiodorus; 2 §>uod

subditur &c i. e. what he adds, viz. ' that

f in the opinion of many of the Fathers this

1 space is to be reckoned from the nativity of

' our Lord, seems to refer to an opinion

held by many informer times that ioooyears

z Quod subditur, spatium hoc multarum patrum seutenda a

nati<vitatt Domini computari, ad opinionem multis elim sub-

ortam videtur referri, millefimo fofl Cbrijhim amo rerum uaivtr-

sitatem dissojutum. iri & Antichrisium adventurum.
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* after Christ the world should be diflblv'd,

' and Antichrist should come.' Thus the

order was inverted, and thethoufandyears

thus lhortned, setforemost andAntichrist (who

delay'd so long) was put after them and a

little before the • end>of the world. They took

it for granted that the thousand years were

actually in course; and the coming of An

tichrist, together with die end of die world,

had always been lookt upon as near. Ofthis

opinion were Lactantius, Jerom, the author

of the Opus hnperf in Matth. homil. 49,

Gregory the Great, and others. But as the

Æra increased without any considerable re

volution, men began again to allow the pro

per meaning of the thousand years to take

place at the end of which Antichrist should

come. . \ .

XX. Here indeed was a mistake, that

they wrested that 1000 years in the xxth

Ch. ofthe Revelation to this purpose : but k

happened luckily that they fixed upon some

thing that chanced to be right in the main

(but shewn to be so by other arguments)

namely 1000 years, nearly, from the first
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times of the New Testament to the reign of

the Beast.

* XXI. ••- •

Thus matters went on till the number of

years came to be actually iooo ; ten Cen

turies being spent. * At the beginning

* of the eleventh Century there were some

' (as Baronius informs us) who taught that

,c the time was at hand when the Man of

1 Sin, the Son of Perdition, the Antichrist

* so called, mould, be revealed: and this

' was publickly declared in France (first of

* all at Paris) spread abroad in the World,

' and believed by great Numbers.' Now as

people expected the last day at the same

time, thev let the Churches and Monasteries

-go to ruin, many Princes and Lords travell'd

to Rome, and many built Hospitals for the

Sick and for Pilgrims, and even Abbies,

into which some of them retired to wait for

that day. Fleury's Marniers of the Chrisiians,

Dr. Emiliane's Cheats of the Priejls : T. i.

p. 130 &c.

XXII. Men were greatly forwarded and

confirmed in this anxious expectation of

Antichrist, by reflecting on what passed \n
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the Sec of Rome. In the year 1000 aster

the passion of Christ BenediSi IXth, was

Bishop of Rome from A0. 1032 to 1045:

and in all appearance it was on account of

thisscandalous youngster that the Greeks lookt

for the number of the Beast in this name

BENEAIKTOS, which in Greek comes pre

cisely to 666. (Compare here the Gnomon

on Rev. xiii. 18. §. xn.) A plain mark of

this is to be seen in the copies of Andreas

Cæsariensis ja in which the name BenediBus

is foisted in by the Transcribers, and like

wise the rubrick or lemma concerning the

1000 years which where before reckoned

by him from the Birth of Christ (as may

still be seen in Arethasb) was adjusted to his

paffion, that it might agree with the time of

this Benedict. However all that hap

pened under him was at most but a prelude

to the reign of the Beast.

* A Cappadocian Bishop, who wrote a Commentary on

the Revelation more than 500 years before the time whea

Benedict was Biihop ofRome.

b The Successor of Andreas, who about 40 years after,

abridg'd or made extracts from Andreas's Comment.
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xxm.

At last came Hildebrand. By his

decrees and exorbitant aBions many began to

fee, after so many warnings, whereabouts

they were. What people in those days

thought of the matter may be found in ma

ny writers. But Aventinus has comprised

the whole in that well-known and impor

tant passage: Pleriqice omnes boni &cz, ' that

1 is almost all good, open-hearted, just, can-

' did and undesigning men have left it on

' record that the Reign of Antichrist

' began at that time.' How exactly

they distinguished between the Reign of the

Beast and Antichrist himself is not easy to

discern.

XXIV. All the horrible things which

we read of this Gregory VIIth, are out-done

by what Cardinal Bennopublishedconcerning

him at that very time. Many, even amongst

Protestants, will not believe him, because

he was an enemy to Gregory. But we are

not so much to mind in such a case whether

one is a friend or an enemy, as whether he

c Plerique omnes boni, aperti, justi, ingenui, fimplic«s, turn

imperium Antichristi cæpifle memorise literarum prodidere.
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be a conscientious or, at least, an honest

man. Virtue gains the love of men ; and

vice our hatred : and love and hatred are

the motives that first impel many a man to

discover the truth of things either very bad

or very good, which otherwise he would

have kept to himself and concealed from o-

' thers. Benno too reckoned 1 000 years from

the beginning of the New Testament to the

reign of Antichrist : and this may be one

of the reasons he had for not sparing Hil-

DEBRAND.

XXV. When the disturbances raised by

Hildebrand were over, some who had not

seen the whole of these horrible doings con

tinued still in expectation ; which as to the

very Antichrist was too early, and as to the

reign of the beast was too late. Fluentius

Bishop of Florence gave out, on the appear

ance of a very great dComet, that Antichrist

was born : on which account Pope Pascal

IF. went thither'• and in a Council of 340

O o .'

m. :U.x! .' '.• • . • ; ' '•' i

* The same, as Astronomers reckon, that appeared again

A0. 1680, and is predicted to return A0. 2255, its period

being computed to be 575 years.
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Art. 3. Chap. 6. -Fok 5&1.—59.5.—626:

• and take notice how they speak of him ei

ther as a calamity yet so come', or actually

present.

XXVIII. The dark night was now fully

come on, and considerate people began to re

flect and bethink themselves by what time the

day might break. Here again one term after

another was pitched upon. The antient

'Techonius had reckoned the 3 .§• times to be

3 i centuries, or 3-50 years (as the Jews did,

in Justin's •dialogue' with Tryphon); and

That the Waldenses interpreted in their own

favour, and conceived hopes that in 350

years from the beginning of those miserable

times there would be better days : Vitringa

in Apoc. p. 464. From the Waldenses

the Wiclifites and Hussites took this inter

pretation: for T. Purvæus, an Englishman,

A0- 1390 composed out of the lectures of

his master, Wiclif, then in prison, an Ex

position of the Revelation, in which he rec

kons the 1000 years from the passion of

Christ to the year 1033, and from thence

c Who wrote A0 • 390 about a thousand years before Wic

lif's days. ...
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to A0' 1383 he assigns 350 years to Anti

christ. That Wiclif himself was of this

opinion appears from the 8th Session of the

Council of Constance, where the 9th Article

he is charged with is this : Poji Urbanum

¥*t {Scc i. e. ' After Urban the VIth there

•' is no Pope to be owned j but we must be

* governed, as the Greeks are, by laws of

' our own making.' The year .1383 fell

in the reign of this Urban. Rieger, in his

history of the Bohemian Brethren, §. 412,

treats of the doctrine of the Hussites : and

Byzynius, there cited mentions that about

the year 1420 many in Bohemia were mis

led (through an opinion that the kingdom

of Christ was in a little while to be

set up and vengeance poured out upon the

Enemies) to fell their goods even at a low

price, to betake themselves with their wives

and children to the gTaborites and to lay

f Post Urbanum vi. non est aliquis recipiendus in Papam,

fed vivendum est more Græcorum sub legibus proprijs.

s These were a Branch of the Hussites who had a Castle

near the small City called Tabor not far from Prague, by

means of which they stood out against the Emperor Sigismund

and Pope Martin V"1 Crusade : and their Castle was not taken

till A". 1544.
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their money at the feet of the priests, in or

der to introduce a community of goods: hut

that from thence there quickly ensued great

scarcity and disorder, and time alone soon

confuted that error.

XXIX. In the middle ages, when the

Persians under Chostoes, and after them the

Saracens, but especially the Turks, became

so powerful and got possession of the hply

grave, the holy city Jerusalem, and the pro

mised land, many Expositors interpreted the

Revelation of those transactions. For when

Jerusalem was recovered in the first Crusade

and lost in the second (which was zealously

promoted by Bernard who thought that was

the time the fulness of the Gentiles was to

come in, and all Israel to be saved) and the

third came to nothing; in the year 12 13

Pope Innocent III. sent out circular letters

to all faithful Christians pro fubjidio terræ

sanEiœ, for the relief or recovery of the holy

land, in hopes that they should be more

successful now that the 666 years from Ma

homet were near run out. After this

Petrus Aureolus, Nicholas Lyranus, Anto

ninus Florentinus &c, interpreted each in his
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own way the 666 years and several other pas

sages in the Revelation of Mahomet; to which

purpose also many even since the reforma

tion, especially among the Roman Catholicks

wrest such tests. When besides all

this the Ottoman Port was established about

the beginning of the XIVth Century, Expo

sitors of this fort took up a fancy that this

was the timein whichSatan was loosed (how

ever, people had an eye at the same time, to

the abominations of Popery) and so reckoned

1000 years backward looking for thebegin-

ing of them in Constantine's time. Fox,

Gerhard and Hoe cite Gualterus Bfutus,

Ubertinus de Cafalis, Ferdinandus del Cas

tillo and Jacobus de Teramo as of this opi

nion, which chiefly Brightman among the

moderns has advanced. Others begin

the iooo years with Calixtus II, who must

needs be the Angel, and the Emperor the

Dragon whom he bound by wresting from

him the right oi Investitures A°• 1 122, 1 123 :

others with Innocent IIId, who establish'd

the Orders of the Dominicans and Fran

ciscans A0• 12 1 5. Thus was the
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consujion of the times of the Beast and of the

1000 years brought to the utmost height:

however thereby a way was opened for set

ting them again in their right order, viz, the

times of the Beast first, and the 1000 years

after, and from hence Joannes Viterbiensis,

A"' 148 1, gave Sixtus IV great hopes of vic

tory over the Turks (whom he took for the

Beast, as Innocent before did the Saracens)

and of the 1 000 years. See Seb. Meyer in

Apocal.fol. 80.

XXX.

With tlie Reformation there sprung

up a new light in prophetical as well as other

matters ; andLuther found the Hildebrandine

papacy emblematically represented inCh.xiii.

of the Revelation. At the same t'"ne he

could not be unacquainted with the above-:

mentioned h 3 50 years, since he had caused

the said book ofPurvæus to be printed, with

a preface of his own, at Wittenberg, A0'

1528: but he saw they were manifestly too

short, and therefore laid hold on something

that was righter, namely the 666 years.

He was satisfied that the xiii,h. Ch. of the

b In the beginning os§. xxvm.
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Revelation has no view to the Turk, but to

the P%>e; and in consequence of that, in his

marginal notes expounds the 666 years <rf

the duration of the worldly papacy. Bibli-

ander w^.s also one of the first who acknow

ledged1 $iis; and among the reformed in

France Jac. Capellus, and in England Tho

mas Lydyat did the fame; How Sera-

phinus de Fermo and others busied them

selves from that time to wrest sometimes one

sometimes another passage of the Revelation

that contained a description of any horrible

thing, to apply it to Luther and the Refor

mation, is not worth mentioning. But Lu

ther's Exposition ought in reason to be look'd

upon as a considerable part of this whole

testimony ; tho' very few, even in the pro

testant church, have hitherto duly regarded

it. - He held that Antichrist was now plainly

revealed, and agreed with Lucas Brugensis

and others who reckon 6000 years to be

the whole time that the world is to last.

Hence he concluded that the last day was

not far off", and so there was not sufficient

space remaining for the 1000 years to come j

P P
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for which reason he could not reckon tKcrr*

more conveniently than from the beginning

of the New Testament to Gregory VIL

This appears from his Supsutatio, or reckon

ing of the years of the world, published not

long before his Death. Besides, in his

preface to the Revelation and his notes on it,,

there are contain'd the following Positions.

1. Thefirst wo is great; the second greater ;

the third the greatest of all. 2. These

cond wo began in the seventh Century, in the

Saracen history. 3 . The third wo in C.

xiii, is the worldly papacy.. 4. This be

gan in Hildebrand. 5. It will last 666

years. 6. The third wo and the seven

vials are under the trumpet of the seventh

angel. 7. The third wo will be check'd

by the vials. 8. The 1000 years are, in

the proper fense, 1000 years. 9; The

1000 years and the times of the Beast can- •

not coincide for ever Ib stiort a time. Other

Expositors have maintained some one; and

some another of these Positions severally: but

Luther (and to the best of my knowledge,

he alone to this day) grasped all of them to

gether in his comprehensive knowledge, tho'
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ib long ago. Now let us add to these,

one position more (which in no wise dis

agrees with the former nine, but is rather a

consequence of them, and is maintained by

Luther's fellow-labourer Francis Lambert in

his Exeg. Apoc. p. 233, 286) namely this,

10. That the times of the Beast go before

and the 1000 years follow after ; and then

we have all the grounds of a true Exposition.

XXXI. Andrew Osiander the elder

went another way to work. He sought for

the number of the Beast in the hebrew word

rvon, (Rumiit) and at the same time gave

occasion to people's gradually quitting the

number 666 in reckoning the duration of

the Beast, and espousing that of 1260. Ex

amine his ConjeB. de ultimis tempor. & fine

mundi, published at Nuremberg, A0. 1544;

and his son-in-law Funckius's Illustration of

. the Revelation, p. 162, 203, 3650s the edi

tion of 1596. Some suppose both the

numbers, 666 and 1260, to run on parallel,

and assign the latter to the duration of the

spiritual, and the former to that of the

worldly power of the Beast j as the Centuri-

ators of Magdeburg, the Syntagma N. Tt.
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(which has great affinity to their work) Jo.

Balæus, Raph. Eglinus, Zach. Muthesius,

Melch. Kromayer, and others. But the

well-grounded 666 years were overborne

by the ill-grounded 1260 years, by n^ton,

and by other such names, especially in Flacii

Gbjsa and other Expositions that had a great

run. Bellarmine, and such as he, were not

sorry for this : but many protestants have

stuck to this period of 1260 years, in their

controversial writings and their Expositions,

as Hoe, Paræus, Gerhard, Cluver, Gravius,

Cocceius, &c.

XXXII. Now this Year-day' has had

many troublesome consequences : (1) When

the 666 years were little minded, the Hilde-

brandine-period, which had formerly been

look'd upon by all considerate persons as so

important, came to be forgotten, or at most

made but a part of the papal period. They

were unwilling to begin their 1260 years at

Gregory VII, or lower down; for that would

have made the time too long for them that

thought the final ruin of Antichrist and the

! i. e. the taking each of the 1 260 days in the Prophecy to

signify a year. ' -
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last day were very near; and the time of

their waiting for these future things would

have been too much extended, delay'd and

render'd uncertain : so they must needs be

gin higher, and thereby left too little room

for those things which, in the prophecy, pre-

ceeded the rising of the Beast. Many also

of their predictions failed one after another,

especially in the time of the persecution ofthe

reformed in France, which made sport for

their adversaries. (2) Thus the length

of this period of 1260 years, when it pre

vailed, obliging them to set the beginning

of the times of the Beast too high in history,

for example A"' 257, 450, 600, 800, (a

wide difference!) put a stop to all comparing

of the prophecy and history : and many had

the assurance to reckon among the limbs of

Antichrist the holy Bishops of the antient

church of Rome, the latchet of whose JJjoes

(fays Petrus Crugotius) they were not worthy

to unloose. (3) Especially, the testimony

of the truth against Popery, in so far as it is

grounded on this Prophecy, was greatly im

peded. (4) No room could be found

for the 1000 years : so, whereas all the an
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tients had placed them either wholly after or

wholly before the times of the Beast, now

men came to allow some part of the iooo

years, or the whole of them, to run parallel

with some part of the 1260 years. Nay

some begin both the 1260 years of misery

and the 1000 years of happiness together, at

Constantine the Great, as Napier; or both

together about the time of Charles the Great,

as Matth. Hoffman : the former of whom

is nearly follow'd by B. P. Carl, and the

latter by Casp. Heunischius.

XXXIII. The Anabaptistical, premature

<and frantick notions of the Millennium (a-

gainst which the confession of Aufburg bears

a proper testimony) greatly contributed to

bring in anew, among some men, a great

indifference about the Revelation, and a-

mong many about the 1000 years, especially

as they thought them past long ago. If any

one but gave a hint of 1000 years yet to

tome, he was suspected; and those were com

mended who thought themselves not bound

to make open confession of them. These

therefore took up the thing so much the more

warmly, and found means to make the very
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narneofthe Millennium or iooo years odious,

See Crameri arbor hœret. consanguin. p. 76.

Yet in. the year 1554 at Basle some learned

Refugees bore noble testimony to the 1000

years to follow after the overthrow of Anti

christ; such as Sebast. Castellio in the pre

face to his translation of the Bible, and Mar

tin' Borrhaus on the xxth chap, of the Reve

lation (tho' these two had had disputes upon

other points);' likewise Cœlius Secundus

Curio in his Book de amplitudine regni Deit

and Alphonsus Conradus Mantuanus in

'Apocal.

XXXIV. There bid been a long time

an expectation that in the year 1588 the

world would come to an ehd, or at least:

there would be very great revolutions in it-

Jo. Guil. StuCkius published a particular

treatise on that subject, at Zurich, that very

year 1588. Take the substance of what is

said by J. J. Hoffman hijl. pap. ad A. 12 19,

Flacius catal. test, verit. §. 173, Gerhard*

he. de extr. jud. §. 78, and Conrad. Bruss-

ken's appendix to Beverley's chronology;

and we (hall find as follows, viz, antiently

people added to. the rife of Mahomet the
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number of the Beast, and because of the

sum of these two, 622 and 666, were intent

upon observing the year 1288. About

that time the Christians lost what they had

'till then kept possession of in Syria j and

men deceived themselves with this prognos

tic, vee mundo in centum annis, i. e. wo to

the world within these 100 years; and so

made a mistake also about the greatest and

last antichristian calamities, which they

thought would come to an end A°" 1388.

When nothing happened that year, they

added another and then another 100, and

so brought it to 1488 and 1588; and made

also astrological calculations of them. Atlast

they left oft" this way and no longer added

the 666 years to Mahomet's times, but to

the year 1032, to which they reckoned 1000

years from the pajjion of Christ. On this

ground they were willing to suppose that in

the year 1698 there would follow the de

struction of the Turk and Popery, and the •

spreading of Christianity over all the world.

Lambertus Danæus inverts this order, rec

koning the 666 years from the passion, and

then adding the 1000 years; de Antkh. p.
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98. 108. compare with this Dudleij Fenneri

'Theologia, p. 172. Edit. A0- 1589. Others

reckoned from the birth of CiIrist : whe-

ther they put the 1000 years first or last it

matters notj but a great expectation there

was against the year 1666, the treatise cal

led Romæ Ruinajinalis goes altogether upon

this scheme, which gave a handle to Spize-

lius and Artopœus for further reflexions.

XXXV. By searching the Scriptures men

are now again come near to the ancient truth.

In the beginning of the last century J. Pis-

cator, and others, put the reign of the Beast

and Antichrist before the 1000 Years, and

aver'd that all is not yet fulfilled that is fore

told to come before the end of all things.

In like manner Dan. Cramerus, in his Bible

with Notes, acknowledgeth that the 1000

years in C. xx. 2. do not begin till after the

Hallelujah and after the Victory in C. xix<

1, 1 1 . but he interpreted them of the peace

of the church &c, (much in the same way

as Cotterius, Zeltnerus and Mommers) and

besides, as he held the end of the world to

be very near, he extends the 1000 years to
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scarcely more than the age of a man ; in

which Franc. Lambertus went before him,

and Zach. Hogelius, Joh. Schindlerus, Nic.

Mulerius, Joh. Brunsmannus and Melch.

Kromayer differ but little from him. The

more constrain'd this Interpretation is, the

more clearly it shews that these Expositors

were sensible of the connexion between the

xix"1 and the xx,h Chapter.

XXXVI. Afterward many were roused

anew to a diligent inquiry into this point by

means of Cocceius : however, they sul&r'd

themselves to be misled, by their several

k periods or ages of the church, into many un

profitable extravagancies.

XXXVII.

A wide Door was opened by the worthy

Spener, who brought again into view thk

hope, as he and others called it, ofbetter times;

and who carefully avoided all meddling with

particulars, (as was very suitable to this new

beginning) but maintained his main point

with great seriousness and steadiness, and

with full assurance, to his death. Ever

k See the Introduction, §. xm : andN°.'in of §. xxxvm

of this part of the Conclusion. ' ;
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since then the truth, in this point, has been

making its way more and more powerfully,

tho' incompassed with many errors.

XXXVIII. The writers who now meet

with the most general approbation are of

three Sorts. 1 . Some interpret almost

every thing of the judgments upon the Jews,

or on them and the Heathen also, early in

the beginning of the New Testament ; and

reckon the 1000 years from the ascension

of Christ, or from Constantine the Great.

Such is the opinion of Grotius, Hammond

and the Author of the Prcenotiones apocalyp-

ticœ, &c. Here the times are taken always

in the common acceptation. Bossuet takes

this way of reckoning for granted, and be

sides he places Antichrist only a short time

before the end of the world. 2. Others

still abide by the year-day and the period of

1260 years : and those of them who place

the Beast before the 1000 years assign very

different terms when the one mould end

and the other begin. Joseph Mede was

one of the principal abettors of the period of

1260 years, and was followed by Henry

More, Peganius, Jurieu and others. To
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this class belong Newton, Sandhagen, Du-

rer, Schweitzer, Zcltner, Samuel Konig,'

Scheurman, Abbadie, Crinson, Drieffen,

Malschius, Kohlreiffius, Stockius, &c, tho'

as to the icoo years they differ widely from

one another. 3. Many labour to fill

up the whole space from St. John to us with

only the seven Churches, or the figurative

interpretation of them, and maintain that

almost every thing from the first seal to the

1000 years is yet to come ; and so they too

take the times in the common acceptation.

See §. vi, vii. of the Preface, and Hedin-.

ger's preface to the Revelation in his New

Testament with Notes.

XXXIX. It is not to be wondered at that

amidst so many difficulties, and after so many

terms assigned that have passed without ef

fect, many men of understanding have in a

manner given up all study of the Revelation

and confin'd all their reflections on it to some

general and well-known heads of doctrine

viz, that the Church sliall be always strair-

ned but never shall be crufh'd; and have

brought the reckoning of times almost into

disuse. Markius's Commentary on the Apo-
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XLIL

This may serve for a brief History of

the Expositions of this Prophecy, accord

ing to their principalvariations', from whence

many advantages may accrew to those who

desire to profit by it. I. We may see how

amidst this strange and manifold variety of

opinions the progress of the truth has been re

tarded through the justling of so many errors;

and yet glimpses of it have been seen in all

Ages, and it has made its way through them.

II. Let any one, antient or modern Exposi

tor of the Revelation fall into a man's hands ;

he needs only to look how he explains the

forty two months of the Beast, the number of

the Beast, and the- thousandyears; and thereby

he will presently see what grounds he goes

upon, and so be able to avoid thefalfe\ and

receive the truth and make farther profici

ency in it. III. Hence it is manifest

that the conduct of men in their affairs de

pends in a great measure on the true and on

thefalse interpretation of the prophetical word:

and hereby we are admonished to suit our

selves wisely to the times we live in. The

following Vlh part treats more at large of

this subject.
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XLIII. But especially, hereby some er

rors fall to the ground, either antient ones

which in modern times have been plausibly

set off, ot new and lately sprung up: such

as I. The error that the times of the

Beast and the 1000 years run on parallel

with one another. However narrow the

bounds were into which the antients other

wise contracted the times, they never allowed

the least part of these two periods to be co-

temporary. H. The error that the

looo years began in Constantine's time.

III. The error that a Day in the Revelation

signifies sometimes a common Tear, or every

where a common Day. On the other

hand we are the more sensible of the benefit

of thefundamentalpositions, and the marks of

a true Exposition which we have laid down

in § xxxi, xxxii of the Introduction, ia

the IIId part of the conclusion, and in §. xxx

of this IVth part.

XLIV. The more strictly any man lhall

examine this whole 1 illustration of the Reve

lation, the more, I hope, he will be convinced

1 Viz, the introduction, the exposition itself, and die con

clusion.
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that I avoid all' the abovementioned errors,

and propose nothing that clashes with the

true principles, but rather adopt them all.

As to the calculation of the times, many.

have gone in the middle way before me: a so

I offer nothing new on that head but a pre

cise determination ofthe length of the prophe

tical times, which goes in that middle way;

Jj&M. is not only consistent -with those things

which have been formerly discoveredby others,

but also confirms them and is confirmed by

them. And thus there appears again that

agreement with former Expositions which was

required in the end of the IIP Part. Tis

true the truth of the Exposition of the word

of God, in prophetical as well as other

points, by no means depends on the consent

of men in their opinions, or On their autho

rity; yet it is of great use to read former wri

ters: for as every man who writes any thing

now hopes to benefit others (if he does not,

he would do better to let alone writing) ; so

he ought candidly to judge that others before

him wrote with the like hopes, and con-

m See Introd. $. liii.
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sequently to improve himself by help of

their gifts, their labour and knowledge, and

by their mistakes too. And as in every age

God has bestowed on the lovers of truth

some knowledge of it, it is truly no easy mat

ter to collect it all together: but when an

Expositor does notsearch in their writings for

what has been already bestowed on them

and may be found there but minds the text

only; many things may remain hidden to his

eyes, and he may be long perplexed about

places that are cleared already by others.

For my part I have made the best use of

them that I could ; and I hope I am thereby

enabled to do others the better service.

9«ooGoe0Oooooooaoa^<§>)0oaoao0G0eoooooeoosc

PART VII.

CONSISTING of wholesome Ad

monitions how to avoid all abuse and

mistake and to make a right and

profitable use of the foregoing, and

such like reflections on the propheti

cal scriptures.

R r
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I. The events related in history from St,

John's days to our times agree most exactly

with this sublime Prophecy: by which agree

ment the truth of the word of God is most

clearly and irrefragably proved against all

Infidels ; the truth of the Christian religion a-

gainst the Jews, "Turks, Sec. nay the truth of

the Evangelical religion against Popery.

Abbadie, not long before his death pub-

lish'd a large exposition of Ch. vi, vii, viii,

and ix, of the Revelation, entituled, The

triumph of Providence and Religion, as a Sup

plement to his treatise of the truth of the

Christian religion. Now all that he ad-

vanceth, in the beginning of his Ist part, p.

1 6, against the scoffers, and in the conclusion

of his IVth part, p. 663, against 1 . the Hea

then; 2. the Jews; 3. the Mahometans; 4.

the Ariatis and Socinians ; $. Roman-catho-

licks; 6. Atheists, Deists, Sceptics and Infidels;

all this, I fay might be built still morefirmly

on the grounds of this present Exposition.

II. In the Revelation the holiness of God

is amply displayed ; and therefore both the

expositor and the reader of it ought to have

their hearts prepared to stiew a holy fear and
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becoming reverence. Whatever God

teacheth, that we ought to apply ourselves

with diligence to learn ; neither seeking for

more, nor contenting ourselves with less :

and we ought also to apply it all to his glory

and oursalvation, and to the exciting of our

devotion ; and not wast all our labour on meer

knowledge: But many deal with the Prophe

cies as they do with an Enigma. Before

it is solved, they have a tickling impatience,

a longing expectation, and an agreeable so

licitude about it: but as soon as it is solved,

they are weary of this, and want a new one.

And therefore we may fairly conclude that

if any man could at once give full and satis

factory answers to all the questions among

the learned, he would have little thanks

from them; for he would but only spoil

their play and their pastime. But those

who receive the truth with due thankfulness

and respect, as soon as they come to the

knowledge of it apply it to use; and that par

ticularly as well as in general.

III. Many men if they would exercise

themselves more in meditating on the word

©f God, his promises, and his judgments,
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both in past times and those that are yet to

come, would not find their labour in the

use of their faculties so fruitless; but would

besensible.of the almighty Power, the good

ness and faithfulness of God, and find in

that sense more strength to overcome them

selves and all either inward or outward op

position than in the restless agitation of their

own thoughts. Those Psalms whose begin

ning often expresseth the sense of the sharpest

inward trouble and temptation, yet end in

a delightful descant on the divine Oeconomy.

God has not exhibited his promises to his

Church in vain: but if no one in particular

will chuse to enjoy the comfort of them, to

what purpose are they recorded in the Scrip

tures?

IV. Though our Forefathers, and their

resisting even to blood the Proteftant Church

has attained to the enjoyment of a liberty of

conscience, the high value of which those

souls alone know how to prize who have

with difficulty escaped the iron furnace of

Romish slavery. The enjoyment of this li

berty many take to be their acknowledged

right and make use of it according to their
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skill and ability, not only for their own pri

vate ease and comfort, but also openly in all

their behaviour, conversation and writings;

and yet these very men do not scruple incon-

Jiderafely to pronounce it all, one part with

another, to be one mere Babel. But though,

alas! there are disorders, too too many, in

all places; yet there is a great difference be

tween other Churches and that which in the

prophecy is called Babylon. As depraved as

Jerusalem was, yet it was no Babel. ——

■ ■ On this head

we are taught, in the Revelation, to judge

not according to appearances but to judge righ

teousjudgment.

V. The times in which, one after ano

ther, holy men's lot falls, are either those

near about the terms or boundaries, when one

period is near run out and somewhat else is

going to appear ; or middle times, in which

one or more generations may pass without

any remarkable change. In middle times one

may be in some measure indifferent: but the
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times near the bounds require watchfulness,

and will make those watchful who are willing

to be awaked. The Israelites were to behave

themselves, while they were in the midst of

their Egyptian slavery or Babylonian capti

vity, in a manner very different from what

they were to do at the time oftheirgoing out

of Egypt, or return from Babylon.

VI. Those who enterprize great, fine,

specious and important things ought not, rtis

true, to suffer themselves to be discouraged

from what they are well assured they have a

call to: but yet they ought to consider too,

what is or is not practicable at this time,

while there are yet so many hellish obstacles

in the way: lest they should be scandalized

if they have not present success More

such cautions are to be seen in the IV,b and

Vth part of this conclusion.

VII. We are now to expect soon, one

after another, the Calamities which the

other Beast brings on for the service of

the first the Harvest, and the Vin

tage; the pouring out of the Vials j the

Judgment of Babylon ; the final

Rage of the Beast, and his Destruc
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tion; and the Binding osSatan. O

how great are these 'Things ! how Jhort the-

Time I

What is it then we stand most in need

of? Wisdom, Patience, Fidelity,

Watchfulness. It cannot, it must not

be that we should continue settled on our Lees.

This is no agreeable Message and Injunc

tion to Flesli and Blood, if it be rightly " un

derstood. The Wife, the Mighty, the

Noble of this World are astonished when they

are told there will soon be a great Change.

Nevertherless the things whichJhall be (Rev..

i. 19.) WIll BE. t

VIII. What particularly the Numbers*,

which in Daniel were sealed and were first

opened by means of the Revelation of Jesus

Christ, and also come out so punctually j

what they, I say, may contribute to the con

viction ofthe yews, is left to the considera

tion and the trial of those who are qualified

to understand the Prophets and to deal with

the Jews. See Introd. §. xxviii at the end.

IX. Many do not regard such things as

these : and among others there are so many

■ See Jerem. xlviii. 1 1 . and Zephan. i. 1 2.
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misconceptions, so many evasions and ob

jections against the whole or against somepar

ticular points, that when a Man thinks he

has dispatched ten of them, a hundred start

up in their stead. Often indeed they them

selves destroy one another, but are of such

a nature that though they are easy to be an

swered singly, yet with their multitude they

would wear out any Person that would take

the trouble to answer them all.

Now I have laid all open to all the World.

He that cares not for it may let it alone :

He that can receive it, let him receive it.

How many important things, O Lord,

Jesus, in thy Revelation, lie open to

thysight, which my dim eyes have overlooks !

Do thou out ofthy Fulnesssupply wherein

I am deficient, bothfor me andfor others.

To thee be the Glory and the Power

for ever and ever !

 



REMARKS

MARGINAL ANNOTATIONS:

Summary of the whole Exposition.

Chap. Verse.

4—6- ^«)^ The address: which

gives this book the form of

an epistle.

7, 8. Asummary of the whole book.

9—20. St. John relates in what manner

he was appointed for deliver

ing this important prophecy.

Patmos lies in the midst of

those regions of the world in

SHORT
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BEING A

I. 1—3.

 

fcOJCHE magnificent Title

T^ of the book.

which the prophecy is ful

filled.
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Chap. Verse.

I. 13. From this majestic description

of Jesus Christ are taken

his titles in the following

epistles to the seven Angels

ofthe seven Churches.

II. 1. The seven Churches in Asia,

and especially their Angels,

are exhorted to repentance

and constancy, and the com

ing of the Lord notified to

them. To them that over-

come glorious things are pro

mised. The three first

and the four last addresses,

have a particular connexion

with one another.

III. 20. The coming of the Lord in

all these addresses (excepting

only that to the Angel of the

church of Smyrna, for a par

ticular reason) is notified as

nearer and nearer in each of

them: therefore in this last

it is said, Behold I am stand

ing at the door and knocking.
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Chap. Verse.

IV. i. Here begins the main vision

which extends to C. xxii. 5.

V. 1. In the seven Seals which are

opened quickly one after ano

ther, is expressed the giving

of allpower in heaven and in

earth to the Lamb.

VI. 1. The four first seals relate to

•visible things, and represent

how all times of (1.) Victory

and (2.) War, (3.) all the

seasons, plenty and dearth and

(4.) all general calamities

are in the power oftheLamb:

and of each of these a sam

ple is given in the reign of

Trajan, in the east, west,

south and north.

9. The three latter seals relate to

invisible things: viz, the fifth

to the Saints departed and the

Martyrsj the sixth to the

dead that are in misery ; and

the seventh to the Angels,
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Chap. Verse.

VI. 9. particularly those seven to

whom the seven trumpets

were given.

11. This chronos reaches from A.

D. 97 to A. D. 1208, when

to the Martyrs under heathen

Rome were addedthose under

the Romish Papacy.

VII. 3 By this sealing, the chosenseed

from among Israel were

preserved against the follow

ing Plagues.

9. Here is a multitude of such as

were gone out of this world

to a happy state in the other-

After this, more such multi

tudes appear.

VIII. 6. Of the seven Angels, one af

ter anothersoundstheTRUM-

pets given them: whereby

the a Brake is applied to

• A Brake is an instrument used in dressing of flax, by

which that part of it which is of no other use but to be burnt

is by repeated strokn bruised and crumbled, and so prepared

to be readily separated by the teeth of a strong comb from the

useful part, whereof linnen, of various degrees of fineness, is

made.
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Chap. Verse.

VIII. 6. the power of this world,

so that at last it must all re

vert to the dominion of Je-

sus Christ. The

whole prophecy and the com

pletion of it always go on in

thesame order together.

7. The trumpets of the four first

Angels have a particularcon-

nexionwith one another, and

relate to visible things. The

trumpet of the first angel

was fulfilled, in the east,

by the great slaughter of

Jews in the II d century:

that of thesecond in the west,

in the IIId century, by the

irruption of foreign nations:

of the third, in the south,

in the IVth century, by the

Arian calamities: of

the fourth in the northern

region, in the Vth century,

by the ruin of the Roman

empire.



Chap. Verse.

[6]

VIII. 13. The trumpets of the three last

angels have a particular con

nexionwith one another, and

bring with them three woes

which run in a track from

east to west. The se

cond broke out about the Eu

phrates, the first farther

east, and the third in

the west. The first was

great; the second yet more

heavy: the third worst of all.

There is always an interval

between each two.

IX. 4. Those that aresealed are of the

tribes ofthe children ofIsrael:

those therefore that had not

the seal are the other Jews.

These were at that time very

grievously oppressed in Persia,

wheretheyhad formerlybeen

very powerful.

5. Five prophetical months are

79 Years full, from A0• 510

to 589, after which it fared
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Chap. Verse.

IX. 5. better again with the Jews

in Persia.

11* Abaddon, Apollyon: destroyer.

13. The second wo is the killing

of such numbers of men by

the Saracens.

15. A prophetical hour and a

day and a month and a year

make 207 years nearly; from

A0- 634 to 840.

20. Scarcely was the slaughter

made by the Saracens a little

abated, but the worship of

images was firmly establish'd

in the east A°- 842.

X. I.—XI. 13.Here is a previous declaration

of the scope of that most im

portant trumpet oftheseventh

angel.

X. 6. This non-chronosreaches from

' the oath of the angel to the

binding ofsatan.

XI. 2, 3. These 42 months, and these

1260 days are to be under

stood in theusual acceptation,
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Chap. Verse.

XI. 2, 3. and mean common months

and days; and are yet to

come. Yet the mentioning

them here so long before is

in no wife b improper; since

the whole period of which

they are a part began before

the end of the second wo.

1 5. The trumpet of theseventh an

gel extends from the middle

of the IXth century to the end

of the world: and we

are aSlually under it.

XII. 1. The prophecy does not begin

again anew at this place: we

are onlyshewn howthe trum

pet of the seventh angel (the

contents of which were writ

ten in C. xi. 15—18.) is

carried on from C. xi. 19.

xii. 1. to C.xxii. 5; and that

the execution of it reaches

even into eternity. The

twelve stars are the twelve

* See Note p. 6.
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Chap. Verse.

XII. i. tribes oflsrœlat their convert

son.

3. Satan has not been mentioned

from the beginning of C. iv.

i. e. in all mis Vision : but

now his appearance is so

much the more horrible.

6. These i 260propheticaldays are

657 years full, and contain

in them the church of Bohe

mia from the planting of the

christian religion there A"•

864, 'till the breaking out

ofthe reformation A0# 152 1.

At the end of the 1260 days

the Reformation begins: and

at the end of the 3 J times

the thousand years begin.

The former of these revolu

tions was a great one and a

good; the latter yet more

so: and they are the one to

the other as the day-break

to the rising of the fun.

1 2. This Wo is that third Wo.

B
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Chap. Verse.

XII. 12. The angel of the abyss had

brought on thefirst; and the

four angels by the Euphrates

when loosed, thesecond: Sa-

ten himself raises the third.

The short time, or few kairoi,

makes 888 y years, as after

ward the 3 4 times make

777 f y6815• These two

periods begin the one before

the other, but end together.

In both of them is included

the number of the Beast,

which makes 42 prophetical

months or 666 T years, as a

Chronos is 1 1 1 1 T years, and

two Chronoi or 2222 ~ years

anAion orÆvum, C. xiv. 6.

The proofof this may beseen

in the Introduction.

The third Wo, the 3 4. times

of the Woman, and the

times of the Beast have been

in their course a long time,

. , are so at present, and are

hastening quickly to their End.



Chap. Verse, . • <

XII. j 2. Toward this end that which

was previously declared in

C. x, xi. will be fulfilled.

As to us, the xiiith and xiv"1

chapters require our mostseri

ous consideration-, and NOW

is the peculiar time for us to

reap benefit from this pro

phecy.

XIII. i. By the sea is understood the

west. Here the Hilde-

'. - brandine Papacy is described,

from A°• 1077.

if. • ThissecondBeasl will now soon

break out with his horrible

abominations. Hereafter

he is several times called the

- false 'Prophet.

XIV. 6, The voice of this Angel was

heard at the beginning of the

last centuryj and that of him

who follow d him, about the

middle of it.

lo, 11, This is the most dreadful

*threatning in all the holy
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Chap. Verse. • -

XIV. 14-20. scriptures. See §. ix. of the

Preface.

The great Harvest and the

great Vintage are near, et the

door.

XVI. 1. The Vials of the four firsts

and so likewise the Vials of

the three last Angels have (as

was the cafe in the trumpets)

a particular connexion with

one another. . The trum

pets, fetching a long compass,

aim their blow at a thirdpart,

and strike at the kingdom of

the world: but the Vials pro

ceedspeedily and strike direff-

ly at the whole. They chiefly

concern the Beast, as he has

insinuated himself into the

kingdom of the world or tem

poral power.

XVII. 8. The duration of the Beast is

here divided into three por-

, . tions : 1 . as he was in being

. ' . ... in the time of his number,

viz.42 months or 666 years.
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Chap. Verse.

XVII. 8. 2. as he c it not, but on the

contrary the Woman hassub-

duedzxA rides upon theBeast:

3. as he will rage at his latter

end, as the special and very

man of Sin and son ofPerdi-

- dition. What is here pro

phesied concerning Babylon,

or Rome, comes to pass in

the middle or second portion,

which is yet to come. We

must be careful to observe

the difference between the

Beast and the Woman : and

also look for it in the proper

places.

9. Each Head* of the Beast has

only one meaning; but the

e A Beast (or rather vnld Beast, 9*ig»ov), both in Daniel

and here, is the Emblem of a Series or Succession of Men

exercising a lawless arbitrary Power. Therefore when the

Power is gone, the Beast is in strict propriety said not to be.

d The Pope (meaning by that word the whole Series of

Popes from Hildebrand to the Son of Perdition, inclusive) is

the Head of that Beast, or King of the Subjects of that Power.

But as the Beast is described as having seven Heads, each

signifying a King and also a Hill as the Seat or Throne of

his Kingdom ; the whole Series of Popes must be divided into

seven farts, each of which particular Series is one Head, that

is, one King, who reigns on hit peculiar and appropriate Hill.

 

 



Chap. Verse.

XVII. 9. thing that is.means is a com

pound) viz. a king and a hill

together- The 1st head is

the reign of the pope on

Mount Cœlius, in the Laseran -t

the 2d, on the Vatican Mount ;

the 3', on the Quirinal ; the

4th on the Efquiline Mount, -

where stands Maria Maggi-

ore. The remaining three,

time will shew us.

16. The Beast himself with the

concurrence of the ten Kings

that adhere to him, will make

the Whore desolate : She has

nothing tofear from the Pro

testants.

XVIIL 4' This coming out of Babylon

will be a little before her

Plagues come upon her.

13. In the midst of the Greek text

stands the Latin word Rheda,

for a Chariot: which hints at

Italy ; as the Chaldaic word

in theHebrew text, Jerem. x,

11. does at the Chaldeans.
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Chap. Verse.

.' XIX. 2. Here the request: of the Souls

under the altar, repeated in

their very words, is transoos'd

into a song of rejoicings

I1. Here comes on the great

slaughter, in which the Beast

together with the false Pro-

•• * phet are destroyed.

XX. I. Satan had a little before (un

der the third wo, so late as

C. xvi. 13) committed an

enormous crime: and now,

after beholding the desolation

of Babylon and destruction

ofthe Beast, he is bound and

imprisoned.

2. We must carefully distinguish

between the two-fold 1000

years j, the one mentioned in

verse 2, 3, 7; and the other

in verse 4, 5, 6.

XXI. I. The new Heaven and the new

Earth, together with the new

Jerusalem belong to eternity,

C. xxii. '5,
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Chap. Verse.

XXII. 6—21. This Conclusion of the Book

answers in every part to the

Preliminaries.

10, ii. An Expositor also should be

-sincere and a plain-dealer,

and not be moved with either

the gain-sayings of Scoffers

and Hypocrites, or the ill use

that may be made of the

Mysteries.

1 8, 19. Those also add and takeaway,

who oppose a well-grounded

and conscientious Revision of

the original Text of this in

estimable Prophecy , and

frighten away People from

the ancient purity of it under

the Name of a dangerous

Innovation.

20. Learn, whoever you are that

hear this, to fay,—and fay

indeed heartily, Come.

THE END.
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